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ABSTRACT 
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Doctoral Advisory Committee Chair: Dr. Carolyn Kitch 

This dissertation examines Hollywood remakes of US films in order to discern 

how the narrative and formal modifications between originals and remakes are analogous 

across sets of films.  Performing a discourse analysis that utilizes theories of popular 

culture and social memory, I argue that the patterns of changes confirm that remakes 

fulfill some functions of modern-day folktales: stories that are adapted for the needs and 

interests of their contemporary audiences but that simultaneously tend to reaffirm and 

promote traditional ideologies. By analyzing shifts and alterations in narrative, visual and 

structural tropes and changes in trends of representation, I examine the ways in which 

such phenomena as political and social movements and historic events are depicted and 

consider what cultural needs these representations may fulfill for their audiences. 

My process was driven by several research questions. First, what kinds of films 

get remade? Secondly, what are the differences in content and structure in each set of 

films analyzed in this study and what are the relationships between the remakes and their 

original source films? Finally, my primary questions are: how do narrative structures, 

characterizations and plots change or stabilize within the same story over time? How can 

we utilize these changes and constants to identify the cultural functions remakes may 

serve that make them so prevalent right now?   
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION  
 

This project grew out of the critical and popular press backlash against the current 

Hollywood remake trend. Remakes increased in prevalence in the early 2000s and the 

general public reaction has been frustration tinged with outrage represented by the all-

purpose explanation that Hollywood has “run out of ideas” and that remaking is a “one-way 

process: a movement from authenticity to imitation, from the superior self-identity of the 

original to the debased resemblance of the copy.”1  Critics have dismissed the trend as 

indicative of remakes earning more at the box office than original films, or costing less to 

make.  As a result of a general sense of dismissal, there is very little scholarship focusing on 

US remakes of US films; the majority of remake studies address US remakes of foreign films 

– particularly French, Japanese and Hong Kong Chinese.  The lack of scholarship on 

Hollywood remakes creates an unfortunate gap; the films offer an opportunity to explore the 

industry’s methods of updating stories and the updates themselves reveal telling shifts in 

cultural needs and desires.   

As a starting point, I analyze the true cost and box office of remakes, track trends in 

Hollywood film remakes over time and then closely examine five Hollywood films and their 

remakes. This is an effort to understand the occurrence of remake production at particular 

periods in US film history, especially in recent years, and the relationships between remakes 

and their source materials.  The goal of this project is to discern whether remakes and their 

source films function as, contemporary folktales: retellings of stories that mirror the concerns 

and reinforce the ideologies of their cultural moment.  By analyzing shifts and alterations in 

narrative, visual and structural tropes and changes in trends of representation, I hope to 
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discover whether and how historic events (such as war and national tragedies) and political 

and social movements noticeably and consistently influence which films get remade during 

particular time periods and what those remakes look like.2  

My process was driven by several research questions. First, what kinds of films get 

remade (in terms of genre, box office, target audience, and other factors)?  On a surface level, 

the films being remade are the same types of films that are being produced in general: films 

aimed at children, tweens and teens and the Golden Demographic of men 18-34 make up a 

large number – projects such as Charlotte’s Web, The Omen, Texas Chainsaw Massacre and 

Flicka.  Secondly, what are the differences in content and structure in each set of films 

analyzed in this study and what are the relationships between the remakes and their original 

source films? For example, what is the significance of the shift from the social commentary 

drama of Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner (1967) to the slapstick comedy of Guess Who 

(2005)? Changes from period pieces to contemporary settings also create areas for 

exploration in films such as King Kong in 1933 and 1976, or the role of the Korean War in 

the original Manchurian Candidate and that of the first Gulf War in the remake.  Finally, my 

primary questions are: how do narrative structures, characterizations and plots change or 

stabilize within the same story over time? How can we utilize these changes and constants to 

identify the cultural functions remakes may serve that make them so prevalent right now?   

There are a number of explanations to the current surge in remakes that I want to 

briefly and preliminarily address. The most common is that, as film critic Simon Hughes 

claims,  
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in the Dearth of Ideas, hard by the dire Lack of Imagination, dwell those alchemists 
of the entertainment industry who delight in turning gold into base metal. These are 
the remakers and their awful talent is to be feared.  Not only will they not stop 
buggering up a classic like Psycho… [but also] transform the second-rate… into 
something completely forgettable.3   
 

Hughes, in his frustration with the industry, discounts the many critically acclaimed and 

undeniably original films released each film that contain generic tropes or popular 

storytelling conventions, but are not remakes. 

 The second popular misconception is that remakes are cheaper to produce than 

original films.  Box office statistics disprove this: first, it assumes that studios are only green-

lighting remakes of films to which they already own the rights, which is not necessarily true.  

It also fails to consider the fact that many remakes are remade precisely because filmmakers 

wish to take advantage of new digital and special effect techniques (see King Kong, Godzilla 

and Rollerball).  Small dialogue-driven films are not remade as frequently as large-scale 

(mass-market) blockbusters.  

 The explanation that remakes make more money than original films is the final 

argument used to dismiss serious analysis of remakes. Box office numbers for 2005 and 2006 

show three remakes among the 20 films, with Casino Royale and War of the Worlds in 

questionable status, as they were so different from the original films. In 2007, one remake 

falls in the top 20, I Am Legend (a loose remake of Omega Man) and the top 20 grossers of 

2008 do not contain a single remake. To go even further, not a single one of the top 20 

grossing films in US history is a remake; the films that dominate the list are sequels, prequels 

and other series films. So none of these three reasons explain the current number of remakes, 

or address the potential cultural functions that motivate the surge.   
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Using the National Film Registry, Internet Movie Database and academic and 

industry film archives, I established a comprehensive list of US films that have been remade, 

including only US remakes of US films, eliminating television shows, video games, 

international films and other forms of remakes and adaptations.  I excluded media-shifting 

remakes in an effort to narrow the field and international remakes because I wished to 

concentrate specifically on Hollywood remake production.  Below, I will establish a rubric to 

clarify which films I am considering remakes as opposed to loose reinterpretations or films 

“inspired by” previous films.  

Resources on remake statistics are scarce, so here is how I am estimating trends: a 

search the Internet Movie Database using the keyword “remake,” sorted by year yields more 

than 3,500 results – but those results include foreign, television and video game remakes.4 

Once re-sorted, more than twenty remakes will be released in 2009, twenty-nine are in pre-

production for 2009, fourteen were released in 2007, thirty in 2006 and more than twenty in 

2005.  After sorting the films, I began to cull based on genre in an effort to select sets of 

films that would represent a variety of Hollywood traditions.  I also selected films based on 

their development of representation of issues of race, class, gender and sexual identity and an 

assortment of films that transcend their generic categorization when remade.  Additionally, I 

chose remakes that, for the most part, were in production after September 11, 2001 in 

anticipation of the project eventually addressing the concerns of Hollywood production 

activity in times of national tragedy.  

I will be examining the following films: The Manchurian Candidate (1962/2004), 

King Kong (1933/1976/2005), Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner/Guess Who (1967/2005), 

Rollerball (1975/2002), and Rear Window/Disturbia (1954/2007).  Specifically, I sought 
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films that inherently addressed issues of race, class, culture and sexual identity in order to 

track Hollywood’s dealings with these issues.  Examining trends in casting, genre cycles, 

special effects use and elements of mise-en-scène, I mapped each set of films in order to 

trace trends and anomalies.   

As a brief aside, it was my hope to find a film noir remade in the past five years, as 

the structure and traditions of the noir genre are so tightly tied to our national identity, 

particularly during the same years as the earlier US film remake spike (just following Pearl 

Harbor through the end of WWII).  So far, I have found exactly two, a sock puppet remake of 

the Lady from Shanghai and a Wong Kar Wai remake of the same film that has been pushed 

back in preproduction several times (it is now scheduled for release sometime in 2010). This 

is fascinating for a number of reasons, but my main interest in The Lady from Sockholm is 

that it contributes to one of the key concepts of this dissertation: the types of films being 

remade are those that are conducive to propagating reassuring cultural values or else films 

that were previously “edgy” or perceived as somehow socially subversive are being 

repackaged.  Guess Who is a good example: a film that has long been considered a 

groundbreaking text on interracial relationships and white liberal guilt complexes is remade 

into a reverse-race slapstick comedy featuring a five minute long sequence in which 

characters tell racist jokes under the guise of self-empowerment.  This movement toward 

safe, non-subversive, less complicated subject matter (and the parallel shifts in characters and 

plot content) suggests a desire for reassurance and pacification.  The connections between the 

changes in films and remakes lead us to an understanding of these desires and their 

implications.  
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Folktales and Remakes in Culture and Context 

As long as film has been used for narrative entertainment, filmmakers have been 

remaking stories.  Early filmmakers turned to literary and theatrical traditions for inspiration, 

and it was not long before they began remaking existing films: their own, films from other 

countries, and – due to the lack of copyright law – those of their competitors.  The history of 

film is filled with trends in remake production and reception, begging the question of why 

these films are not more frequently studied as a group.  

 Work connecting film to folktale, or utilizing archetypes in structural analysis of film, 

traditionally focuses on genre.  Genre patterns lend themselves to this brand of analysis due 

to their tendency toward the formulaic and popularity that runs in cycles.  Keeping these facts 

in mind, the groundwork for this project was built on folktale studies, examination of 

previous uses of folktale in film studies and both fields’ connections with genre studies.  The 

history of film theory remains intertwined with the study of popular culture, a field doubly 

important in this project as folklore remains one of the keystones of folk culture.  

Folktales, Fairytales and Myth 
 

Oral storytelling is among the oldest forms of entertainment, but diversion has never 

been the primary function of folk or fairy tales.  Easily remembered stories have been crucial 

to many civilizations as methods of perpetuating tradition, initiation and constructing a 

cultural memory.  While the content and development of these stories varies, Stith Thompson 

identifies at least three tale functions as universal: “the hero tale, the explanatory legend and 

the animal anecdotes.”5 These orally-transferred stories, folktales, became fairy tales when 

they were written down and commoditized – not replacing the oral folk tradition, but 

complicating it by transforming a traditionally social tradition into a privately-consumed 
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commodity.6  Regardless of their physical form (or lack thereof), Zipes sees the stories as 

retaining similar cultural purposes – whether explaining natural phenomena or indoctrinating 

social mores.7  To clarify the relationship, archetypes are individual, culturally-transcendent 

figures and concepts: the Great King, the Witch or the Dark Forest.  Myths take those 

archetypes and give them action: the Great King sends a knight on a quest. Folk and 

fairytales, then, are born of the myths: the stories are given context to make them culturally 

relevant: King Arthur sends his knights on a Grail quest.8  

According to Frank McConnell, rather than viewing the pragmatic purposes of stories 

as secondary or tangential to their longevity and popularity, the lessons communicated 

should be considered part of what makes folktales so enjoyable.  By telling us how heroes 

behave in difficult circumstances, or how patiently the princess awaits her prince, or how a 

knight answers riddles on a quest, tales allow us to imagine ourselves behaving heroically.9  

Archetypes, mythic structures and recognizable functions allow the tales to become part of 

our cultural consciousness – and as McConnell points out, this is not a process that 

necessarily takes time; Star Wars is his striking example of how a story can become part of 

popular mythology quite quickly.10  Even allowing that Star Wars is a story built almost 

entirely out of already-existing myths, its almost immediate acceptance into US popular 

mythology highlights film’s facilitation of expedited myth-making.  The medium’s endless 

reproducibility, relative financial accessibility and – perhaps most importantly – narrative 

permanence lends itself to intransience in a way that written and oral culture cannot.  

McConnell (channeling Northrop Frye) sees stories “not only in terms of their 

individual, stylistic, literary qualities, but also in terms of the overarching, determinative 

myths that they reincarnate” [emphasis original].11   The structures of these stories are 
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archetypes, the elements of the “four or five permanent mythologies of which humans are 

capable”; thus, archetypes are the motifs which persist in mythologies and fairy tales.12    The 

archetypes, myths and stories remain consistent in that they are meant to serve a social 

function – to remind us where we came from, why the world is the way it is, and how to 

behave.  Many agree with Frye that we are only capable of a limited number of mythologies, 

and that every “new” story is simply a variation on those themes. Vladimir Propp, however, 

stated that it is not the fact that the tales are told or that the characters or plots are similar that 

identifies the stories’ roles in our lives, but the fact that the narrative functions remain 

consistent. 

In his Morphology of the Folktale, Propp identifies repeated functions in Russian 

fairy and folktales by comparing the plots and breaking them into components: “invariants 

and variables are present… the names and dramatis personae change (as well as the attributes 

accorded to each), but neither the actions nor functions change.”13  The results of Propp’s 

study resemble complicated mathematical equations: he assigns alphanumeric values to 

functions of particular tales and possible reactions given relationships and the necessities of 

functions to the whole of an individual tale.  Propp’s assertion throughout is that the 

individuals, geographic details and props of the tales are not the factors that matter, but that 

the functions repeated throughout make up the defining aspects of folktales.  Propp himself 

notes that the concentration on “functions” leaves little room for analysis of character 

figures; although he acknowledges that the “substitutions” in characters have “complicated 

causes,” his Morphology dedicates fewer than five pages to the “Attributes of Dramatis 

Personae and their Significance.”14  This is one point in which I depart from Propp: in 

examining the structural similarities between an original film and remake, the character 
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substitutions carry considerable weight; they become among the most significant markers for 

shifts in ideologies and cultural needs.   

 Whether the traditions of folklore and fairytales are communicable through mass 

media has been a widely-debated question. Linda Dégh, for one, will not dismiss 

contemporary folklore based on its method of distribution, noting that “the phenomenon we 

identify as folklore permeates all society assisted by mass media; it is not ruled out as 

folklore simply because its bearers manipulate new instruments to fit the needs of modern 

consumers.”15  While the goal of Dégh’s project is primarily to explore the use of folktale in 

mass media (fairy tale figures appearing in television commercials, for example), she is also 

interested in “the routines that produce folklore by way of collaboration between professional 

and nonprofessional arbitrators—that is, between professional media communicators and the 

folk in given social contexts utilizing the mass media.”16  Interactions between audiences and 

producers – particularly in terms of film – have long been debated, something that I will 

address shortly in my discussion of the Frankfurt School.  

Donald Le Roy Vallis narrows the comparison between folk culture and mass-

produced film further by specifically equating Hollywood film with oral tradition, suggesting 

that that the written origin of most narrative films does not exclude films from being 

considered an oral tradition: 

…it has been estimated that well over half of all commercial films have come from  
literary sources, which would seem on the surface to preclude an attempt to read films 

 as either “oral” or “folkloric.” Here, the study of folklore can help.  To many 
 folklorists, the question of source is simply not that important in analyzing the orally 
 presented tale.  This is precisely because the distinguishing features of oral narrative 
 reside in its final form…17 
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I disagree with Vallis that film is a form of folk culture for the simple reason that film is not 

populist-generated. I argue that the functions of film, in many ways, have replaced those of 

folk culture; because of the medium’s widespread accessibility and reproducibility, a 

populist-based oral tradition of maintaining cultural narratives is no longer necessary in US 

American popular culture. Suffice to say that there is considerable groundwork for a project 

linking Hollywood film to folklore; these connections have been made through many fields 

and from many angles, and although I depart from their analyses, this project does utilize 

these previous texts as theoretical scaffolding.18  Zipes’ assessment that tales can stagnate 

once written down, for example, holds doubly true for filmic variations: not only is it more 

difficult to change tales once they have been filmed, but the visual imagining of the story 

may stagnate as well.  In order to change the story, then, we must remake it.  

Cultural Studies and Popular Culture 
 

Film and folktale both fall under the aegis of “popular culture;” folklore was a 

product of pre-industrial folk culture produced by and for communities, while film is 

industry-produced mass culture.19  The divergence in the production process of folk and mass 

culture is the primary reason that film must be considered as replacing the functions of folk 

culture rather than an extension of it. There remains debate as to whether mass cultural texts 

are truly “top-down” inflictions of the industry upon consumers or if the audience is 

receiving what it demands, enacting some agency in production and consumption. Examining 

the explosion of mass media in popular culture was one of the primary projects of the 

Frankfurt School.20 Theodor Adorno’s expansion of “commodity fetishism … to the sphere 

of cultural goods” is perhaps the best known of these adjustments.21  The School extends 

their criticism to popular music, animation, advertising and developments in Hollywood, 
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including film sound. They see these “advances” as eliminating the need for “imagination or 

reflection by the audience” in the same way that many have criticized Peter Jackson’s King 

Kong for eradicating the wonder and imagination of the claymation in the original film by 

utilizing such extensive digital special effects.22  Suspended disbelief is sacrificed for a 

pseudo-“realism” that amounts to the filmmakers showboating.  In addition, the state of 

“conspicuous production” of the industry (which can also be tied to special effects) has 

become a large-scale recreation of commodity fetishism.  

The prevalent attitude that the “original” film is always better than the remake 

develops out of the attitudes of the scholars of the Frankfurt School, many of whom 

privileged the original, “authentic” text over any variation, replication or offshoot. Walter 

Benjamin’s “Work of Art in the Age of its Technological Reproducibility” identifies the 

ritualistic aspects of the creation and consumption of art throughout the ages; he sees it as 

impossible to reproduce the “aura” of the artistic ritual, thus reproductions have no 

authenticity.  Benjamin does not entirely dismiss reproduced art – he agrees that it is 

important to disseminate culture even if in imitation; but viewers must realize, for example, 

that looking at a photograph of the Mona Lisa is not the same as going to see the painting in 

situ. This essay has long been a key text of film theorists and historians; although Benjamin 

discusses film explicitly only briefly (to comment on the divergence between the 

relationships of film actors and stage actors and their audiences), the piece as a whole 

touches on some of the primary concerns of contemporary film theory: the reproduction and 

distribution of film – as stock, video, DVD, digital text, and so on, as well as the “death of 

the index.”23 With the increasing number of films shot on digital video, the previous 

relationship between subject and medium is eliminated. Strinati further connects these 
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concepts, identifying that the “idea of authenticity is linked to [the] view of the past which is 

often said to be idealized and romanticized,” which removes the question of “worth” from 

any real standard of quality or audience “pleasure.”24 Audience pleasure and desire is 

frequently ignored by theories of mass and popular culture, raising the issue of taste; does it 

matter if we privilege the authenticity of Rear Window, for example, if the contemporary 

remake Disturbia has already grossed over $40 million due to its massive appeal to teen 

audiences? 

The niche-marketing techniques of all contemporary film – not just remakes – appear 

to justify Horkheimer and Adorno’s concerns regarding the industry’s ability to convince 

consumers that they are individuals while simultaneously perpetuating an artificial aura of 

individuality for mass consumption.   This develops out of the production of culture, which 

has moved from individuals to an industrial system that is standardized to the point where it 

is almost a recreation of the workday rhythms of the working class.  The products are often 

safe and standardized; there is no difference between them and their method of creation 

results in a “synthesis of arts” instead of true art.25  Similarly, contemporary remakes are 

frequently “safe and standardized” adaptations of their source films, while many of those 

source films are the very texts that Horkheimer and Adorno are identifying as problematic.  

By their terms, then, these remakes would be further reduced pieces of anti-art meant to 

mollify and suppress the working class.   

Film and Folktale in Popular Memory 
 

  The difficulty in utilizing memory studies in a film project is that most studies of 

popular or cultural memory and film explore film’s portrayal of the past.  My primary 

interest is in how contemporary filmmakers play upon their audience’s sense of memory by 
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retelling stories – not only what they expect their audiences to remember about an original 

film, but also what the filmmakers expect the audiences to bring to the film (consciously or 

not); this is a less common approach.  In their article on Gus Van Sant’s 1998 remake of 

Psycho, for example, Shannon Donaldson-McHugh and Don Moore consider the 

“hauntology” of the remake – that there may exist a reverse historical impact and we may not 

be able to watch Hitchcock’s original (1954) without the “spectre” of the remake.   For 

example, Van Sant’s addition of graphic masturbation during the famous shower sequence 

may cause a contemporary viewer of the original film to be unable to watch Anthony Perkins 

peering through his peephole without assuming that he is also masturbating.26  Murray 

Pomerance’s essay on viewing the 1976 version of King Kong (in which Kong climbs the 

World Trade Center) after 9/11 is a similar reverse-historical memory approach that I will 

address more extensively in Chapter 2. Foucault also vocalizes something akin to my 

approach in his critique of 1970s French “historical” film, which he sees as a “fake 

archeology of history.”  Part of Foucault’s objection to the revisionist films is that the viewer 

is not shown “what they were, but what they must remember having been” and that this is 

particularly dangerous when considering post-World War II French cinema, or film’s 

potential influence on the working class, portraying class struggle as non-existent, or 

discouraging protest.27 

 Most of these scholars either address indirectly or skirt the issue of archetypes in 

popular memory: that archetypes promote the functions of these stories partly because they 

are easy to retain and because they can be reformatted to confirm a variety of social beliefs 

through relatively simple adjustments. Many appear to assume the function of archetypes, or, 
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like Mircea Eliade, consider the archetype as an inevitable result of popular memory, the 

result of a collective transformation of historical event into a manageable concept.28 

Film Genre  
 

The marriages of structuralism and social rituals have proven to be useful tools in 

genre studies as well as remake studies. Lévi-Strauss, Roland Barthes and others create a 

crossover point for contemporary scholars to tie this research to the field of social memory.  

The concerns of the structuralists and the recurring question of whether and how 

communities and cultures maintain particular stories and rituals are pertinent, particularly in 

the case of “unintentional” remakes.29 

As previously mentioned, Vallis argues specifically that genre films are folktales, 

while Will Wright’s work on Western film uses Propp to define that genre as functioning in 

the same way as folktales.30  Genres frequently follow patterns strictly enough that many of 

them tell the same story over and over.  

Literature on film genres is frequently structuralist in nature, utilizing patterns and 

trends particularly helpful in the study of remakes.  Rick Altman, for example, questions the 

alterations in genre functions over time, creating an applicable rubric for this project.  Altman 

sees genres moving from “neoclassical to postmodern presuppositions, and in particular 

toward increased sensitivity to audience needs and influence.”31 This contributes to the 

focuses of the national cinema scholars mentioned below; they address the same evolutions, 

which are then applicable to remakes.  Altman clarifies these shifts in his 

“Semantic/Syntactic Approach,” in which he notes that although the tropic shifts may occur, 

we will not recognize the trope “unless it is reinforced numerous times by the syntactic 

patterns of individual texts.”32 In other words, for Peter Jackson to alter the signification of 
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urban industrialization from the original King Kong, he must ensure that his tropic shift 

matches that of the cultural moment; he cannot simply insert sequences of taxis, subways and 

neon lights and expect the audience to make a random leap; the presentation of the tropes 

must configure the semantic object to a recognizable syntactic redetermination so that the 

viewer may make the thematic connection.33   Thus, the sequences of Kong and Ann sliding 

on the ice in Central Park echo previous contemporary films’ use of that space as a pseudo-

pastoral escape in the midst of the massive urban landscape. While sets of films/remakes are 

not the same as libraries of genre texts, the replication of signification follows similar trends. 

The genre studies mentioned above provide a blueprint for interrogating the establishment of 

visual and textual meanings for audiences, developing them over time, and altering them for 

cultural shifts when need be. 

Wright, focusing these genre studies further, utilizes the schematic breakdown of 

story functions to identify the structure of the classical Hollywood Western. In Sixguns and 

Society, he creates charts of actions similar to Propp’s and portrays Westerns as essentially 

similar, with a limited number of possible functions for the characters depending on their 

origins, eras, and the social commentaries that crop up in many of the films. The work of 

Frank McConnell also presents a potential link between Propp and the contemporary analysis 

of Hollywood remakes; his Storytelling and Mythmaking focuses on hero structures in 

narratives and how film portrayals of those structures function in comparison to traditional 

literary narratives.  McConnell bridges Propp’s analysis of how these structures function with 

the question of why we need storytelling as a culture.  McConnell’s analysis is as elegantly 

simple as Propp’s equations are complicated: he asserts that we need stories in order to create 

our own lives. For McConnell, we look to heroes in order to behave heroically.  McConnell 
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divides stories between literature and film and notes that literature “begins with the 

perception of the individual” while film “can show us only objects, only things, only, indeed, 

people as things.”34  Heroes of individual films are essentially objects to the viewer until the 

viewer projects psychological complications onto the hero.35 

Visual and Narrative Tropes  
 

When films are remade, inevitably some of the visual and narrative tropes shift due to 

cultural changes.  Where and how these shifts occur, and how they in turn alter potential 

metanarratives, are questions that may be addressed using the work of Irwin Panofsky. In his 

“What is Cinematic?” he focuses on visual tropes building to potential metanarratives:  “a 

checkered tablecloth meant, a ‘poor but honest’ milieu; a happy marriage, soon to be 

endangered by the shadows from the past, was symbolized by the young wife’s pouring the 

breakfast coffee for her husband…”36 Panofsky’s checkered tablecloth acts as the trope, the 

story of the “poor but honest,” endangered marriage forms a metanarratives that transcends 

its filmic space – a story recognized across texts and some cultures.  The Queen of Hearts 

trope in both versions of the Manchurian Candidate, for example, represents the Mrs. Iselin 

character’s command of her son’s isolation (he plays solitaire), but in the early film the red 

of the card also brings to mind Communism, while the queen implies a general cultural 

ambivalence regarding powerful women. The card in the remake puns on the concept of 

playing the “race card” – Marco is played by Denzel Washington and his blackness, 

seclusion and generally “dark” life are played against the whiteness, cleanliness and wealth 

of the Shaws.  The meaning of the trope changes with time and can be manipulated in order 

to convey metanarratives or simple textual progress to an era-specific audience; in this way 

metanarratives function similarly to archetypes. Panofsky also addresses what would later be 
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called the culture industry. Panofsky objects to filmmakers who excuse their mediocre work 

by declaring it what the public wants because “the public does not refuse to accept good 

products if it gets them”37 and “Hollywood believes that it must produce ‘what the public 

wants’ while the public would take whatever Hollywood produces.”38  This early rejection of 

the audience-demand explanation of film production lays the groundwork for later 

opposition, including my own, that production trends (including remake spikes) and box 

office numbers are not exclusively tied to “what the public wants.” 

National Cinema 
 

Due to my interest in the role of historical events in remake trends and my focus on 

Hollywood, it is important to consider the concept of “national cinema,” particularly the 

increasingly complicated US national cinema.  These concepts are frequently coupled with 

theories of Americanization and Hollywood globalization, which are interesting but not 

pertinent to this project at this stage.  Andrew Higson marks US national cinema as 

perpetuating “the rhetoric of democracy and populism… with its classically strong and 

dynamic narrative drive towards individual achievement.”39 Lest this be read as simplistic, I 

argue that both source films and their remakes fulfill this role, but must do so in different 

ways in order to appeal to their contemporary audiences.  US national cinema must also 

maintain the “capitalist patriarchy,” privilege heterosexual romance, and maintain a level of 

spectacle that is “intensely pleasurable.”40 Much of what Higson describes falls into the 

rubric of classical Hollywood cinema, but the context shifts if we consider these not as 

simple industry trends but as representative of our nation as a whole; why would we 

consistently culturally value these tropes (thus making them financially successful) if they 
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did not reassure and reconfirm values that we hold dear to ourselves as a culture? According 

to Martha Wolfenstein, we would not: 

In American films… violence appears more often as an attack against the hero by 
dangerous and powerful agencies… toughness rather than tenderness would seem to 
be an appropriate character trait.  And it would seem that American men do value 
toughness to a higher degree than is the case with Britons.41 
 

Such scholarship on US national cinema allows us to consider popular tropes such as these 

and examine their function on a mass-cultural level, and thus explore the shifts in 

representational needs from era to era.  The outsider status of Jonathan in the earlier 

Rollerball is partly signaled by his lack of a successful romantic relationship and his 

ambivalence regarding this fact.  In contrast, the remake’s Jonathan is a loner, but not so 

much that he rejects an appropriate heterosexual relationship and “buddy” figure.  The 

methods of portraying the character shift with perceived cultural needs. If “every social 

representation tells us something about society,” we can amplify these minor shifts in 

character development, representation, mise-en-scène and plot to glean greater detail on what 

national adjustments and events are producing these newer films.42  

Existing Scholarship on Remakes  
 

Most current academic work on remakes focuses on US remakes of films from France 

or Japan – particularly the current Japanese horror remake boom.  There are only three 

extensive general academic texts on remakes. The first, Andrew Horton and Stuart 

McDougal’s anthology Play it Again, Sam: Retakes on Remakes, is ten years old, and thus 

predates the current increase in film remake releases.  In addition, many of the essays 

perpetuate the approach of “remakes-as-ripoffs.” Constantine Verevis’s text on general 

remakes is more recent and also more wide-ranging.  He addresses all types of remakes 
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including film adaptations of television shows, video games, some adaptations and “almost-

remakes,” and focuses on the industrial aspects of the trend. Ronald Schwartz’s Noir, Now 

and Then is limited to study of the style in the 1940s and the neo-noir remakes of the 1980s 

and 90s. All of these texts and a few additional essays are informing this project to an extent, 

but in order to address more precise needs and concerns, I am also utilizing theories of 

national cinema, structuralist approaches to film genre studies and some broader concepts of 

film tropes, representation and narratology. 

The remake trend is far from new, and the surge in remakes occurred once previously 

in US film in the 1940s and 50s (Figure 1.1). 43   There are a number of possible reasons for 

Figure 1.1 
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this first surge; but quite simply many of the remakes were simply to take advantages of the 

era’s rapid development of film technology. This can best be seen in the popularity of 

directors remaking their own films; Cecil B. DeMille’s 1956 remake of The Ten 

Commandments took advantage of 70mm film, while Alfred Hitchcock’s 1954 remake of 

The Man Who Knew Too Much embraced both color film and the director’s more extensive 

relationship with Hollywood (allowing him to hire stars like Doris Day and Jimmy 

Stewart).44  

Contemporary directors remake their own films as well, but it is more frequently to 

take advantage of the buying power of the US audience: Michael Haneke’s remake of Funny 

Games (originally in German and French) changed very little other than adding the English-

speaking cast and moving the setting to the US.  Countless Japanese horror filmmakers 

increasingly speed the turnaround of recreating their pieces with English-speaking casts, 

sometimes mere months after the original film’s release. 

Another influence on the early remake trends was the simple lack of copyright or 

intellectual property law. Filmmakers could adapt a novel or play, or simply remake another 

film that they had seen with no repercussions.  This was a particularly popular tactic among 

exploitation filmmakers, who were also known for simply changing the title on an existing 

film, duping audiences into paying to see the same film a few months after the original 

screening.  

Race remakes are a final and lesser-known early trend in film, and as a significant 

amount of my analysis focuses on shifts in race representation from original films to 

remakes, it is worth mentioning this 1910s-1940s phenomenon. “Race films,” original films 

featuring all-black casts, were popular in segregated theaters across the country; while the 
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term “race film” sometimes refers to these films in general, it is also describes remakes of 

popular Hollywood films shot with all-black casts.  While around 500 general race films (not 

specifically remakes) were made, fewer than 100 still exist today.45 Some of the films were 

made by independent black filmmakers like Oscar Micheaux (and later his self-founded 

Micheaux Film Corporation), while others were made by white-owned companies in order to 

capitalize on the demand for black-cast films.    

Since many movie theaters were segregated, race films were typically shown in 

theaters in black neighborhoods: “at the height of the popularity of race movies, there were as 

many as 1100 theatres catering at some time to black audiences in the United States.”46 Race 

films created some crossover stars, Paul Robeson being the most well known.47  Race 

remakes are not to be confused with later blaxploitation parodies and remakes (popular in the 

1970s).  Micheaux in particular was not interested in the raunchy, edgy humor featured in 

such films as Shaft and Cleopatra Jones:  

Micheaux’s films typically fit into the "uplift the race" category. They tend to center 
on professional, middle-class African-Americans. In the case of Within Our Gates, 
the female protagonist is a school-teacher. Micheaux’s films tend not to center on 
racial misery, decay, and the ghetto.48  

 
Defining Remakes 

 
 In the existing literature, there is a general lack of agreement as to what constitutes a 

“remake.” Most critics conflate remakes, spin-offs and adaptations, packing together all 

“unoriginal” scripts.  Occasionally, a critic or scholar will attempt to establish a working 

taxonomy in order to address questions of remakes. Before moving forward in this project, I 

must establish a working definition for “remake.”  Part of the difficulty with the concept of 

“remakes” and their role in Hollywood is the current lack of clarity in terms of fair use and 
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intellectual property law.  For example, in Chapter 5 I briefly discuss the current lawsuit 

between The Sheldon Abend Revocable Trust and Dreamworks – in that case, the owners of 

the copyright of the short story upon which Rear Window was based do not think that 

Disturbia is protected by fair use. On the other, hand, Raiders of the Lost Ark: the Adaptation 

is a rare example of an attempt at a shot-by-shot remake, and Steven Spielberg (who is 

coincidentally named in the Disturbia suit, above) claims to enjoy the remake.49  While the 

majority of the press surrounding the Raiders phenomenon has been positive, law students at 

Yale focused on the copyright violation?  James Grimmelmann speculates that if the three 

were sued for copyright violation (which is unlikely, considering Spielberg’s positive 

reaction to the film), they could defend themselves by claiming “fair use.” The first aspect of 

this law identifies the “purpose and character of the use” of the text in question.  The “nature 

of the copyrighted work,” is the second question (for example, the fact that Raiders was a 

high-grossing film).  “Amount and substantiality” of the plagiarism is the third issue 

(Grimmelmann notes that this would be a particular difficulty for the three young directors, 

considering they attempted to recreate, verbatim, every scene of the film).50  “Effect of the 

use on the potential market” of the original piece of work is the final question in fair use 

disputes; this is the most common industry complaint, for example, against downloading 

music.51   

These fair use guidelines help me to establish a rubric for identifying what may or 

may no t be considered a “remake,” but the most useful aspect of this article is the very fact 

that it is speculation.  Unless Spielberg or Paramount suddenly decides to sue the three 

“children” (they are now in their thirties) for attempting to recreate the film, the point is 

moot.  This applies to studio-created works as well. Regardless of how many times Francis 
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Ford Coppola is accused of remaking Blow-Up, unless Michelangelo Antonioni’s estate 

decide to take Coppola to court over The Conversation, the issue is academic.  Regardless, 

the above articles and fair use laws are useful in winnowing down the definition of remake.  

Although the following types of films are frequently lumped in with remakes, they are not 

the same thing. 

Spin-offs differ from remakes in that the plot similarity is not always present. Spin-

offs of television shows (The Dukes of Hazzard) may include the same characters, and some 

film versions of television shows develop out of particular episodes of the program 

(Charlie’s Angels), but these cannot be considered remakes; feature length films are 

necessarily longer, more developed and complicated than television program episodes. Other 

spin-offs may include films that focus on a previous film’s peripheral character(s) (Elektra 

[Daredevil]). 

 Series films also feature unoriginal scripts and previously seen characters, but are not 

remakes, as they intend to expand upon the plot of a previous film, not re-tell it (although 

they sometimes feature a summary of the previous film at the beginning). The Halloween 

series, for example, eventually departs a great deal from the plot and structure of the original, 

yet the many sequels expand upon the original story considerably; only Rob Zombie’s 2007 

version could be considered a remake.  Series films include sequels and prequels.  Film 

expansions of television programs meant to give closure to viewers (X-Files, Twin Peaks: 

Fire Walk With Me, Serenity) blur the line between spin-offs and series, but, again, are not 

remakes. 

The Variety headline hopefully announcing “Hollywood More Original Than 

Supposed” with a subheading stating the “Lucrative Re-do Wave Still Minor” illustrates the 
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long-term nature of “the remake question;” the article is from December 1983 and includes 

spin-offs, sequels and prequels in its consideration of remakes. 52 

 
Figure 1.253 

Major’s Releases, Classified by Source 
 1981 1982 1983 1984* 

Sequels & Series 9 11 16 12 
Remakes 8 9 7 11 
Other Adaptations 31 39 37 34 
Originals 63 57 68 73 
Total 111 116 128 130 
* Majors productions in progress through December, 1983 
for 1984 release, including acquisitions. 

 
In each of the years in question, the category of “Other Adaptations” far outweighs the 

“Remakes” and “Sequels & Series” categories, and yet there is no attempt made at 

identifying what these “Other Adaptations” do or do not include, or what their appeal might 

be, beyond box office draw; in fact, Variety does not define any of the categories listed in 

Table 1. While this is symptomatic of the typical Variety concerns (industry statistics and 

issues of straight economics), it seems that it would be more productive to be as precise as 

possible when examining what films are being made, which are drawing the most audiences, 

and why the majors appear to be moving (at this point) away from the remake trend. 

Thomas Simonet’s study of “Remakes, Sequels and Series” (1987) is also primarily 

driven by economic curiosity. He begins with question of whether “conglomerate ownership 

has stifled originality in film scripts by increasing the number of remakes.”54  In order to 

discern which films use “recycled scripts,” Simonet creates the categories remake, sequel, 
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series film and new film.55 For the most basic purposes, this is a useful division.  Essentially, 

Simonet is attempting to divide films with entirely original scripts from films with unoriginal 

(or previously-inspired) scripts.  Simonet does not address other media (television or video 

games for example), but those influences were less prevalent in 1987. 

Robert Eberwein’s “Preliminary Taxonomy” is far more extensive than Simonet’s, 

and includes a number of the same concerns (Eberwein’s article is from1998). I’ve edited the 

list for length and eliminated Eberwein’s numerous examples for each category: 56 

1.  Silent remade as sound 
… 
4.  A film made in the US remade as a foreign film 
… 
7. A remake that changes the cultural, temporal, generic setting of a film 
8. A remake that switches the gender of the main characters 
9. A remake that changes the race of the main characters 
… 
11. A remake of a sequel to a film that is itself the subject of multiple remakes 
12. Comic and parodic remakes 
13. Pornographic remakes 
… 
15. A …remake whose status as a remake is denied by the director.57 

 
Although seemingly all encompassing, Eberwein’s taxonomy is closer to what I am working 

toward, so I use it as my starting point.  My update to his work will include a further 

concentration on race, class and gender issues. Any taxonomy will be problematic and 

incomplete and include crossovers and complications, but as a beginning, I will draw some 

preliminary distinctions. 

Update: (Guess Who[‘s Coming to Dinner], The Manchurian Candidate, The Truth 

About Charlie [Charade] When Night is Falling [Imitation of Life]) keep most of the plots 

and themes of the originals, but attempt to “update” the content in some way, by altering the 

race or gender of a main character, or by replacing a heterosexual relationship with a 
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homosexual one, for example.  Updates are the most common types of film remakes, and 

there are subcategories of the Update (which will also cross over into subcategories below), 

including the period piece (Peter Jackson’s King Kong) and the geographic/cultural update 

(the quick-turnaround American remakes of Japanese horror films, frequently with the same 

director and [translated] script, but remade with an English-speaking cast). Cross-cultural and 

geographic updates tend to move in waves (a deluge of French remakes in the 1970s and 

80s), and follow trends – it seems as though every successful Japanese horror film is now 

being made within the US within a year or so of its original Japanese release.  Within this 

category we can also address remakes by the same director (The Man Who Knew Too Much).  

Another major remake category is that of Re-adaptations (G [The Great Gatsby], 

any of the dozens of Jane Austen re-adaptations). These often crossover with updates as well.  

In order to avoid assuming that every version of Pride and Prejudice is remake of the others, 

however, we must acknowledge that they are all Re-adaptations. Any film that is an 

acknowledged remake of a film that itself was an adaptation of a novel, play, or other text is 

a Re-adaptation.  The separation between a Re-adaptation and a simple adaptation is the 

visible reference to the previous adaptation. In the case of G, clear visual and textual 

references to Clayton and Coppola’s 1974 The Great Gatsby make it a Re-adaptation (of a 

film that itself was already a third generation remake) rather than simply a straight adaptation 

of Fitzgerald’s novel.  

A Re-adaptation carries with it a sense of “improvement” or at least temporal 

applicability even more than updates.  When Clueless was released, for example, press (both 

studio and media-driven) spoke of an “Austen for a new generation.”  Much was made of the 

assumption that the target teen audience had no familiarity with Austen, Emma, or had any 
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idea that what they were watching was not an original script. The success of Clueless 

spawned a 1996 Emma that was both closer to Austen’s text and visibly aware of the 

Heckerling film – indeed, the most frequent criticism of the Gwyneth Paltrow vehicle was 

the title character’s implausibly twentieth century feminism that was read by many as an 

unavoidable echo of Clueless. 

 Shot-for-Shot Remakes (What Farocki Taught, Psycho, Raiders of the Lost Ark: The 

Adaptation) are rare and Psycho is the only commercial, narrative, Hollywood example that I 

have come across. Jill Godmilow’s experimental message film What Farocki Taught is a 

Shot-for-shot replica of a German television film, Inextinguishable Fire, about the 

production of Napalm.  Analysis of the Shot-for-shot remake can fall in the realm of 

formalism, an attempt to discern what the filmmaker hopes to accomplish or give the 

audience through attempting to literally recreate the original.  In the case of Van Sant’s 

Psycho, the intent appears to be homage, and Godmilow’s stated purpose is political action. 

There is always the risk of parody, however, when insisting upon copying a text verbatim, 

and both of these films occasionally border on parody, whether accidental or intentional.  

Another critical danger is the unavoidable focus on the occasional divergence – accidental or 

purposeful – from the Shot-for-shot project.  Thomas Leitch’s “101 Ways to Tell Hitchcock's 

Psycho from Gus Van Sant's,” for example, is precisely that – a list of the ways in which the 

remake differs from the original film, from the cost of a night at the Bates Motel to the way 

Anne Heche’s Marion Crane eats her sandwich.58  In spite of Leitch’s other academic work 

(both on Hitchcock and remakes in general), his article on Psycho does little to explore the 

motivation for or textual influence of the discrepancies; when the filmmaker focuses nearly 
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entirely on a formalist experiment, it seems that scholars and critics are drawn to the same 

concentration.  

Unintentional/Unrecognized Derivative Film (Mulholland Drive [Vertigo], The 

Good Girl [The Wind]). These include films that portray no evidence of being conscious 

remakes, usually due to the filmmaker’s denial (either through ignorance of the original film 

or outright lack of intent). These films bring forth questions of cultural collective memory in 

addition to narrative structures and mythology addressed above.  Krin Gabbard supports this 

approach in his study of (un)intentional remakes, but with hesitation: “In arguing that a 

number of films are unconscious or unacknowledged remakes of The Jazz Singer, I am 

cautioned by the exchange between Seymore Chatman and Barbara Herrnstein Smith…” in 

which the authors debate whether “all stories are Cinderella, and Cinderella is all stories.”59 

Successful study of Unintentional remakes will acknowledge this risk of spiraling into one 

single ur-narrative upon which all films are extensions.  

 Fair use laws establish that many remake questions are speculative, but another 

useful aspect of copyright law is the concept of “derivative work,” which is  

a work based upon one or more preexisting works, such as a translation, musical 
arrangement, dramatization, fictionalization, motion picture version, sound recording, 
art reproduction, abridgment, condensation, or any other form in which a work may 
be recast, transformed, or adapted. A work consisting of editorial revisions, 
annotations, elaborations, or other modifications, which, as a whole, represent an 
original work of authorship, is a “derivative work.”60 
  

Like the “derivative works” defined by copyright law, remakes are “based upon” preexisting 

works, and they involve recasting, transforming and adaptation.  For this project, I will 

include the subdivisions that I have created above and this concept of “derivative works” in 
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my definition.  Therefore, for the purposes of this dissertation, a remake does one or more of 

the following: 

a) includes a screenwriter from the earlier film in its own list of screenwriters 

b) maintains the title of the earlier film, or a variation or pun on the title, in an effort 

to establish association 

c) preserves the a majority (in terms of running time) of the story arc, characters and 

general premise of the original, while possibly “updating” features in the interest 

of contemporary audiences 

d) offers subtle “nods” to fans of the earlier work  

Derivativeness is a useful concept for unacknowledged remakes partly because it allows for 

“editorial revisions, elaborations” that amount to an original work. Essentially, if the new 

piece is original enough to be identified as a completely new film (The Conversation and The 

Good Girl are both original in many ways), and if no intention of remake is voiced, then the 

film should be called “derivative.”61   

Remake as Symptom, Remake as Synecdoche  
 

 Rather than dismiss remakes as some sort of “symptom” of a contemporary failure in 

popular filmmaking or a disintegration of complexity in audience tastes and desires, remakes 

can be seen as a synecdoche of transitional cultural moments.  If remakes function similarly 

in terms of representation and shifts of contextual reference, then we can use these texts as an 

illustration of an entire culture in flux. Perhaps then we may develop a greater understanding 

of the collective needs and concerns of contemporary media consumers, and how they use 

these films to understand themselves, to reinforce and/or complicate ideology and to 

retranslate these beliefs for a younger generation. 
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 Along these lines, my second chapter explores the two most literal remakes of King 

Kong (1976 and 2005) and the figure of Kong himself as a cultural icon.  I also interpret the 

inevitable variations that are the result of the 2005 version being a period piece – something 

that has proven to be very unusual in contemporary remakes.  The Kong remakes differ in 

their representations of women and ethnic minorities, but follow a path of the development of 

cultural self-consciousness on these and other topics.  The Manchurian Candidate films 

analyzed in Chapter 3 portray shifts in the functions of our military (and the role of race in 

the military) and the dramatic development of our cultural conceptions of “evil,” replacing  

“Communism” with the military industrial complex.  Chapter 4 explores a very unusual 

remake, Disturbia, a film that exemplifies youth culture’s obsessions with connectivity, 

interactivity, technological advancement and the aura of “closeness” through a 

reinterpretation of Hitchcock’s classic Rear Window.  Disturbia also involves a genre shift, 

from psychological thriller to teen horror.  In Chapter 5, I consider another genre-shifting 

remake, Guess Who (based on Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner). The newer film’s discomfort 

with contemporary racism and interracial relationships shines through despite its slapstick 

approach to the topics; its attempts to dismiss the issues as irrelevant fail to mask a deep-

seated misinterpretation of the intricacies of race and class relations.  Rollerball, the film 

explored in Chapter 6, features the remake most like its original film, but it explores the 

changes in our concept of “dystopia,” cultures of violence and the role of the 

“megacorporation” in contemporary day-to-day life. It also portrays the changing attitudes 

toward individuality and socioeconomic agency.  

Finally, in Chapter 7, I synthesize my interpretations of these films and their 

historical and cultural developments. Examining the ways in which the shifts between 
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original films and remakes are consistent and where they diverge, I offer interpretive 

explanations for these differences in methods and functions of retellings.  I also focus on the 

most common recurrent archetypes and their functions in these stories and popular culture as 

a whole.  Some of the archetypes are repetitions of classical figures from myth, folktale and 

other storytelling traditions; some are updates of those classical figures and others, I argue, 

are entirely new archetypes that are being gradually formed through our most popular 

storytelling techniques, film and television, highlighting unexpected and recently developed 

cultural needs.  
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CHAPTER 2: KING KONG (1933, 1976, 2005)  
 

Before the release of the original King Kong in 1933, Merian Cooper and Ernest 

Schoedsack, the film’s producers and directors, made travel films and “natural dramas,” 

requiring the filmmakers to “travel to an exotic land, shoot footage of real people and real 

events and then, through creative editing, shape that footage into a dramatic narrative.”1  

Fans of the original Kong will recognize this practice as the exact method of the film’s 

diegetic director, Carl Denham (Robert Armstrong), who treks to Skull Island to shoot 

footage for a new film, but instead captures Kong and relocates him to New York City with 

disastrous results.  In many contemporary film texts, the King Kong of 1933 is firmly 

categorized as a horror film in the early monster movie tradition and as such, the question of 

“what Kong represents” frequently comes into question. Through various lenses, Kong is the 

victim of technology, the representative of the black experience in America, uncontrolled 

sexual desire, Christ figure and l’amour fou. Carl Denham is American hubris, overambitious 

Hollywood and the newly elected Franklin D. Roosevelt.2  These are just a few of the 

connections that scholars have made, but they illustrate the varied and myriad roles that 

Kong plays in American popular culture. 

Cynthia Erb’s Tracking King Kong explores Kong as a US American “cultural hero,” 

and a cross-cultural montage figure.  Erb investigates Kong’s appearance in “nontraditional 

objects and artifacts” that move from the film to references in television, toys and books, 

Kong publicity stunts (inflatable Kongs atop used car dealerships), as well as unusual 

screening events such as a double-feature of the original King Kong with Andy Warhol’s 

Empire.3  Erb works from the marketing of the original film through King Kong’s role within 
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the ethnographic filmic tradition, the re-release of the film in the early 1950s and its sequels, 

reception studies of the film’s viewing by men (particularly gay and black men), and Kong as 

camp.  In contrast, Harry Geduld and Ronald Gottesman introduce their anthology The Girl 

in the Hairy Paw by stripping Kong to its bare bones: “the helpless maiden left in the 

clutches of what she takes to be a ruthless monster – but who instead of devouring her falls in 

love with her and is transformed, wounded, or destroyed by his love and her beauty.”4  For 

Geduld and Gottesman, the Kong story is a variation on Beauty and the Beast, A Midsummer 

Night’s Dream, the Epic of Gilgamesh and the Greek myth of Eros and Psyche.  These last 

two examples clarify Geduld and Gottesman’s larger interest: Kong as a manifestation of 

cultural taboos against bestiality and the myths produced by them; “the monster-ape and the 

lecherous monkey are creatures of considerable lineage… in centuries of art and literature, 

and more recently in pulp fiction and comic books.”5  In short, Geduld and Gottesman read 

Kong as a continuation of a mythic storytelling tradition, a point which I will take further to 

examine which aspects of the myths are maintained through three films and which are 

adjusted for contemporary audiences, and to what apparent end. While there are a dozen or 

so Kong spinoffs, ripoffs, remakes and sequels, in this paper I have chosen to concentrate on 

the original Kong and its two most literal (in terms of plot) remakes.6 

Unfortunately, the books mentioned above represent the bulk of academic texts on 

King Kong films and there are very few scholarly pieces exclusively dedicated to Dino De 

Laurentiis’s ambitious 1976 remake of King Kong. The lack of scholarship on the second 

Kong is symptomatic of an almost universal disregard for film remakes as “rip-offs” or 

“trash;” Cynthia Erb notes that “critics almost invariably disparage the various King Kong 

sequels and spinoffs as inferior to the original film.”7   However, as Noël Carroll states, the 
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1976 film’s commentary on Vietnam and reworking of the original’s mirrored plot structure 

make it worth consideration.8  Murray Pomerance has also posited that the 1976 version has 

increased in cultural validity:  

In the wake of the destruction of the Trade Center on September 11… this film has 
 taken on a new resonance.  I would argue that as a cultural artifact, it is now the 1976 
 Kong that has universal presence in the American imagination – a presence, indeed, 
 so profound that we do not see it.9  
 
Pomerance’s essay, published a year before Jackson’s version, notes the uncanny prescience 

of De Laurentiis’ version, with “Kong and bin Laden [as] products of capitalism gone 

spectacularly wrong.”10  

In all three films, a group of white men travel via ship to “Skull Island,” stated to be 

somewhere in the Indian Ocean. The ships’ crews are reluctant to travel to the place, which is 

described as cursed or dangerous in some way.  In the 1933 and 2005 films, the ship is 

traveling to make a film.  Director Carl Denham (Robert Armstrong, Jack Black) and actress 

Ann Darrow (Fay Wray, Naomi Watts) are aboard with various other film crewmembers and 

the ship’s crew.  In the 1976 version, the ship is scouting for an oil company with executive 

Fred Wilson (Charles Grodin) and Dwan (Jessica Lange) is picked up in a life raft along the 

way (a yacht on which she had been traveling has exploded).  Upon arrival on the Island, 

each group is greeted by hostile natives who demand Ann as a bride for Kong.11 Obligatory 

ceremonies with drumming and chanting “Kong, Kong, Kong” are observed.  The natives are 

refused and the crews return to their respective ships.  Ann and her human love interest 

declare affection for each other and Ann is kidnapped from the ship by the natives, dressed in 

native paraphernalia and offered to Kong as a bride; the ships’ crew arrives to witness her 

being carried off by Kong. 12  The crew travels through Skull Island’s prehistoric landscape 
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and are attacked by a variety of enormous creatures.13  Eventually, Ann is rescued by her 

sweetheart and Kong, enraged, chases them back to the shore where he is captured by the 

remaining members of the crew. Kong is returned to the US, where he is used as a spectacle.  

In the 1933 and 2005 versions, he is presented on a stage similar, as James Snead points out, 

to a slave auction block. In the 1976 version, Kong is hidden inside a giant gas pump, and is 

then revealed, wearing a crown.  In all three films, Kong responds to the appearance of Ann 

(or an Ann stand-in) and the frightening flashbulbs, escapes from his chains, recaptures Ann 

and goes on a city-destroying rampage. In the 1933 and 2005 versions, Kong climbs the 

Empire State Building; in the 1976 version he climbs the then-new World Trade Center 

towers.  Kong releases the object of his affection to a safe place, battles military forces, and 

eventually falls to his death. 

Figure 2.1 
King Kong (Cooper/Schoedsack 
1933) 

King Kong (Guillermin, De 
Laurentiis 1976) 

King Kong (Jackson 2005) 

Setting: 1933 1976 1933 
Ultimate goal of the journey: 
filmmaking 

Oil Drilling Filmmaking 

Carl Denham (film director): Robert 
Armstrong 

Fred Wilson (oil executive): 
Charles Grodin 

Carl Denham (film director): Jack 
Black 

Ann Darrow: Fay Wray Dwan: Jessica Lange Ann Darrow: Naomi Watts 
Jack Driscoll (Ann’s love interest, a 
sailor): Bruce Cabot 

Jack Prescott (a 
paleontologist): Jeff Bridges  

Jack Driscoll (a writer): Adrien 
Brody 

 

The story of King Kong is not only timeless in its narrative form, but it also appears 

to consistently inspire vigorous and long-lasting production mythologies. Cooper and 

Schoedsack’s earlier natural dramas included Grass: A Nation’s Battle for Life (1925), which 

followed nomadic tribes in Persia and Chang, about a baby elephant that is taken in and 

causes a village to be stampeded by the herd.  These move gradually in the direction of the 

story of Kong, as Schoedsack temporarily split from Cooper and traveled to the East Indies 
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and filmed Rango (1931) about a young boy and his orangutan.14  Cooper and Schoedsack 

built pieces of these films and original ideas into the story of Kong, and the legend 

surrounding the production of King Kong also highlights the real-life adventures of the men 

that are transformed into the plot of the film.  In contemporary filmmaking, even the lowest 

budget film can now boast a production blog and a making-of documentary for the DVD 

special features, but the original King Kong was the first Hollywood film for which 

production and promotion were as focused upon as much as the narrative of the film itself.15 

Cooper and Schoedsack were media savvy and realized that the special effects that they were 

using were groundbreaking; the surviving promotional stills from the film feature as many 

images of Willis O’Brien and Byron Crabbe creating Kong models as Fay Wray posing as 

Ann Darrow.   

It is appropriate, then, that Peter Jackson would be the creator of 2005’s devoted 

homage to Cooper and Schoedsack; Jackson’s Lord of the Rings trilogy inspired as much 

internet speculation and as many fan websites and message boards as any other big-budget 

blockbuster up to its historical point and Jackson’s extended editions of the trilogy for 

completists and superfans runs over 12 hours in length, not including The Making of the Lord 

of the Rings Trilogy, which is packaged separately.16 The DVDs are loaded with extras and 

special features that pander to US fascination with the exotically striking New Zealand 

countryside; the sweeping panorama shots are present-day versions of the early travel films 

of Cooper and Schoedsack.  

Dino De Laurentiis, with the 1976 version, hoped to cash in on the popularity of Jaws 

by reviving the Kong legend, claiming that he would make King Kong “more sympathetic” 

than the shark.17  De Laurentiis’s reputation as one of Hollywood’s most notorious loose 
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cannons in the 1970s, his free hand with lawsuits and uncanny ability to produce some of the 

era’s most critically and commercially successful films (Serpico, Three Days of the Condor), 

back-to-back with some of its greatest flops  (Mandingo, Danger: Diabolik) created a 

carnivalesque uproar around the production.  De Laurentiis also benefited from an almost 

simultaneous re-release of the original film and a general resurgence in monster films as well 

as the disaster film boom.18 The lack of scholarship on the De Laurentiis film is all the more 

frustrating when one considers that it is the only one of the three films not set in the late early 

1930s (Cooper and Schoedsack’s is contemporary, Jackson’s is a period piece), making it the 

one opportunity to view Kong outside of the context of the 1930s. Jeff Bridges’ Jack Prescott 

is a combination hippie/paleontologist who laments the destruction of the environment and 

the low-paying jobs of academia.  The blind greed and intolerance of Charles Grodin’s oil 

executive threaten to destroy more than Skull Island or Kong, but suggest a need that has 

spiraled out of control; hardly surprising, given that the film’s production coincided with the 

oil crisis.  Images of helicopters swarming the World Trade Center simultaneously evoke 

Vietnam and now provide an uncomfortable viewing experience for post-9/11 audiences. 

Dwan, the film’s Ann Darrow stand-in, is as incidental as a character can possibly be; 

Darrow is one of the driving forces of the 1933 and 2005 films: she is the lead in the film that 

Denham is shooting.  Dwan happens to be on an exploding yacht and is rescued in the South 

Pacific; her secondary nature in the plot and sudden appearance contribute to the general 

sense of her insubstantiality.  

 Peter Jackson, by choosing to make his version a period piece, loses some of the 

opportunities that De Laurentiis embraces in terms of social commentary.  Certainly, period 

pieces are capable of contemporary social/political observation, but Jackson carefully strips 
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his film of any potentially provocative material.19 Cooper and Schoedsack begin their film in 

Depression-ravaged New York City with Ann’s apple stealing, but evidence of the 

Depression remains visible long after the crew sets sail and even once they arrive on Skull 

Island. Cynthia Erb even points out a parallel between the “white women at the soup kitchen” 

in New York and the “black brides of Skull Island;” the women’s anxiety, ill health and 

exhaustion are visible regardless of race or location.20  Denham’s spectacular financial 

windfall in returning with Kong crumbles around him, suggesting that recovery from the 

Depression cannot be so immediate or so focused on the individual. Carroll also notes that 

the doubled structure of the first Kong’s plot juxtaposes post-World War I Manhattan Island 

with Skull Island: Kong fights a snake on the Island and a subway in New York, pterodactyls 

and then airplanes and, of course, Kong’s mountain sanctuary is re-born as the Empire State 

Building or World Trade Center.21  The city’s new technologies are dwarfed by Kong; 

Cooper and Schoedsack seem ambivalent toward the machinery’s potential for improving the 

lives of the city’s citizens.  Jackson’s Depression ends the moment the Venture raises anchor; 

Ann’s shabby wardrobe is replaced by her costumes or other beautiful gowns and while there 

are occasional references to the low quality of the scarce food, they are played for 

inconsequential laughs. Unease only appears on the ship when the crew realizes where they 

are headed.   

 The decision to make the recent film a period piece is particularly interesting when 

one considers the 1976 version; by moving the final action back to the Empire State 

Building, Jackson can erase any evidence of the now-unnerving middle film’s sequence atop 

the World Trade Center.  As Pomerance notes, 
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 the WTC disaster brings a new imperative in this direction, encapsulating as it does – 
 and as does King Kong – the image of massive destruction, the image of the weeping 
 women, the ‘attack’ upon the monument to globalization by ‘alien’ and ‘ethnic’ force, 
 and a huge emergency response by the feelingless forces of social order.22 
 
Forcing his audience back in time, Jackson re-embraces the mythical “more innocent” pre-

9/11 America, in which even the Depression is escapable if one ignores it firmly enough.  

Jackson’s film is a throwback in many senses, but his revisionist non-history and desertion of 

national trauma reads as either irresponsible or naïve, besides contradictory. A period piece 

that relies entirely on spectacular, brand new, state of the art special effects runs the risk of 

throwing the audience into a sort of uncomfortable time warp, something that Jackson’s film 

falls victim to more than once. 2005’s Kong does move forward in one representative sense: 

Jackson’s Ann is considerably more complex than her 1933 and 1976 counterparts. 

Ann in the first film is perfectly proper – her poverty is portrayed as no fault of her 

own, Denham and the crew see her as wonderfully talented; she is polite and refined.  Ann’s 

human love interest rejects her, verbally (“women don’t belong on ships,” etc.) and in one 

odd scene when he accidentally hits her in the face, Ann responds good-naturedly. When the 

Skull Islanders offer six of their own in exchange for Ann, their declaration of her value 

almost seems to raise her in Jack’s esteem.  After the incident, he declares her to be 

wonderful, “for a woman” and says that he “thinks” he loves her. His hesitation is juxtaposed 

with Kong’s unrelenting eagerness, suggesting that the appropriate (white, cultured) response 

to feminine sexuality is mild repulsion followed by reluctant submission. In 1976, Dwan 

survives the explosion of the yacht because she refuses to go below-deck to watch Deep 

Throat (1972), which codes her as modest and virtuous in spite of her low-cut dress and 

breathy voice.  2005’s Ann continues in this vein; she is rescued from poverty by Denham 
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because she refuses to take a job in a nudie show after her vaudeville theater folds. Her purity 

in contrast with the overly-made up dancers and her pride in turning away from the job catch 

Denham’s eye, and he makes her an offer that she cannot, financially, refuse.  

Ann’s commodification in the first and third films structures her as a foil for Kong 

while, as Erb points out, “Denham wants Ann for profit, Kong wants her for love.”23  Ann 

(1933 and 2005) is positioned opposite Denham in many of the same ways that Kong is; in 

some scenes, Denham even appears potentially dangerous to Ann: “when the filmmaker 

instructs Ann to look up and scream, she is reacting to the space where Denham stands with 

his camera.”24  James Snead, in his work on the coding of black characters in film, notes that 

in King Kong films,  “the black man is coded here as the ‘man with the spear,’” in the same 

way that “the White man here is the ‘man with the camera.’”25  Jack Black’s Denham 

expands upon this, reaching for his camera whenever his crewmembers reach for their guns; 

Jackson’s Denham allows others to suffer danger and even death as long as he can get his 

shot. Denham’s camera is his “predatory weapon.”26  Denham frequently abandons others to 

their fate in order to save his film stock; when his film stock is destroyed, he takes the logical 

next step by capturing the actual Kong in lieu of his image.  Ann herself is replaceable in the 

Kong Broadway extravaganza – all that matters is that her replacement looks like Ann; she 

acts as filler.  

Further juxtaposing Ann and Kong, Carroll (among others) notes the mirroring of 

Ann’s Christ-positioning on her sacrificial altar with Kong’s chained arms on the stage in 

New York.  Jackson expands Ann’s role as Kong’s double: Watts’ Ann is more adamantly a 

performer than Wray’s, executing complex physical comedy routines and identifying herself 

as a comedienne.  Ann’s exhausting dance, tumbling and juggling routine that prompts 
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Kong’s laughter foreshadows Kong’s own sullen role in the extravagant stage-play recreation 

of his capture.  Ann’s physical ability as a runner and climber, her survival skills and sense of 

herself as an outsider consistently ally her with Kong.  She is the only character shown 

capable of survival in the forest without weaponry; even when Kong fails to rescue her, 

Ann’s acrobatic ability allows her to climb and swing out of harm’s way.  While not 

specifically an “Earth Mother” figure, Ann avoids danger without destruction. She runs, 

hides, climbs and dodges while the men immediately attack with machine guns and knives 

and while many of the male crew members die in the Skull Island jungle, Ann manages to 

return more or less unharmed in spite of being barefoot and dressed in a negligee.  In 

Jackson’s final scenes, Ann climbs an emergency ladder up the side of the Empire State 

Building to get closer to Kong and try to help him.  As the ladder fails, she holds on until 

Kong can help her up; in the meantime, her ineffectual human lover waits to be carried up by 

an interminably slow elevator, arriving at the top only after Kong has fallen to his death.  

After the plummet, all three films feature a character claiming that “Beauty killed the Beast,” 

as though the men who attacked, drugged, captured, transported, displayed, and eventually 

shot down Kong had nothing to do with his demise.  This dismissive passing of the buck 

highlights that in at least two of the films, Kong’s love interest is almost as much at the white 

men’s mercy as he is.  

 Kong’s other potential foils are the figures to whom he is a god, the Skull Islanders.  

The Islanders and Kong are both presented in visual and cultural opposition to the white 

invaders, and in spite of the Islanders’ obvious fear of Kong, his role there appears to be 

important in terms of the Island’s hierarchy of men and animals.  Carroll notes that the 

original Kong is partly influenced by Arthur Conan Doyle’s The Lost World, an “apology for 
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colonialism.”27  He points out that “though nothing is made of it, the technologically superior 

Whites do liberate the human natives” from Kong’s reign of terror.28  However, this issue is 

addressed in the 1976 version when Jack Prescott states that the natives have not been 

liberated, but that the whites have “taken away their god.”  Again, the middle film embraces 

its historical moment in Prescott’s role as a paleontologist and ecologist; while the oilmen 

dismiss him as a soft hippie-type, he is the only voice of the voiceless (he can communicate 

with the islanders and represent their interests, and defends the ecosystem of the island 

itself).  While Jeff Bridges’ longhaired academic might seem a painfully sincere caricature, 

positioned against the irredeemable villainy of the oilmen he becomes the film’s most 

sympathetic character next to Kong.  

The natives in all three films are predictably and problematically portrayed, Jackson’s 

being the most painful partially because it is the most recent, and because the Islanders are 

filthy to the point that their race is indiscernible (manifesting the ancient trope of racial 

darkness equaling dirtiness); they are irrationally hostile and animalistic, attacking the whites 

with sharpened fingernails and teeth.29  The natives of the original are stock mock-

ethnographic models in grass costumes, some are played by black actors, some Asian, some 

whites in blackface. In 1976, the natives are one of the clearest indicators that the film is a 

parody; their absurd language, ogling of Ann and outrageous dancing and grimacing mock 

earlier jungle adventure films. In all three films, and as I have mentioned in my piece on the 

Kong spin-offs Mighty Joe Young (1949 and 1998), the whites appear to know how to 

“handle” nature in a way that the Islanders do not.30  The Islanders, who have lived with 

Kong for generations, do not know what to do in the face of his power other than build an 

enormous wall (which, as Roger Ebert has noted, has a troubling Kong-sized door built into 
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the center of it), but a few hours of Ann’s Caucasian charm has Kong as tame as a puppy. 

Denham, Fred Wilson and their crews (using technology and weaponry), overpower and 

capture the ape within twenty-four hours of Ann’s capture.  

Peter Jackson’s Skull Islanders, besides being difficult for the usual reasons of 

mysterious-island-dwellers as Other, stereotyping of non-white native peoples and 

suggestions that people of color are somehow animalistic, have disturbing similarities to the 

Hauka people of Jean Rouch’s 1954 documentary Les Mâitres Fous.31 The Hauka are a 

religious sect who live primarily in Ghana and are a possession cult; they have group 

hallucinations in which they take on the roles of the British colonizers of Ghana.  Rouch’s 

documentary remains controversial – the Hauka are enacting a power displacement that 

allows them to literally “put on” the identity of their oppressors (they identify which role 

they have taken with articles of clothing), but during their trance they are aware enough to 

converse with each other about practicalities and to occasionally move each other out of 

harm’s way. Rouch is sometimes accused of staging the ritual; the Hauka have, from time to 

time, been declared fakes, but generally, among anthropologists, ethnologists and filmmakers 

alike, Rouch’s film is accepted as genuine. 

The Hauka, while in their trance, foam at the mouth, burn themselves with torches, 

violate taboo by eating a sacrificed dog raw, and suffer from seizures.  Jackson’s portrayal of 

the Skull Island natives is alarmingly similar to Rouch’s footage of the Hauka but presents 

the spectacle as straight horror (as opposed to Rouch’s ethnological work). While Ann is 

being lowered to her sacrificial altar, some of the Skull Island natives have fits; their eyes roll 

back in their heads, they foam at the mouth. There is no contextual explanation or rationale 

for the violent physical reaction to Ann’s sacrifice – in the previous films, the Islanders 
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chant, cheer, or drum in acknowledgement of the ritual. Jackson’s Islanders are, up to this 

point, portrayed as lacking or rejecting linguistic interaction and reacting with immediate 

violence to peaceful approach.  Jackson’s Hauka-like ritual has no ethnographic purpose – 

the Islanders are universally threatening and unreasonably hostile to the crewmembers and 

Ann.  If there is a knowing nod to Rouch, then, Jackson lifts some of the actual Hauka ritual 

actions and superimposes them onto an entirely horror-based scene [see Figure 2.2]. If it is an 

unintentional or unknown reference, it becomes further apparent that Jackson’s allusion to 

the jungle/adventure film or ethnographic documentary serves only to distance the viewer 

from a cultural/racial Other and encourage a response of horror and fear. Jackson also 

develops racist imagery lacking in the original film that he is otherwise so faithful to.  When 

Kong is displayed in New York, Jackson adds dancing “natives” in straw skirts, face paint, 

and bone jewelry.  They are entirely different from the natives that the crew has seen on 

Skull Island, and these “natives” perform a neatly choreographed dance routine in front of 

the chained Kong.  The Afro-kitsch spectacle is absent from the first and second films, but 

sometimes appears in Kong spinoffs (the original Mighty Joe Young features a Busby 

Berkeley-worthy “native” theme show).  

Figure 2.2 
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How is it possible that a 21st century director could make a film so fraught with racist 

imagery? Is Jackson’s defense that he has made a period piece complete with the bigoted 

imagery of the era from which it came? These explanations fall apart in the face of the 

character of Hayes (Evan Park).  Hayes, the only black crewmember of the Venture, is a 

variation on Spike Lee’s “Super Duper Magical Negro.”32  He is patient and intelligent –a  

“Tom” in Donald Bogle’s terms – he explains the plot of Heart of Darkness to his young 

(white) charge, Jimmy (Jamie Bell) and must die a noble death at some point in the film so 

that the other (white) crewmembers may live.  Additionally, Snead noted that in American 

film, whites almost always act as individuals while people of color are shown acting in 

groups.  The natives in all three Kong films fit this mold, and Hayes, although he acts as an 

individual, fits yet another classic stereotype of black men. He is also one of the only 

characters to have an extended, one-on-one moment with Kong. While Kong’s interactions 

with Denham and Driscoll are entirely menacing and are clear responses to Denham’s cruelty 

and Driscoll’s romantic relationship with Ann, Hayes’ interaction with Kong is actually 

closer to Ann’s. Like Ann, Hayes is held in Kong’s hand and the two gaze at each other as 

Hayes whispers, “look at me” in order to focus Kong’s attention and give the white crew 

members a chance to escape.  Their placement in the frame and eye-level create an aura of 

“understanding” between these two minority figures, both of whom are entirely focused on 

the safety of their white charges: Ann in Kong’s case and Jimmy in Hayes’.  Hayes can also 

been read as an attempt at refuting racist accusations for Jackson: a black American 

explaining subtle narrative analysis to his white charge – in the position of educator and 

caretaker – creates an alternative to Skull Islanders.  Hayes creates a space for the viewer to 

feel reassured that not all non-whites are threatening. 
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There are some who would argue that the very act of filming a “giant ape” film is 

racist. Snead suggests that viewers should look for three types of coding of black characters 

in Hollywood film: mythification, marking and omission.  Mythification (which can be either 

“elevating or demeaning”) involves an expansion of a black character into a more imposing 

figure. “Mammies” (enlarged and exaggerated) fit this description, as well as Kong himself 

in the figure of the enormous Buck (in Bogle’s terms). Marking involves darkening of black 

skin or causing a character to use an exaggerated dialect.  In terms of omission, Snead cites 

the first Kong as an example: “think about black images that we don’t see in King Kong… 

we don’t see blacks as teachers, thinkers, humanitarians, people who command respect and 

authority from others.”33  Kong’s role as exaggerated Buck can be elaborated upon, Cynthia 

Erb notes, through Chester’ Hime’s novel If He Hollers Let Him Go. In it, the main character 

meets a blonde female coworker who “backed away from me as if she was scared stiff, as if 

she was a naked virgin and I was King Kong.”34   Erb goes on to describe that  

one might argue that in this passage some type of black male identification with King 
Kong takes place, but as a colleague pointed out to me, this is a kind of ‘agony of 
identification’ – stemming from a cultural assignment that produces anger and panic 
in the black male character.35  
 

Stuart Hall and Snead both quote Frantz Fanon’s Black Skin, White Masks in discussion of 

this white obsession with black sexuality. In “The Spectacle of the Other,” Hall examines 

newspaper photographs and advertisements that highlight black male sexuality into a 

spectacle for white consumers, or which defuse black sexuality in order to render it non-

threatening to whites. The fixation, Fanon notes, is almost exclusively with a perceived 

universal black male desire for white women.  The portrayal of Kong’s affection for Ann 

remains steady through the three films.  In many of the Kong spinoffs (both versions of 
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Mighty Joe Young, for example), the character of the ape is desexualized; his relationship 

with Jill (Terry Moore, Charlize Theron) moves from son/mother to brother/sister. While Joe 

in each film occasionally shows jealousy over Jill’s love interest, for the most part any 

potentially sexually controversial material is removed.36  I disagree with Erb’s claim that “the 

most disturbing racial elements in King Kong ultimately have more to do with Ann’s prized 

whiteness than with Kong’s blackness;” Kong is consistently shown as literally dazzled by 

Ann’s whiteness/blondeness, but her whiteness is only so jarring because Skull Island is 

shown as a dangerous place filled with dark figures who fetishize Ann precisely for that 

whiteness and blondeness.37  Ann may be reduced to her race, but only in comparison to her 

inevitable Others, and consistently, diegetically, to their disadvantage. 

The generally negative (critical and viewer) response to Jackson’s Kong appeared to 

be a combination of backlash against the overwhelming promotion leading up to the film and 

disappointment in the quality of the special effects.38  As Roger Ebert noted in a review 

Cooper and Schoedsack’s film, 

in the very artificiality of some of the special effects, there is a creepiness that isn't 
there in today's slick, flawless, computer-aided images. In Jurassic Park you are 
looking, more or less, at a real dinosaur. In King Kong, you are looking at an idea of a 
dinosaur, created by hand by technicians who are working with their imaginations. 
When Kong battles the large flesh-eating dinosaur in his first big battle scene, there is 
a moment when he forces its jaws apart, and the bones crack, and blood drips from 
the gaping throat, and something immediate happens that is hard to duplicate on any 
computer.39  

 
This wistful memory of the original film touches on some of the problems with the most 

recent version. The story of King Kong has survived as a horror film, action adventure 

drama, faux-ethnological document, love story and morality tale.  As Erb quotes narrative 

theorist Barbara Hernstein Smith, “the cultural endurance of an artifact increases in 
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proportion to its capacity to fulfill an assortment of desired functions.”40  While the two 

earlier filmmakers embrace the artifact and to some extent control the functions of the story 

and the needs that they fulfill, Jackson’s failure to recognize the complexities permitted by 

the Kong myth – and the ability of Kong to represent a multiplicity of contemporary issues 

and figures – encourages the audience to identify potential functions on their own: 

particularly regarding the filmmaker’s technological hubris in his insistence on relying on 

computer-generated images and dependence on the spectacle of CGI to carry the film.41 

Kong’s rampage in New York is incapable of referring to 9/11 because the entire city is a 

CGI recreation of the early-1930s city; there’s no visual connecting point and even the 

gleaming, new-looking Empire State Building is unfamiliar to the audience. The natives and 

their inhuman appearance and behavior resist any semblance of “parody” and cross into an 

embarrassing ignorance of or disregard for the powerfully harmful nature of an entire history 

of textual representation of the “Other.”  Rather than simply distance the viewer from the 

Skull Islanders with their animalism, Jackson succeeds only in a raw, offensive spectacle. 

Whether that spectacle is a nod to Rouch or not, it exploits a history of racism for the sake of 

a few scenes of horror film gore.  

 Only Ann in her independence, physical strength and complicated interactions with 

Kong moves her mythic role forward.  She is the traditional Beauty, who harbors true 

feelings for the Beast, a nature-friendly figure who resists the abuse of the natural world and 

she ends as the reification of white heteronormative love; Kong’s destruction leaves her with 

Driscoll, whom she has rejected repeatedly since spending her days in the jungle with Kong. 

However, as with the two earlier films, Kong's death reconfirms the necessity of traditional 

race and gender roles to maintain the status quo. 42 
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 The Kong films, then, illustrate remakes’ ability to replace the functions of folklore 

by perpetuating an ageless myth (Beauty and the Beast), through the manipulation of the 

films’ archetypal figures.  We see the development of the myths of the doomed Beast and his 

independent Beauty; we have the satisfaction of the hubristic power figure overturned and 

the reassuring safeguarding of same-race heterosexual love.  As Erb suggests, the Kong story 

is so firmly established in US popular culture that it may qualify as its own mythic base; 

since the publication of Erb’s book, even more intertextual references, partial-remakes, 

parodies and spinoffs have appeared.  Some of this may be due to the influence of Jackson’s 

film, but Kong, although not cross-cultural enough to be considered an archetype 

(independent of Beauty and the Beast), is surely a mythic figure of popular US American 

culture, a recognizable tragic figure born of film.  While the Kong story has never been an 

oral tale, its Beauty and the Beast predecessors planted the seed for Kong’s narrative 

durability even while establishing the groundwork for their eventual replacement by the 

monster movie King, comparable to the myth-making function of the Star Wars trilogy as 

argued by Frank McConnell.
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CHAPTER 3: THE MANCHURIAN CANDIDATE (1962, 2004)  
 

Jonathan Demme’s 2004 remake of John Frankenheimer’s 1962 political thriller The 

Manchurian Candidate is an update in many senses; besides changing the Korean War action 

to the first Gulf War, it also cast Denzel Washington in the role originally played by Frank 

Sinatra. Demme’s film arrived in the middle of a resurgence of remakes and spin-offs, and 

reflected a trend in contemporary US remakes: the tendency to maintain the landmarks of a 

storyline, replacing the characters, setting and other aspects of the mise-en-scène. Utilizing 

the work of Vladimir Propp, this chapter identifies the narrative “functions” and in each film 

and explores the ways which the mythic content of the films maintain power over the 40 year 

span between the films.  As myths shift, disappear or emerge, the more recent film copes 

with cultural demands – some of which prove to be contradictory to the original film – while 

maintaining the integrity of the original story. As I will show, both versions of The 

Manchurian Candidate are films that actively exploit the viewer’s desire for hero-association 

and further complicate this function by not allowing the viewer – for a good portion of the 

film – to identify who precisely is meant to be identified as the hero. 

In the 1962 version of The Manchurian Candidate, Raymond Shaw (Lawrence 

Harvey) and Ben Marco (Frank Sinatra) are US soldiers serving in the Korean War.  Their 

unit goes missing in action for three days and when they resurface the surviving nine 

members, including Marco, recite an elaborate story explaining their unit’s ambush and 

Shaw’s heroic efforts to rescue the men; Shaw is given the Congressional Medal of Honor 

upon his return to the US.  Marco and a number of other soldiers have recurring nightmares 

about being at a women’s garden club meeting in New Jersey, but gradually this image melts 
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away – in fact the soldiers have been brainwashed by North Korean and Chinese communists 

and the “Soviet Pavlov Institute” in Manchuria; Raymond is a test subject for a plot to train 

soldiers as unstoppable killing machines.  He does not remember any of the crimes that he 

commits, including killing two members of his own unit.  

Marco and Rosie (Janet Leigh) begin to uncover the plot when they discover the 

trigger to Shaw’s brainwashing, the Queen of Diamonds in any deck of cards.  Shaw’s 

mother, Mrs. Iselin (Angela Lansbury) is a Soviet agent using her son to advance her 

husband, a senator in the mold of Joseph McCarthy, to the vice presidential nomination. 

Shaw begins to unravel when his mother orders him to kill his new father-in-law (a liberal 

senator opposing Senator Iselin’s nomination).  Shaw’s young wife witnesses the murder and 

Shaw, following his programming, kills her as well. With Marco’s help, Shaw overcomes his 

brainwashing and instead of killing the presidential nominee (clearing the way for Iselin to be 

president), he shoots his mother, Iselin, and then himself.   

In the 2004 remake, Denzel Washington is Marco, Liev Schreiber is Shaw and Meryl 

Streep is his mother, Eleanor Prentiss Shaw. The soldiers fight in the first Gulf War, where 

they are ambushed and taken deep into the deserts of Kuwait by the Manchurian Global 

Corporation. Instead of being brainwashed, the soldiers are implanted with computer control 

devices in their brains and tracking devices in their shoulders.   Instead of playing cards, the 

“trigger” mechanism in this film is a telephone call; the caller recites Raymond’s full name 

and then orders, “Listen.” Fast-forward to “the present” (2004): Melvin, another veteran from 

Shaw and Marco’s unit plagued by nightmares, either commits suicide or is murdered.  

Marco plunges into paranoia; Army doctors insist that he is suffering from complications 
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from Gulf War Syndrome.  Rosie (Kimberly Elise) attempts to help Marco, but he is driven 

to further paranoia when he discovers that she is an undercover FBI agent.   

The “candidate” in the remake is Raymond himself, who has become a successful 

congressman in the years after his return from the Gulf.  Eleanor (herself a senator) plots to 

move Raymond into the vice presidential nomination and then to have the presidential 

nominee executed.  In a departure from the original, Eleanor activates Marco to perform the 

assassination.  Raymond foils the plot by moving himself and his mother into the crosshairs; 

they are killed by the same bullet.  Rosie and the FBI cover up Marco’s role in the 

assassination and expose the far-reaching influence of Manchurian Global. 

Figure 3.1 
Manchurian Candidate (Frankenheimer 1962) Manchurian Candidate (Demme 2004) 

Korean War First Gulf War 

Ben Marco – Frank Sinatra Ben Marco – Denzel Washington 

Raymond Shaw – Laurence Harvey Raymond Shaw – Liev Schreiber 

Mrs. Iselin (Shaw’s mother) – Angela Lansbury Eleanor Prentiss – Meryl Streep 

John Iselin (Shaw’s stepfather) – James Gregory N/A 

Jocelyn Jordan (Shaw’s love interest) – Leslie Parrish Jocelyne Jordan – Vera Farmiga  

Rosie (Marco’s love interest) – Janet Leigh Rosie – Kimberly Elise 

 

While many aspects of the film have been “updated” for a post-9/11 audience, there 

are a number of necessary actions that are fulfilled in both films, thus keeping the trajectory 

of the narrative the same – much like Propp’s “functions.”  For Propp, the “functions” of 

folktale are stable “independent of who performs them.”1  The important factor, then, is that 

the functions are executed; the differences between folktales (and many remakes) are 

primarily in the design of the characters and who ends up executing which functions.  The 
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repeated functions provide a space in which similarities between cultural concerns of 1962 

and 2005 may be examined. Portrayals of soldiers returning home from war target the 

sympathies of a 1962 viewing audience with fresh memories of the Korean War and uneasily 

watching increased US involvement in Vietnam. Demme’s film found a post-9/11 audience 

divided on the matter of the Second Gulf War.   

In the original film, the nightmares are shown as a residual effect of the brainwashing, 

while both Gulf War Syndrome and Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder are named as possible 

causes for Marco’s nightmares in the later film.  In both cases the men are treated 

sympathetically, suggesting a heightened awareness of the prominence of “shell shock” in 

the era of the earlier film and the difficulties suffered by Gulf War I vets in the case of the 

second.  Both the term and the concept of “brainwashing” were coined during the Korean 

War as a possible explanation for defecting American troops.2 Themes of brain implants and 

forcing an American soldier to participate in “terrorist” activity in the second film reflect the 

post-9/11 fixation with national security and surveillance.  The final Function, restoration of 

governmental order, may seem to be vague reaffirmations of patriotic ideology at first blush, 

but the complicated engineering of the “replacement histories” of the two false heroes, as I 

will discuss below, suggest a façade that will not be so easily maintained. 

In a methodological move away from Propp, an analysis of the character substitutions 

– including “mythic” structures surrounding particular characters – will help to further define 

the cultural shifts for each film. For example, Washington’s Marco takes most of the same 

actions as Sinatra’s but the very action of casting a black actor as the lead character lends a 

sense of “newness” due to the simple fact that not many black actors were granted leading 

roles in 1962.  Additionally, Demme increases the “feminist” quotient of the story by giving 
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Rosie more control over the plot; it makes little difference since she and Washington’s Marco 

end up fulfilling together the needed functions set by Sinatra’s Marco.  

Each film’s plot depends upon the production of mythic storytelling and hero-

development; characters’ motivation is frequently the formulation or reaffirmation of the 

mythic roles that they fill, or the roles of other characters.  However, this contextual 

mythology is not the extent of myth structure’s role in these films.  Much like the King Kong 

films, the original Manchurian Candidate has become the product of its own mythology; 

rumors circulated that the film was pulled from distribution because it inspired Lee Harvey 

Oswald’s assassination of Kennedy, although it was later revealed that Frank Sinatra, to 

whom the rights reverted in the mid-60s, simply did not bother to promote distribution.3   

In terms of the more recent version of The Manchurian Candidate, the mythology has 

functioned somewhat in reverse.  Released in 2004, the powerful megacorporation in the 

film, Manchurian Global, is modeled on Halliburton as clearly as Senator Iselin channels 

McCarthy.  In addition, the constant re-hashing and speculation on what happened to Marco 

and Shaw’s unit in Kuwait are reminiscent of the Swift Boat controversy preceding the 2004 

US presidential election.  Director Jonathan Demme has encouraged the comparisons, 

claiming that the similarities are a result of the “timelessness” of the story of the Manchurian 

Candidate.4  The ability of production mythologies to function as both revisionist history and 

applicable “prophecy” perpetuates a sense of cultural applicability for these films in their 

respective moments. 

 In terms of contextual mythic figures, the work of Donald Bogle and Jack Lule shed 

light on the archetypes portrayed in each version of the Manchurian Candidate.5  While Lule 

specifically studies mythic structures in newspaper articles, his work is descended directly 
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from Propp’s and many of the mythic figures on which he focuses are widespread in 

folktales, generic cycles and other narrative forms.  Lule’s definition of the Hero myth is an 

appropriate example, and the production of the Hero in each version of the Manchurian 

Candidate follows the blueprint set up by Lule for newspaper articles.  

Very early in the original Manchurian Candidate, both Ben and Melvin are asked 

what they think of Shaw.  Any time the question is asked, each man snaps to attention and 

replies, “Raymond Shaw is the kindest, bravest, warmest, most wonderful human being I've ever 

known in my life,” eventually making it clear that the question of Shaw’s character is another 

“trigger” for the men’s brainwashing.   Shaw, in reality, is shy and not very popular among the 

other men in his unit.  In the opening sequence, his comrades are shown carousing with Korean 

prostitutes when Shaw breaks up the party.   Most of the dialogue early in the film is plot setup 

to inform the viewer that Shaw is somewhat of a prude, that his fellow soldiers consider him to 

be unbearably uptight.  Hence, their later declarations of affection for him (Melvin calls him 

“my best friend in the Army”) are contradictory to what the viewer knows.  It becomes clear 

that Shaw’s mother is behind the mythmaking; in order for her son to receive the Medal of 

Honor and promote his stepfather’s career by proxy, Shaw must be admired by his fellow 

soldiers as a “good man,” not just as a successful officer. His pedigree, good looks, and Ivy 

League education are suggestive of his political potential and Shaw’s attachment to Senator 

Jordan’s daughter reinforces the sense of dynasty-building. In addtition to the soldiers’ 

programming for murder-by-command, they are trained to declare Shaw’s mythic status; they 

recite the events leading up to their rescue, creating a fairy tale like repetition of events that is 

perfect for sound bytes.  For the viewer, Shaw is quiet, shy, and completely dominated by his 

mother. Although he is offered an officer position in the Army, he enlists in the infantry instead; 

he later chooses to move to New York and work at a newspaper rather than living off of his 

family’s fortune.   
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This creates a two-fold Hero myth structure. On the one hand, Shaw is unpopular with 

his fellow soldiers and an unlikely candidate for heroism.  On the other hand, he is hardworking 

and unwilling to take handouts; he wants to “earn” his accomplishments (one of the staples of 

the Hero myth).  Within the context of the film, the more admirable aspects of his personality or 

combined with the mythology created by Mrs. Iselin to build a structure on which to hang 

Shaw’s success.  This is made more explicit in the remake, where Marco dreams of his unit 

sitting in schoolroom rows, chanting the list of Shaw’s heroic actions in unison.   

 Demme’s version of the film reveals its mythologies more completely, even using the 

language of myth to highlight the characters’ motivation.  In the beginning of the film, Marco is 

addressing a group of Boy Scouts when Marvin calls from the back of the room, “you could 

have won the medal.  You could have been the hero.” Later, when arguing for her son’s place 

on the presidential ticket, Eleanor asserts, “we can give them heat, energy, give them a war hero 

with heart, forged by enemy fire in the desert in the dark, when American lives hung in the 

balance.”  Her melodramatic rhetoric convinces the hesitant committee members; thanks to his 

mother’s histrionic enthusiasm, where Shaw was not even on the short-list of possible 

candidates before, he is now the front-runner.  The mythology that she has built around her son 

translates to a sense of safety and patriotism to a post-9/11 political community and the sense 

that Shaw is saleable in an unsure moment resonates with the other politicians.  His 

qualifications offer a sense of stability and reliability; for the politicians in the film, his role as a 

Hero is clear. 

For the viewer, however, the early ambiguity regarding whether it is Shaw or Marco 

that we are supposed to identify as the Hero is accentuated by the fact that, in both films, the 

Army unit disappears for three days and then “rises” again, adding a layer of Christian 

mythology to the narrative; but who is the Christ figure, Shaw or Marco?  An interesting 

addition in the remake is the revelation that Shaw only executed one member of his unit 
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while captured by Manchurian Global; the other missing soldier was shot in the head by 

Marco.  In the original, Marco’s innocence is absolute – he is a brawling, brutish sort, but he 

is only a killer in the sense that all soldiers are killers; compared to the cold-blooded Shaw, 

he is harmless. Having Washington’s Marco murder three people throughout the course of 

the film complicates his taking on of the Hero role. Demme sidesteps this complication by 

highlighting the FBI’s willingness to cover up Marco’s actions at the end of the film, 

suggesting that the government is willing to mask crime when it is deemed appropriate or 

necessary, removing the blame from Marco: the murder was justified and the government is 

complicit.  

Sinatra’s Marco is built into Hero status slowly in the first film; he is shown as 

primitive compared to Shaw: he cavorts with the Korean prostitutes and is removed from his 

position in Army intelligence due to his apparent lack of mental stability (based on his 

nightmares).  His first interactions with Rosie are awkward and less than romantic (again, due to 

his confusion and paranoia).6  Marco attacks Shaw’s “houseboy,” Chunjin (an interpreter 

from their time in Korea who Marco – correctly – believes is somehow connected with the 

conspiracy); this level of impulsive violence is portrayed as reckless, most likely the result of 

Marco’s paranoia and general instability.  His relationship with Rosie eventually evens him out, 

however, and by the end of the film he is better groomed, speaking eloquently and “settled 

down” (both in behavior and in the colloquial sense, with Rosie). 

Washington’s Marco, as Hero, is more problematic.  His role is drawn into question 

from the beginning of the film.  Marco is adamantly Other in the face of Raymond and 

Eleanor Shaw and their physical whiteness and sterile hotel rooms. Demme’s direction 

accentuates class differences over race, while simultaneously presenting a world in which the 

two are deeply connected; black veterans live in squalor and paranoia while Raymond Shaw 
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receives the Medal of Honor and the vice-presidential nomination.  Both Marco and Melvin 

live amid old takeout containers and newspapers; Melvin’s entire apartment is wallpapered 

with the contemporary film trope for insanity: torn pieces of paper scrawled with psychotic 

ramblings and terrifying drawings (Figure 3.2). In a scene in which Marco is trying to 

convince Shaw that they have had implants injected into their shoulders, Marco actually 

bares his teeth and bites Shaw on the shoulder to tear the implant out of him. While being 

dragged from the hotel room, Marco grimaces and blood drips from his mouth in an animalistic 

spectacle.  Later in the film, in the height of his paranoia, he wanders the Washington DC 

streets in a filthy trench coat, dragging his battered bag full of evidence and paperwork with him 

everywhere he goes.  The visual trope, again, is explicit: like Melvin, his paranoia reduces him 

to another mythic figure – a “crazy black man” who looks homeless and potentially 

dangerous, wild eyed, spending an excessive amount of time at the public library and 

scowling up at the security cameras.  

 

 

The character of Melvin is of interest when considering Washington’s Marco – as 

Katherine Kinney notes, the black soldier is an important figure in late-Classical, early-New 

Hollywood; she points out that in the original Manchurian Candidate, Melvin was the only 

major black character.   Kinney identifies the Black Soldier as a recurring mythic figure in 

Figure 3.2 
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the same mold as Donald Bogle’s “Coons, Toms, Bucks and Mammies.”  She refuses to 

place these representations of the Black Soldier as Bogle’s Tom (longing to please whites) or 

Coon (ignorant to the point of animalism) figures, which they very frequently are, because 

she identifies “liberal” Hollywood’s efforts at positive representation soldiers of color and 

the ways those representations – inevitably, it seems – fail: 

 Although the men are marked by differences of military service and rank, region  
and age, the most apparent and characteristic difference is ethnicity and race: Jew, 
Irish, Pole, Chicano, Filipino and African American are brought together.  This 
emblematic melting pot marks the film’s importance as one of the first produced in 
cooperation with the Office of War Information.7  

 
The goal of these early films, according to Kinney, was to give viewers the sense that the 

Black Soldier is a reliable and necessary part of the US armed forces.  The Black Soldiers are 

frequently shown as trustworthy, hardworking, innocent (sometimes to the point of being 

naïve, which is where Kinney’s Black Soldiers are comparable to Bogle’s Coon or Tom 

figures), or else mentally deficient, lazy, or ineffectual soldiers.  Why the negative portrayal 

if the films (most of which, in the early era, were produced by the Office of War 

Information), were to give the American public a sense of the importance of the Black 

Soldier? In some of the films, the role of the ineffectual Black Soldier gives the white 

soldiers a space in which to overcome their racism or their own ambivalent feelings about 

war: they create opportunities for other soldiers.  Other Black Soldiers are plot devices for 

the white soldiers to impart change: the military is an education/career opportunity for the 

poor Black Soldier; he only needs a white officer to show him the way.   In The Manchurian 

Candidate, Melvin’s apparent insanity in the first scenes gives Marco a point of reference:  
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Edwards [Melvin] is so like the film’s hero… that they share the same dreams.  These 
dreams of a meeting of a ladies garden club in a hotel …carry a fascinatingly 
American aspect: Sinatra’s ladies are white, Edwards’ are black.  The women share 
identical clothing, manners, and presentations…. Unlike the lone black soldier of the 
symbolic platoon, these parallel domestic dreams testify to the very segregation 
which Edwards’ relation to Sinatra and the other men denies.8   
 

Marco is not mad if another soldier (even a Black Soldier) is having the same dreams that he 

is having and Melvin’s dreams connect him to Marco and to the subsequent action (Figure 

3.3).  Kinney sees Frankenheimer’s film as one of the few that treats Black Soldiers as 

soldiers first and foremost.  Race is less of a defining trait in the context of the film; racism is 

displayed as a mistake or as an unpleasant characteristic (such as Mrs. Iselin’s racism, 

discussed below).  In the original film, there are several moments of confusion in which 

Korean characters are mistaken for Chinese (or vice versa).9 

 

 If the first film portrays race as a complicated issue to be addressed (as it appears in 

the midst of the Civil Rights movement), then what does Demme accomplish by casting 

Marco as black in the remake?  Marco is neither Tom, Buck nor Coon (by Bogle’s 

definitions), yet he also transcends Kinney’s concept of the good or bad Black Soldier.  

Washington’s Marco is suspicious of the military that sent him to Kuwait and that fails him 

in his time of medical need, the military run by a government that is apparently being bought 

Figure 3.3 
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and sold by megacorporations.  Kinney’s concepts are approaching the truth of the matter, 

but they are focused on a past era of Hollywood that dealt with race in more simplified terms.  

The Black Soldier of Kinney’s films longs for equal treatment by his fellow soldiers.  The 

Office of War Information was striving to encourage the consideration of a desegregated 

military because the soldiers were needed and racism was impeding military advancement.  

Our contemporary draft-free military faces increasing evidence that young black men and 

women in poor communities are targeted for service (presenting them with “opportunities” 

for higher education and job training), while middle and upper class white men and women 

are able to avoid service and targeted recruitment.  Washington’s Marco is also presented as 

lower middle class (his class mobility may even be the product of his officer rank; he is given 

no family or close friends in the film, so the viewer is given no point of reference).  Both 

Marco and Melvin have their own living spaces (small rented apartments) that mark them as 

at least lower-middle class, but they also feature poor lighting, shabby furniture and other 

filmic tropes that imply poverty (Melvin’s apartment building features a crude and uncouth 

building manager).  Race and class are inseparable in this film; the characters battling the 

deceit of contemporary politics and the omnipresent Megacorporation are all minorities, most 

of whom are presented as lower-middle class or below the poverty line. Shaw is successful 

and wealthy; his success and wealth come from his powerful white family, led by his 

powerful mother. 

The “terrible mother” or “wicked stepmother” is a popular figure in fairy and 

folktales, and Mrs. Iselin closely fits this trope in the original film.  Although she is Shaw’s 

natural mother, she bears a different name and appears more dedicated to Senator Iselin (her 

second husband) than to her son.  She is willing to use her son to rise to power and there are 
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even undertones of incestuous feelings in her treatment of Shaw.10  In the end, in both films, she 

risks her son’s happiness, future, and life in order to secure her own power. Mrs. Iselin, in the 

original film, is equated with the Queen of Diamonds in the deck of cards, the “trigger” for 

Shaw’s psychosis, the controlling factor in the conspiracy.  Eleanor’s activation trope in the 

later film (the recitation of the soldiers’ full name) has a maternal aspect – reminiscent of an 

angry mother calling her child by his full name, suggesting threats and punishment are 

imminent.   To highlight the “evil” of Shaw’s mother, in each film she is portrayed as racist.  

In Frankenheimer’s film, Mrs. Iselin tells Chunjin, “Listen, Ching Chang Chong, or whatever 

your name is…” and then proceeds to tell him precisely how she wants her steak cooked. In 

the sequel, as Eleanor walks past Marco, she puts up her hands in disgust and snipes, “Excuse 

me” in an effort to not touch him as she pushes by; her disgust is not verbally racist, but her 

interactions with Marco throughout the film are coded as such.  She also ridicules Marco – she 

shows Shaw photographs of Marco in treatment after his return from duty; he is curled in the 

fetal position and staring blankly. Eleanor mocks Marco, crooning, “poor little tin soldier” and 

cackling cruelly.  

The Terrible Mother is only one aspect of the evil that permeates these films.  In the 

most unambiguous disjunction between the two films, the original features “Communism” as 

the force that the Terrible Mother works for; in the sequel, it is the “Evil Megacorporation.”   

This update is appropriate for a number of reasons; the first and most obvious is that the threat 

of Communism no longer holds as much currency for many contemporary US film-viewers.  

The twist in the original is the fact that the Communist threat is American (Senator and Mrs. 

Iselin), although their “Manchurian” connections are doing the majority of the hands-on work. 

The threat of Communism in the earlier film is masked by the fact that Senator Iselin takes 

every possible opportunity to declare his opponents to be Communists, meanwhile, the true 

threat of Communism is quiet, subtle, and comes from a less expected corner.  The Evil 

Megacorporation is Manchurian Global in the sequel, and the name is simply a nod to the 
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original film; there does not appear to be any substantial “Asian” connection.  The 

Megacorporation does transcend continents, however, and influences politics and economics 

wherever it can.  Manchurian Global is even more threatening than Communism because they 

fund “70% of the House and Senate… on both sides of the aisle” as Eleanor declares.  

Manchurian Global can only be defeated through an inarguable declaration of their evil-doing, 

which the FBI provides by the film’s end.  

 In the second version of the film, Eleanor and Shaw both, at different points, declare 

themselves to be “believers” – in the American way of life, the American political system, 

the ability of the American public to make good decisions for themselves in terms of who 

they elect, and so on. This concept of The Believer is a dominant theme of the later film.  The 

threat, the Megacorporation, is represented visually by “foreign” figures – Dr. Noyle (Simon 

McBurney – the doctor who performs the implant operations) is British and the majority of 

their activity takes place outside of the US.  Again, like Halliburton, they are accused of 

padding costs for refugee work, rebuilding countries destroyed during natural disasters, etc. 

 In both films, the true villain (represented by Raymond Shaw’s mother) is a 

conglomerate – Communism is a blank, faceless force associated with China and Soviet 

Russia. The Megacorporation of Manchurian Global is faceless in a different way; it is 

represented in the microfilms that Marco examines in the library by large groups of old white 

men – again in contrast with Marco as a minority individual. Americans who are sucked into 

Communism or the Evil Megacorporation are presented within the context of the film as 

either insane or absolutely criminal.  It is appropriate that the faceless evil of communism 

should eventually be replaced with the Megacorporation; the concept of the “Military 

Industrial Complex” was coined by Dwight Eisenhower in 1961.  Eisenhower’s Farewell 

Address warned against the potential of a gain of “unwarranted influence” by the Complex, 
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which was deemed a necessary evil in light of the financial and resource needs of the US 

military.  Eisenhower prophesied the rise of multinational megacorporations such as 

Halliburton and Blackwater, which have given rise to suspicion through no-bid contracts and 

ethics violations.  The Evil Megacorporation has come to replace older cultural concepts of 

“faceless evil” (such as “Communism”), reflecting contemporary anxieties.  

How do the different versions of these stories function as reminders or re-educators 

for the viewer?  Each film begins with and establishes a sense of distrust of the federal 

government, the military, and so on.  However, by the end, order is restored.  The villains 

have been dispatched and the True Hero has been revealed, provided with a suitable love 

interest, and is on the road to physical and mental recovery – the power structure has come 

through for the citizens, has seen the error of its ways and made the appropriate adjustments.  

Looking back to McConnell, the viewer is given a setting in which s/he can imagine a sense 

of security and a dependable government.  We have identified the Heroes of the Manchurian 

Candidate and therefore can see ourselves in their world, imitating their successes. 

  In each film, the climax occurs when the viewer realizes that all of Marco’s paranoia 

is completely valid and justified.  The character of Marco in 1962 may not have been 

identified by the term “conspiracy theorist,” a cultural trope that gained in popularity 

following the Kennedy assassination. Demme recognized the trope, which itself is a variation 

on the mythic figure of Cassandra, who prophesies the future but is condemned to be 

doubted.11  Evil faceless megacorporations are also recurring figures in contemporary film, 

so much so that the nefarious force in 2008’s WALL-E, a children’s film, is the “Buy N 

Large” corporation – an exaggeration of Wal-Mart.12 The Manchurian Candidate films 

appear toward be moving to an anti-state declaration; an apparent position of anarchy – or at 
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best suspicion and distrust.  The end result in each film, however, is a renewed faith in the 

US government.  In the original, Marco’s resolution manifests itself out of the military’s 

realization that they have misjudged him; Shaw’s death is not in vain because the Army 

realizes its mistake and grants him an epic, apologist obituary.  In the remake, Rosie and the 

FBI come to Marco’s rescue, and their faith in him is so renewed that they administer a 

cover-up for his execution of Eleanor and Raymond Shaw.  The story that these films tell is 

of a government that makes mistakes, but manages to rectify the situation in the end through 

the action of a renegade hero who comes back to the fold. Old money, good looks and quality 

education are not enough to succeed; Marco is the scrappy stuff that heroes are made of; 

Shaw is the victim of Oedipal circumstance.   

The original Manchurian Candidate simultaneously interrogated and perpetuated 

Cold War paranoia, commented upon the then-recent HUAC hearings, and peripherally 

addressed concerns of the civil rights movement. The remake of the film examines the 

current war in Iraq through the lens of the first Gulf War and taps into consumer-culture 

malaise and paranoia of surveillance and megacorporations.  

                                                
1 Propp, Morphology, 20. 
 
2 Susan L. Carruthers. “The Manchurian Candidate (1962) and the Cold War brainwashing 
scare.” Historical Journal of Film, Radio & Television. [Vol. 18, 1998]. 
 
3 In spite of Sinatra’s repeated insistence that distribution simply fell off, the Kennedy 
assassination mythology has proved far more dominant in popular knowledge surrounding 
the film.  See Carruthers.  
 
4 David Thompson, “Mind Control.” Sight and Sound. [Vol. 14, No. 12, 2004], 15-18.  
 
5 (Toms, Coons, Mulattoes, Mammies, and Bucks) and Jack Lule (Daily News, Eternal 
Stories). 
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6 Some read Marco and Rosie’s initial awkwardness as evidence of Rosie’s role as a 
brainwash trigger – her repeated recitation of her address and phone number cause Marco to 
respond in a monotone similar to Shaw’s when he has been activated. 
 
7 Katherine Kinney. “Cold Wars: Black Soldiers in Liberal Hollywood.” War, Literature and 
the Arts Journal. [Spring/Summer, 2000], 103.  
 
8 Kinney, “Cold Wars” 110. 
 
9 To create further confusion, the character Chunjin (meant to be Korean), who is mistaken 
by other characters as Chinese, is played by actor Henry Silva, who was Puerto Rican. 
 
10 In a scene close to the end of the film, she kisses Shaw full on the mouth.  In the remake, 
there is a creepy bathing sequence. 
 
11 Richard Donner’s 1997 film Conspiracy Theory also embraces this connection, as do many 
contemporary films featuring these figures.  
 
12 Neil Bather addresses the “faceless megacorporation” as the evil force in Erin Brokovich in 
his dissertation “There is evil there that does not sleep...”: The Construction of Evil in 
American Popular Cinema from 1989 to 2002.” 
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CHAPTER 4: REAR WINDOW (1954) AND DISTURBIA (2007)   
 

Disturbia is not a remake identifiable at first glance.  It forgoes Rear Window’s title 

and most basic plot and character elements, was not advertised as a remake and included 

neither the original’s screenwriters nor Cornell Woolwich in its screenwriting credits.1  And 

yet, when the Sheldon Abend Revocable Trust filed a lawsuit against Steven Spielberg and 

Dreamworks claiming copyright infringement and violation of intellectual property in 

September 2008, nearly a year and a half after Disturbia’s original release, the response 

among film bloggers and critics could be summed up by Cinematical’s headline, “From the 

‘About Time’ Files…”2 In fact, in spite of its apparently “subtle” approach to remaking, upon 

its release, every major publication’s review of Disturbia mentioned Rear Window – most in 

the headline or first paragraph.3  While the characters, setting and mise-en-scène differ from 

the original film, the functions of the characters remain the same. Even as a teen 

horror/thriller focused on wireless and digital technology, the structure of the narrative 

functions of Disturbia echo the original nearly verbatim.  

Why the Trust, which holds the copyright for the Cornell Woolwich short story upon 

which Rear Window was based, waited so long to file suit is unknown; this, combined with 

the confusion over Spielberg’s failure to obtain authorization for use of the story aptly 

represents the general turmoil surrounding the role of copyright law regarding remakes.  At 

the most practical level, the movement away from marketing references to Rear Window 

makes sense – the target audience for Disturbia (14-21 year old males) is not likely to be 

familiar with Rear Window; which begs the question: why make a remake of a 50-year-old 

film for an audience that would not know the original? Rear Window’s reference points – 
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Red Scare surveillance and neighborly distrust, post-war failed masculinity and technological 

ambivalence have reemerged as contemporary issues, albeit in a distorted manner. The echo-

boomers’ concerns are well represented by Hitchcock’s paranoiac thriller, although the 

characters’ responses have shifted with cultural attitudes toward these issues. 

Rear Window’s central character is a photographer named Jeff (played by Jimmy 

Stewart), who has a broken leg and is confined to a wheelchair in his Greenwich Village 

apartment. With very little exception, the film takes place in the apartment and its courtyard 

– we only see what Jeff can see, which is limited by the structure of the buildings and his 

own immobility. Jeff is an adventurous photojournalist and has sustained his injury by failing 

to dodge a speeding racecar; the resulting photograph is proudly displayed in his apartment.  

He is visited by his nurse Stella (Thelma Ritter) who tries to convince him to propose to his 

girlfriend Lisa (Grace Kelly); Jeff objects that Lisa is “too perfect.”  While incapacitated, he 

observes his neighbors across the courtyard including “Miss Torso,” a young dancer who 

practices in a bikini; “Miss Lonelyheart,” an unhappy single woman; a frustrated pianist; a 

frisky newlywed couple and the Thorwalds, an unhappy middle-aged invalid wife and her 

henpecked husband (Raymond Burr).  Lisa visits between job obligations – she works in the 

fashion industry – and attempts to convince Jeff to stay in New York and settle down.  The 

couple quarrels and in the night Jeff believes that he witnesses a crime – Thorwald leaves his 

apartment three times with his sample case and in the morning his wife is gone.  Jeff and Lisa 

reconcile and attempt to discover the truth with the help of Stella, and in spite of the 

discouragement of Detective Doyle, a skeptical old army friend of Jeff’s (played by Wendell 

Corey).   Lisa and Stella venture into the courtyard and eventually Lisa enters Thorwald’s 

apartment and discovers the missing wife’s wedding ring.  With this evidence and through a 
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series of baiting interactions Jeff coaxes a confession from Thorwald, who comes to Jeff’s 

apartment and tries to kill him by dropping him from the window.  The final scene shows Jeff 

with two broken legs and Lisa in jeans and loafers reading about the Himalayas (implying 

that Lisa will travel with Jeff since he refuses to settle down).  

The remake’s main character, Kale Brecht (played by teen heartthrob Shia LeBeouf), 

is also confined to his home, but he is not injured. Kale is under house arrest for punching his 

Spanish teacher; his violence and surly behavior is explained by an opening sequence in 

which he is driving during a car accident that kills his father.  Kale plans to spend his three 

summer months of house arrest loafing, so when Julie, Kale’s mother (Carrie-Anne Moss), 

cuts off his Xbox and iTunes account, he resorts to spying on his neighbors out of boredom.  

This activity reveals two subjects of interest: a pretty girl named Ashley moving into the 

house next door (Sarah Roemer) and a man that Kale suspects is a wanted serial killer (David 

Morse).  His best friend Ronnie (Aaron Yoo) and Ashley help him gather evidence.  The 

killer, named Robert Turner, attempts to kill Julie and Ronnie; he plans to frame Kale for the 

murders and then kill him in a staged suicide.  Kale rescues his mother from Turner’s 

basement and wins Ashley’s heart. 

Figure 4.1 

Rear Window (Hitchcock 1954) Disturbia (Caruso 2007) 
Protagonist: LB “Jeff” Jeffries (Jimmy Stewart) Kale Brecht (Shia LeBeouf) 
Love interest: Lisa Fremont (Grace Kelly) Ashley (Sarah Roemer) 
Nurse (comic relief): Stella (Thelma Ritter) Friend (comic relief): Ronnie (Aaron 

Yoo) 
Villain: Lars Thorwald (Raymond Burr) Robert Turner (David Morse) 
N/A Kale’s mother: Julie (Carrie-Anne Moss) 
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Many scholars have acknowledged the similarity between Hitchcock’s Rear Window 

and Bentham’s panopticon – particularly as described by Foucault.4  Most, however, stop 

short of an important divergence – the fact that Jeff, the protagonist of Rear Window, is 

simultaneously in the position of jailer and prisoner – he is the elevated observer of his 

courtyard but also the only character who is denied mobility.  Jeff is partly isolated by choice 

– he continually rejects Lisa’s romantic advances and affects a cantankerous, antisocial 

attitude toward everyone he speaks to, whether by phone or in person. He sits in his 

apartment spying on neighbors that he doesn’t know; people who don’t interact with each 

other or acknowledge one another’s existence unless they pose some sort of inconvenience or 

threat.   

Kale, on the other hand, is alienated because he is the archetypal “misunderstood 

teen.” Traumatized and guilt-ridden by his father’s death, Kale withdraws and lashes out at 

his mother – against everybody except Ronnie and eventually Ashley.  Like Jeff, Kale is an 

isolated voyeur both by circumstances and choice, and is also in the simultaneous position of 

jailer (in that he watches) and prisoner (in that he has limited mobility).  But in addition to 

Figure 4.2 
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this, Disturbia complicates the reverse panopticon by also having Kale surveilled – by the 

local police through his house arrest bracelet. 

Part of the theoretical power of a panopticon prison design is the influence of 

assumed surveillance – people will behave because they think they are under constant 

supervision even if they cannot see their keepers [Figure 4.2]. In these films, the neighbors 

do not initially assume that they are being surveilled – they have no reason to assume so – 

and this creates a tension, a sense of dissatisfaction for Jeff and Kale in their desire for 

acknowledgement in spite of their partly self-promoted isolation.  At first, Jeff sees his 

voyeurism as detached and superficial: he gazes at the “bathing beauties,” smirks at the 

newlyweds’ passion and frowns sympathetically as Thorwald is berated by his wife.  He 

protests to the disapproving Stella that he “love[s] his neighbors like a father” – his elevated 

paternalistic gaze suggesting a god-like stance and replicating the invisible authority of the 

panopticon.   Once Lisa and Stella move into the frame of his view, however, Jeff’s role as 

the watcher/jailer shifts.  In one of Rear Window’s climactic scenes, Jeff watches helplessly 

as Lisa decides to break into Thorwald’s apartment.  As she climbs through the window and 

searches through Mrs. Thorwald’s things, she is unaware that Jeff’s frantic gesticulating 

means that Thorwald is returning. Jeff watches helplessly as the enraged Thorwald attacks 

Lisa.  Because he’s incapacitated, Jeff cannot help Lisa but watches in a sort of mesmerized 

terror. Although he calls the police, Jeff himself cannot intervene.  When the police arrive, 

Lisa waves her hand at Jeff behind her back, showing that she has found the wedding band 

(which she is now wearing).  Thorwald notices this, and it is only then that he gazes up to 

Jeff’s window, realizing that someone has been watching him for some time [Figure 4.3].  It 
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is at this point that Jeff’s helplessness as a prisoner is highlighted – the power of his gaze is 

negated by his inability to flee.   

Thorwald’s dismay at being watched is compelling – Jeff is very sympathetic to 

Thorwald’s hapless responses to his wife’s persistent nagging, and as Stella and Lisa point 

out, Thorwald does not behave like a guilty man.  Besides this, up until Lisa’s break-in, the 

evidence against Thorwald is paper-thin and the audience is unsure of Thorwald’s guilt; 

Thorwald has ample proof that his wife has gone to visit her sister – Jeff’s primary cause for 

suspicion, then, is that Thorwald left and returned three times in the middle of night with his 

sample case.  Lisa herself provided a number of reasons why a man might do such a thing, 

but Jeff is adamant in his suspicions; the question of whether Jeff is simply bored and 

paranoid is unanswered until Thorwald’s reaction to Jeff’s anonymous note asking “What 

have you done with her?”  And of course, in the end Jeff is correct: spying on our neighbors 

may be justified if our own sense of their guilt is powerful enough – a powerful suggestion to 

early 1950s film audiences.  Corber notes that Hitchcock “pathologizes Jeff’s constant 

surveillance of his neighbors by suggesting that he suffers from an arrested sexual 

development,” but the remaining result of Jeff’s unofficial surveillance is the capture of a 

murderer.5   One neighbor protests the social detachment and alienation of their community; 

Thorwald has killed her dog for digging up the flowerbed where he has buried some evidence 

and she cries out that the dog’s only crime was friendliness:  

Which one of you did it? Which one of you killed my dog? You don't know the 
 meaning of the word “neighbor.” Neighbors like each other, speak to each other, care 
 if anybody lives or dies, but none of you do. But I couldn't imagine any of you being 
 so low that you'd kill a little helpless, friendly dog - the only thing in this whole 
 neighborhood who liked anybody. Did you kill him because he liked you? Just 
 because he liked you? 
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It is telling that, after Thorwald’s arrest, the neighborhood’s only apparent change is the 

addition of a new puppy (to replace the murdered terrier) and Lisa’s dungaree and penny 

loafer adventure-wear – the neighbors appear no more friendly with each other than at the 

beginning of the film.  

The amorous newlyweds have already begun to bicker (the sliver of their fight heard 

includes the wife protesting, “If I’d known… I wouldn’t have married you!”), and as Elise 

Lemire notes, in spite of Lisa’s apparent concession, she still wears no ring (the police, 

presumably, have confiscated Mrs. Thorwald’s).6  The film does not give a single example of 

Figure 4.3 
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a happy marriage, with the possible exception of Stella’s – and in her case, we must take her 

word for it; we never see her husband or witness any interaction with him.  

 Although Disturbia takes place in the suburbs of Los Angeles, the sense of 

neighborly detachment and marital ambivalence remains.  At the beginning of the film Kale, 

deprived of his electronic entertainment, ventures into the portion of the yard that he is 

permitted to occupy (his house arrest limits him to a perimeter of distance from the base unit, 

not to the physical house itself).  He blinks into the sunlight, smiles and humorously 

commiserates with this film’s terrier, a next-door pet constrained by an electric fence.  He 

grins at the freedom of a toddler racing down the street on a Big Wheel and a few moments 

later helpfully points the child’s panicked mother in the right direction.  Kale’s house arrest 

(and his mother’s restriction against electronic entertainment) causes him to look at his 

neighbors for the first time.  His later, more sordid observations (a businessman sleeping with 

the maid, some pre-teen boys watching pornography and of course the scantily-clad Ashley 

and murderous Turner) suggest an inevitable moral squalor of the suburbs – not a result of 

Kale’s observation, but simply an unavoidable fact.7  

Kale’s remarks on his sprawling suburban neighborhood echo Jeff’s cramped 

Manhattan complaints: nobody knows anyone else, neighbors are borderline hostile to each 

other and it seems as though everyone has something to hide. Disturbia fights this 

interpersonal ambivalence fiercely; Rear Window’s characters have very little development – 

Jeff and Lisa’s relationship is summed up in a few brief scenes, neither is given any family 

and there are only two other minor characters who share any screen time – the rest is distant 

gazing at the mostly-unknown neighbors.  The remake gives every character as much 

development as possible: Ashley’s father, a character with no lines, is given a back-story. 
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Contemporary teen audiences, the film seems to suggest, want even the most minor 

characters to have recognizable identities of some sort.  The echo-boomers’ obsession with 

individual identity and personal freedom is further mirrored in Kale’s tech-savviness, which I 

will discuss further in a moment. Marital relationships in Disturbia are either shown as 

innately dishonest (the businessman and his maid, Ashley’s unhappy parents) or, when 

healthy, unsustainable (Kale’s parents’ loving telephone banter is interrupted by his father’s 

sudden violent death).  Creating a teen protagonist allows for one effective plot shift on this 

front: Turner’s apparent romantic interest in Kale’s mother.  Kale’s immediate panic over 

finding Turner in his kitchen one morning is overridden by the unsettling realization that the 

man is flirting with Julie.  Turner chides Kale with his bizarrely domestic commentary, 

mentioning the cost of kitchen knives at Bed Bath and Beyond in a paternal tone.  Scenes 

such as this one facilitate this more-extensive character development; Turner differs from 

Thorwald in myriad ways – a serial killer rather than a man who kills his wife in frustration – 

but the primary source of difference is the fact that Turner is given more screen time, more 

lines and more interaction with the other characters in order to facilitate the expanded 

character development. 

 Turner realizes that Kale is watching relatively early in the film (Kale accidentally 

sets off a flash on a digital video camera), giving him these opportunities to interact.  Turner 

lets the teens know that he is aware of their observation, telling Ashley that they are “not the 

only ones who are looking.” Turner watches them watch him through his windows, befriends 

Julie and spontaneously climbs into Ashley’s car.  Ashley, the other primary subject of 

Kale’s voyeurism, also catches Kale and Ronnie watching her.  Her response is varied – she 

becomes angry when Kale disrupts her house party (he is annoyed by her affectionate 
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behavior toward another boy), but once Ashley knows that Kale is looking at her, many of 

her actions are exaggerated and she behaves in a more provocative manner [Figure 4.4]. 

Interestingly, Kale’s response to Ashley hosting a party is that he didn’t “expect her to 

conform so quickly,” suggesting that social interaction necessitates a sacrifice of 

individuality, reminiscent of Jeff’s derisive scorn of Lisa’s social obligations (in spite of the 

fact that they are a requirement of her career). 

 The expanded character interaction, mutual surveillance and the disjunction between 

the textually-necessary neighborly ambivalence and the contemporary film’s push toward 

expansive character development are partly symptomatic of more tech-savvy contemporary 

audiences and the target audience’s desire for character development and motivation.  On the 

other hand, it also reflects the façade of intimacy that frequently accompanies portrayals of 

contemporary technology use, something I will expand upon shortly. Kale’s more 

complicated system of watching/being watched explodes Bentham/Foucault’s panopticon 

where Jeff’s version was only slightly tweaked.  Disturbia’s system is essentially the 

“participatory panopticon,” in which citizens essentially contribute to their own surveillance 

by constantly providing updated data.8  

 In terms of having the option of leaving his “prison,” Kale is forced to make a 

decision when he realizes that his mother is in danger.  Julie goes to Turner’s house to 

apologize for – as it seems to her – Kale’s unreasonable behavior toward the man.  Kale 

watches his mother from the window, then turns to watch the video that Ronnie has taken 

inside Turner’s home.  As he enhances the minuscule frames, he discovers the face of a 

murdered woman inside a heating grate at the moment that Turner knocks Julie unconscious.  

Like Jeff, Kale must deal with the murderer then invading his home, but Turner successfully 
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assaults and ties up Kale – Ashley’s arrival saves him, and he is able (unlike Jeff) to make 

the decision to leave his prison/watchtower and risk the wrath of the police in order to save 

his mother. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4 
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This replacement of the love interest with mother at the end of the film is one of the 

most intriguing divergences from Rear Window. Rear Window is generally considered to be, 

at least partly, a film about failed masculinity.9  At the visual level, a broken leg is a 

traditional literary stand-in for impotence and Jeff spends the majority of the film ignoring or 

rebuffing Lisa’s advances. Jeff is wholeheartedly opposed to marriage and considers women 

to be oppressive and troublesome.10  In spite of his scorn, it is Lisa who ventures into 

physical danger in order to prove Thorwald’s guilt; Lisa is the active pursuer in their 

relationship and also has the higher-paying job.  She is efficient and cheery, brave and 

insightful.  Much is made of Lisa’s feminine intuition in the film – it is her knowledge of 

“standard” womanly behavior that encourages Jeff in his suspicions: a woman going on 

vacation would not leave behind her favorite handbag and jewelry, and certainly not her 

wedding band.  Lisa’s acquisition of the wedding band confirms Mrs. Thorwald’s death, as 

far as Jeff and Stella are concerned.  Lemire points out that this creates tension, as it is Jeff’s 

refusal to give Lisa such a ring that causes strife in their relationship.   

Ashley’s more youthful and updated feminine intuition is less textually pragmatic.  

For example, she is able to identify the clubs that Turner’s victim has been to based on the 

colors of the victim’s plastic admissions bracelets, but this information is not useful in 

identifying the victim or helping her in any way.  Like Lisa, Ashley is aligned with the 

murder victim; she admires the young woman’s shoes and sympathetically identifies her 

flirtatious behavior.11  Ashley also echoes Lisa with her interest in fashion – she has a 

different bikini every time she goes swimming and comes home from shopping with arms 

filled with bags.  In one of the more subtle nods to the original film, at one point Ashley asks 

Kale if has noticed her changed hairstyle.   Unlike Kale, who seems unpopular or at least 
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shunned for his current erratic behavior, Ashley is able to host a very well-attended house 

party after living in the neighborhood for only a few weeks – an echo of Lisa sadly 

comparing Miss Torso’s cocktail party and her need to “juggle wolves” to her own 

apartment, as well as Jeff’s mocking of her lunch meetings and cocktails with clients.  This is 

one of the ways Lisa identifies/sympathizes with the neighbors; although she is (at first) very 

critical of Jeff’s voyeurism, she is not the unwitting object of his gaze in the way that the 

neighbors are.  Ashley is one of the neighbors in question; she is one of the first that Kale 

watches regularly and is the only one (besides Turner) who angrily confronts Kale about the 

intrusive nature of his voyeurism.   

So after all of these movements to tie Ashley to the story – to create a younger, albeit 

less vibrant, copy of Grace Kelly’s character – why replace Ashley with Julie, who barely 

has ten minutes of screen time up to this point?  There are a number of possibilities – Kale 

has only known Ashley for a few weeks, so his mother (and earlier in the film, best friend 

Ronnie) holds more currency than a brand new girlfriend.  Also, since Kale has already lost 

one parent in an accident that he feels responsible for, his mother walking into a serial 

killer’s house because of his behavior causes immediate additional guilt.   In fact, it is the car 

accident that causes the sudden replacement of Ashley with Julie to give the film a peculiar 

Oedipal quality in the final act.12  Jeff’s juvenile rejection of romance becomes almost 

textually justified in Kale’s adolescent angst; the importance of the love interest is overridden 

by the threat of implied matricide.  Jeff and Kale’s social deficiency, awkward sexuality and 

additional lack of power in their voyeurism (precisely because it is 

unknown/unacknowledged) creates a complicated sense of impotence for each of them 

symbolically highlighted by Jeff’s broken leg (the traditional literary marker for sexual 
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impotence) and Kale’s youthful inexperience and clumsy (and frequently failed) sexual 

advances toward Ashley.  

Kale’s awkwardness is partly portrayed as a result of his youth and his missing father 

figure; the film’s opening sequence shows Kale and his father fly-fishing at a scenic river, the 

establishing shot suggests solitude and peace.  Kale and his father bond over glass bottles of 

Coca-Cola; the scene is nearly Rockwellian in its idyllic glow.  Kale’s father references the 

boy’s willingness to “ditch [his] friends to hang out with dad.”  Kale jokingly acknowledges 

the “Kodak moment” and his father consoles Kale when he fails to catch a fish.  The high 

school sequence suggests that Kale is 16 or 17, and in spite of the mid-century tranquility of 

the opening sequence, his innocence and inexperience read as unusual for his age, 

socioeconomic status and compared to the behavior of his peers.  When Ashley appears on 

his doorstep, he awkwardly blurts out that he and Ronnie were “playing” upstairs (much to 

her amusement and Ronnie’s chagrin) and in spite of downloading songs featuring artists 

extolling the benefits of “getting high,” Kale is never shown consuming anything stronger 

than Red Bull and junk food.  Unlike Ashley (who is well-versed in LA nightlife and 

“doesn’t need” a fake ID), Kale’s house arrest seems to amplify his childlike qualities. 

Ashley spends her time inside her home practicing yoga and reading “substantial books” 

while Kale is, at first, at a complete loss without his video games. On the other hand, it is his 

knowledge of those games and the technology that structures them that make Kale such an 

effective detective. 

Besides being widely accepted as Hitchcock’s “film about film,” Rear Window 

reflects its generation’s ambivalence toward technology.  Jeff does not appear to have a 

television and rails against “automatic laundries, electric dishwashers and garbage disposals” 
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which he equates with a “nagging wife.” More striking, though, is Jeff’s failure to record a 

single piece of convincing evidence of the murder in spite of the fact that he is a professional 

photographer. Jeff uses his camera and lenses for watching in real time, and eventually even 

uses flashbulbs as weapons, but only one pair of photographs, comparing the growth in one 

corner of a flowerbed, is ever taken.  Jeff’s distrust, as Tom Gunning notes, echoes both 

Freud and a long tradition of dramatic representations of unreliable or threatening 

technology. Like Rear Window, these stories represent “a nightmare of masculine 

impotence” dating back to films such as Heard over the Phone and The Lonely Villa.13 Sorry 

Wrong Number, Dial ‘M’ for Murder and Rear Window continue the tradition, replicating the 

ability of technology to save and destroy us.14 In the same sense that the telephone may allow 

us to call for help, it can also leave us helpless, permitting us to hear instances of horror that 

we have no ability to prevent or curtail.  Gunning notes the above-mentioned sequence of 

Jeff watching helplessly as Lisa is assaulted by Thorwald, but the scene compounds Jeff’s 

impotence: Jeff is meant to call Thorwald’s phone to warn Lisa of his return.  He is unable to 

do so because he has already called the police in an effort to stop Miss Lonelyheart’s suicide. 

Before Thorwald even sees Lisa in his apartment, Jeff predicts the assault, hoping to speed 

the arrival of the police by telling them that a man is beating a woman.  Jeff’s phone call has 

no guaranteed outcome.  He helplessly watches Lisa come into danger (because of his own 

failure to use the phone to warn her), and he also listens, uncertain of the response of the 

police.  

Disturbia reflects contemporary viewers’ equally complicated ambivalence toward 

the ever-shifting and constantly updated technology. Kale and his sidekicks are very 

comfortable with electronic equipment, which highlights the democratization of surveillance 
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technology.  Jeff’s props (cameras, lenses, flashbulbs) are his professional tools.  The 

cameras, phones, software and internet use of the remake are not only more economically 

accessible than in the past, but also more user-friendly; the film implies that anyone can hack 

a neighbor’s garage door opener – all they need is the serial number and passable internet 

search skills. With the compounded potential for information and contact, however, comes 

the exponential increase of possibility for failure.   

Where the characters of 1950s film fret over the reliability (or even availability) of a 

telephone line, the characters in Disturbia appear constantly on the edge of technology-based 

chaos: Ronnie loses his cell phone in Turner’s car.  Turner closes Ashley’s phone, cutting off 

her contact and eliminating her “live feed” of visual and audio information to Kale, and takes 

her car keys so that she cannot flee.  Kale’s camera flash betrays his position to Turner and, 

of course, the house arrest bracelet summons the police any time he ventures outside of the 

perimeter of his yard.  In spite of this eternally imminent confusion and danger, Kale and the 

others embrace the technology and immerse themselves in it; in contrast with Jeff, Kale isn’t 

satisfied being a helpless real-time viewer of neighborhood drama.  He finds ways of 

interacting with his surroundings, partly by sending out surrogate investigators. Ashley and 

Ronnie play Lisa and Stella’s role; while Ashley follows Turner to a hardware store and 

sends visual updates via her camera phone, Ronnie attempts to break into the man’s car. 

Unlike Lisa, Ashley can communicate with Kale and even send him physical evidence of 

what she sees; it is only when Turner gets into her car and turns off her phone that Kale is 

denied contact with her. Kale records at every chance, using the cell phone and DV cameras 

– his final confirmation of Turner’s guilt comes from the frame-by-frame analysis of video 
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Ronnie recorded inside Turner’s home, revealing the hidden corpse: a far cry from the flimsy 

circumstantial evidence of Mrs. Thorwald’s wedding band.   

Kale’s digital monitoring creates a façade of intimacy with his subjects; his DV 

camera zooms in to impossible degrees and fetishizes the focus on the most minuscule 

details.  This further illustrates the later film’s fixation on closeness and identity, but the aura 

of verisimilitude creates additional levels of remove from the target – we seem to get closer, 

but the unreality of the proximity actually creates more distance – not to mention the fact that 

because it is digital imaging, there is no indexical relationship between the object and the 

representation.  Although Jeff does not record, there is a split second in the film when he 

takes out his camera and telephoto lens, raises it to his eye and pauses – and this moment of 

delay can be read as a point in which Jeff makes the decision to not take a picture – that this 

is an active decision to not “cross the line” between real-time surveillance and recording.15  

Kale seems to cross that line over and over again, but his infiltration is not as personal as 

analog photo would be; Kale comes to represent his generation’s ready willingness to 

sacrifice the fetishization of the index for the sake of superficial hyper-closeness. The index 

holds less evidential value to viewers of the digital age.   Kale’s generation cheerfully 

updates every moment of their day via social networking sites like Twitter and Facebook.  

They post photographs moments after taking them, uploading them via the same camera 

phones. The act of taking a photograph is no longer significant; results are immediate, there 

is no delay of development. 

In addition to the devaluation of the index, another technological adaptation of Rear 

Window for a new generation involves its elimination of a passive viewer.  Audiences in 

1954 were familiar with Jeff’s position – they sat in a theater watching films.  The 21st 
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century audience is a home-viewing audience, and, like their protagonist, they are video 

game players, tech savvy and eager to interact with their environments.  If Rear Window is a 

film about film-viewing, Disturbia is a film about gaming; Kale rejects idle observation – he 

needs to be in constant contact with his “avatars” and eventually does venture out of the 

house – twice – risking the ire of the police in order to participate in the action.  Kale isn’t 

limited to Jeff’s single view – he speeds through his house, up and down stairs and across 

rooms to alter his perspective.  He is able to zoom and pan, to enhance and distort images in 

order to achieve the most effective angles for a given observation. These movements are 

reminiscent not only of video games, but also viewer-controlled DVD special features that 

allow a viewer to, for example, choose a different camera angle for a scene than the one used 

in the theatrical cut of a film.16  The 1990s extra of the director’s cut evolves to the 2000s 

version: the consumer’s cut.  

If we wanted to perform a simple historical reflectionist analysis, it would be 

relatively easy to account for the reemergence of the story of Rear Window in 2007. As many 

have noted, Rear Window was shot during the last gasps of McCarthyism, including the 

Rosenberg trial, creating a parallel between Jeff’s supposedly harmless neighborhood spying 

and Red Scare paranoia.  This is one of the primary functions driving the remake, set in 

PATRIOT Act-era, “if you see something, say something” US culture – and it is worth 

noting that both heroes end up being justified in their paranoia and surveillance.  Hitchcock is 

ambivalent toward Jeff’s behavior, though: it reads as overcompensation for his disability 

and implied impotence. His inability to respond to Lisa until she is a part of the action 

suggests a perversion – a literal enactment of the detached male gaze.  Jeff may act as a 

parody on the Fisher King figure, the wounded leader holding the cherished Grail (the secret 
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of Thorwauld’s murder) and ruling over the emotional wasteland of his isolationist apartment 

complex.   

While Kale’s voyeurism is less tainted by psychological insinuation, it projects the 

target audience’s needs and desires.  Additionally, the replacement of the panopticon with a 

simultaneously imprisoned and observing protagonist is further complicated by Kale’s 

personification of the “participant panopticon.”  An inversion of the Manchurian Candidate’s 

“Evil Megacorporation,” this new figure recognizes our contemporary awareness that we 

essentially surveil ourselves, feeding data back to corporations through constant 

technological interaction.  Our tech-savvy existence is still plagued by the paranoid 

apprehension of early twentieth century melodrama, the constant construction of 

technological failsafes and backups spiraling into more and increasingly complicated 

potentials for failure. The film not only reflects a lack of faith in heteronormative relationship 

structures, but also the echo-boomers’ insecurity regarding the longevity or sustainability of 

their oddly close relationships with their parents.17 Perhaps most troubling is the film’s 

general normalization of surveillance culture, although Ronnie describes his uncle as a 

“Type-A psychopath” for owning a large box filled with video cameras, the three teens are 

adept at their use, wiring them to feed back to Kale’s computer and saving their observations 

on his hard drive.   

Not only does everyone have something to hide, but the sordid nature of the secrets 

seems to legitimize the teens’ surveillance: Kale’s observation of Ashley’s borderline-

abusive father allows him to understand her more completely (and thus act as a more 

sensitive potential boyfriend); the businessman’s affair warns that he is untrustworthy; the 

children watching pornography must be reported to their mother (both because it is 
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“unhealthy” and because they must be punished for tormenting the house-bound Kale); and 

of course the knowledge of Turner’s true  nature allows the teens to defend themselves 

appropriately and eventually conquer the villain.  Finally, the clever transformation of Jeff’s 

broken leg into Kale’s house arrest speaks to the need for interactivity – an inability to sit 

idly and watch action; a trait that has been both derided as symptomatic of a lack of attention 

span and praised as proof of intellectual curiosity and engagement.18  Kale’s need to act, 

desperation to be involved in the unfolding story, refusal to sit still and technological 

adaptability are the features that exemplify the 21st century need for participatory stories.  In 

an age when anyone can edit an online encyclopedia, online New York Times articles allow 

reader comments and web viewers of reality television can choose which camera to follow, 

what use would there be for a stagnant, passively watching protagonist?   Kale represents a 

rejection of the inactive hero; rather than the Fisher King waiting at his castle, contemporary 

audiences prefer Percival or Galahad.  If not venturing out on their own, viewers and their 

protagonists are at least vicariously questing.   

Kale’s playful questing and constant activity mask the sense of inevitability of the 

Oedipal cycle of the narrative.  In spite of all of the other archetypes and mythic figures (and 

thus potential narratives) appearing in this film, Kale’s destiny is launched and confirmed 

from the first moments of his film and his “killing” of his father. The relationship between 

Kale and his participant panopticon (his house arrest) is prompted by his violent reaction to a 

teacher’s reference to his dead father.  His interest in voyeurism develops out of his mother’s 

elimination of other electronic entertainment (the mother figure pushes him forward, 

advancing the action).  And finally, Kale’s loathing of Turner is intensified by Turner’s 

sexual aggression toward Julie.  All of the excess character development, complications of 
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technological insecurity and narrative turns of the Bildungsroman peel away to one of the 

most basic and timeless stories – a young man destroying his father and moving into a 

potentially romantic relationship with his mother.  Jeff’s story – learning to accept the role of 

heterosexual marriage in his life – is reimagined into an Oedipal story in this way due to the 

audience shift.  Kale’s story is necessary for the target audience to justify their relationships 

with their parents, where the male audience in 1954 needed to be reminded of the value of 

heteronormativity in the face of women’s furthered liberation and masculine insecurity in the 

workforce.  The stories are transformed to suit the audience and the reinterpretations echo the 

cultural concerns.  Distilling from the narrative elaborations, the most basic stories are 

revealed while Propp’s functions remain.    
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CHAPTER 5: GUESS WHO’S COMING TO DINNER (1967, 2005) 
 

At first glance, Kevin Rodney Sullivan’s 2005 remake of Guess Who’s Coming to 

Dinner (Stanley Kramer, 1967) does little more than transform the classic “social problem” 

drama into a formulaic slapstick comedy.  Although almost universally panned and a bomb at 

the box office, Guess Who is not only inherently capable of a more aggressive address of 

interracial relationships and liberal anxiety in the mainstream (due to the historical moment) 

but it also exemplifies segments of cultural constancy that can be mined for a deeper 

understanding of the transformation of race relations over the past 50 years. The remake is 

more overtly sexual and more forceful in its address of the “special problems” of interracial 

couples, but some features of the original film transcend the generational gap and appear 

equally as significant.1  First, each film suggests that class transcendence is a safer – and 

more acceptable – way of approaching the issue of integrationism and indicate that 

Hollywood filmmakers of both generations are uncomfortable with interracial sex onscreen.  

Racism remains an issue of “taste” and “colorblindness” is presented as its cure.  Most 

importantly, the remake serves to remind audiences that the problems of race relations are 

men’s work; the women in these films are secondary plot devices for introducing the men, of 

different races and generations, who will solve the problems of racism without female 

interference.    

Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner opens on an interracial couple in an airport. John 

Wade Prentice (Sidney Poitier) and Joanna Drayton (Katharine Houghton) are casually 

affectionate.  They take a taxi through San Francisco – the only kiss in the film is viewed by 

the cabdriver in his rearview mirror. Through their conversation in the taxi it becomes clear 
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that they are on their way to meet her parents (played by Katherine Hepburn and Spencer 

Tracy) and they discuss whether John’s race will be a problem; he is worried while Joanna is 

perkily optimistic. There are several early back-to-back scenes featuring curiosity, rudeness 

and transparent outrage toward the couple.  Hilary, the assistant at Christina Drayton’s art 

gallery, fishes for information while staring gape-mouthed at the couple in an effort to 

ascertain their relationship; the cabby hesitates before taking John’s money, glowering at him 

and Tillie (Isabel Sanford), the Drayton’s black maid, doesn’t like to “see a member of [her] 

race getting above himself.”  

What follows are a long series of events at the Drayton home between John, Joanna, 

Christine (who quickly comes to support the couple and approve of their marriage), her 

husband Matt (who gradually decides that he is against it), the Monsignor Mike Ryan (a 

Drayton family friend who instantly approves) and John’s parents, who fly in from Los 

Angeles for dinner. Early on, John informs Matt that he has come to the decision – without 

consulting Joanna – that unless the Draytons can wholeheartedly approve, there will be no 

wedding; the catch is that John and Joanna plan to leave that same evening for New York and 

then Geneva for his work, leaving only a few hours for decision-making.  John’s parents fall 

on the same lines as Joanna’s – his mother approves and his father does not – but it is Mrs. 

Prentice who eventually convinces Matt that he is wrong about the couple and the film ends 

with Matt giving a long speech that explains his change of heart and the entire group sitting 

down for dinner.  

The remake, Guess Who, opens on bank loan manager Percy Jones (Bernie Mac); he 

and his wife of 25 years are scheduled to renew their vows at a large party in a few days. His 

daughter Theresa (Zoë Saldaña) is bringing home her new boyfriend, Simon Green (Ashton 
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Kutcher); Percy is unaware that Simon is white and that the couple is engaged.  Simon quits 

his job as a stockbroker (the reason is not made clear to the viewer) but does not tell Theresa 

in order to avoid ruining their weekend and out of nervousness in meeting his future father-

in-law. He and Theresa travel by taxi from New York City to her parents’ lavish home in the 

New Jersey suburbs; Percy assumes that the black cab driver is Simon until he is corrected. 

Percy takes an immediate dislike to Simon, although he insists that his dislike is not 

based on race.  There are a series of scenes in which Simon is thrown into uncomfortable 

situations with Percy, including one in which he forces Simon to tell racist jokes at the dinner 

table.  Upon Percy’s discovery that Simon has lost his job, Theresa angrily departs with her 

mother (who is also angry – with Percy for “checking up” on Simon).  Percy and Simon bond 

over football, vodka, and the tango; in the morning they set out to retrieve the women. Percy 

and Marilyn reconcile – Simon and Theresa do not; Theresa calls off their engagement and 

Simon departs for New York.  During a conversation with Theresa, Percy recognizes what 

she has failed to grasp: that Simon quit his job over his boss’s racist response toward their 

future marriage.  Percy drives to the train station; he and Simon have a heart-to-heart and the 

men return for the party. The film closes with Simon and Theresa announcing their 

engagement and dancing together.  

Figure 5.1 
Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner (Kramer 1967) Guess Who (Sullivan 2005) 
The setting: late 1960s San Francisco 2005 New York/New Jersey 
The reverse-race fiancé: John Prentice (Sidney 
Poitier) 

Simon Green (Ashton Kutcher) 

The fiancée: Joanna Drayton (Katharine Houghton) Theresa Jones (Zoë Saldaña) 

The father: Matt Drayton (Spencer Tracy) Percy Jones (Bernie Mac) 

The mother: Christina Drayton (Katharine Hepburn) Marilyn Jones (Judith Scott) 

The maid: Tillie (Isabel Sanford) The party planner: Dante (Robert Curtis Brown) 
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The first and most visually noticeable difference in the remake is the race reversal.  

Rather than a white woman bringing home her black fiancé, Guess Who features a black 

woman bringing home her white fiancé; the remake thus embraces the more conventional 

film portrayal of interracial relationships: white men dating non-white women.2 Guess Who 

is consistent with the older film in that the woman and her family are portrayed as very 

wealthy, and the men that they are bringing home are self-made, first generation wealth 

(John’s father is a postal worker, Simon’s single mother is working class). One of the most 

referenced features of the original film is John’s “perfection.”  When Matt calls his secretary 

and asks her to research John’s past, the woman rattles off a vita virtually impossible to 

imagine for a man in his early 40s.  Kramer admitted on a number of occasions that John had 

to be perfect “so that if the young couple didn’t marry because of their parents (sic) 

disapproval, the only reason would be that he was black and she was white.”3  

Tillie, the Drayton’s maid, is the most vocal opponent of the relationship and declares 

that she wants John to remember his social status – specifying that his class transcendence 

does not supersede his race.4  Tillie goes so far as to refuse to serve John, throwing his coffee 

across the table and glowering into his face whenever one of the Draytons asks her to provide 

him with something.   She accuses John of trying to “pull” something – a suggestion that he 

is sinisterly plotting. John exhibits gentle bemusement at Tillie’s abuse, refusing to fight her 

or even acknowledge her complaints in any serious manner – John is a gentle man and only 

becomes verbally aggressive with his own father.  

In a further effort to distinguish John from other potential (white) suitors, Kramer 

includes a scene in which John and Joanna go out for drinks with her oldest friend and her 

husband.  The second young couple is presented as a foil for John and Joanna – there is a 
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pointed mention of the couple living together before marriage – and that the woman had to 

somehow “convince” the man to marry her.  The filmmakers thus highlight the sense that 

John is more “honorable” than the friend’s husband – John actually wags his finger at the 

man in a gently reproving manner.  

In spite of all of these accomplishments and positive characteristics, John is 

continually self-deprecating throughout the film.  He seems almost apologetic regarding his 

racial “inconvenience” – when Monsignor Ryan notes that John must be “the problem,” John 

responds, “Yes, I am,” with a rueful smile. When Christina first sees John and looks as 

though she is going to faint, John tilts his head contritely and encourages her to sit down.  In 

light of Christina’s palpable shock, Tillie’s outright hostility and Matt’s troubled response, 

Poitier is patiently bemused but has no other reaction to the chilly reception.  He appears 

understanding of everyone’s hesitation, at one point even stating “as incredible as it may 

sound, Joanna fell in love with me.” His general demeanor is that it is entirely understandable 

that the white folks – and Tillie, to an extent – would respond to him with such shock.  His 

saintly patience in the face of the uproar echoes many of Poitier’s previous roles; before the 

release of Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner, New York Times writer Clifford Mason brutally 

denounced Poitier’s standard film role as “a showcase nigger, who is given a clean suit and a 

complete purity of motivation so that… he has all the sympathy on his side.”5   

In Guess Who, Simon is more aggressively confident – particularly with regard to his 

racial difference, but he is noticeably more self-conscious when presented with issues of 

class.  In a moment highlighting an aura of first-generation privileged guilt, Simon falls 

victim to one episode of Percy’s torment with marked chagrin.  When attempting to force 

Simon to stay in a hotel (to protect his daughter’s virtue), Percy chides Simon for not giving 
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his bags to the bellhop, suggesting that Simon is worried about having his belongings stolen.  

When Simon then self-consciously tries to hand the bellhop to take his bag, Percy snaps, “so 

now he’s your slave?” The bellhop impatiently asks Simon what he wants and Simon, 

completely confused and ashamed, stammers the refrain of so many of what Richard Jensen 

has termed “class-straddlers”: “I don’t know… I don’t know what I’m supposed to do.”   

Theresa acknowledges the newness of Simon’s wealth; in an early scene she has 

purchased expensive luggage and (not knowing that Simon has quit his job), chirps, “Bling 

bling, baby, double income!” Theresa works as a photographer: an aspiring artist, not a 

studio or event photographer.  Rather than living as a clichéd struggling artist in New York 

City, Theresa’s career choice is portrayed as something of an indulgence – her parents’ 

support and the combination of her own small income with Simon’s allow her creative 

lifestyle. Joanna also sees John as a socioeconomic “step up” in spite of the fact that her 

parents are millionaires. When Monsignor Ryan mentions that he has read about John in 

Commonweal, he asks Joanna whether she realizes that her fiancé is a “very important man;” 

Joanna responds “yes, and when I marry him, I’ll be important.” That social importance 

springs from John’s long list of accomplishments. Joanna meets John while “vacationing” in 

Hawaii, but from what is she vacationing? She is not portrayed as having any career; no work 

is ever mentioned, there is no impediment to her sudden – and apparently permanent – 

departure for Europe.   

Since John does not speak about himself, the audience is presented with his 

“importance” through Matt’s snooping, mimicked in the remake by Percy.  Like Matt, Percy 

discovers positive characteristics in the beginning: he runs a credit check on Simon and 

declares the young man’s credit to be “a thing of beauty” – but this is before he knows Simon 
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is white. After meeting him face-to-face, Percy does some more research and discovers that 

Simon has lost his job with his prestigious brokerage firm.  He claims to have gone back for 

more information because he had the feeling that Simon was “hiding something” and 

retroactively justifies his snooping with the fact that he was right. More comparable to the 

early film’s laundry list of accomplishments is Percy’s description of “Jamaal,” a boyfriend 

that he invents for Theresa out of the shame that Simon is white.  Rather than admit to his 

assistant Reggie (RonReaco Lee) that Theresa has brought home a white love interest, Percy 

launches into a laundry list of Jamaal’s accomplishments that are quite different from the 

real-life accomplishments of Simon: including graduating summa cum laude from Howard 

University, being on friendly terms with the Cosby family and turning down numerous offers 

to play professional basketball. 

“Jamaal” creates another tension: Percy’s very urge to replace Simon with the “Great 

Black Hope” undermines his insistence that his dislike of Simon is not race-based. This is a 

repeated theme; when Percy assumes that the cabdriver is Simon, the man makes several 

sexually suggestive remarks about Theresa without repercussion – in fact, Percy bawdily 

laughs along.  Throughout the rest of the film, any suggestion that his daughter is sexually 

active with Simon is met with rage.  Percy claims that he does not want to think about his 

daughter having sex – except that sex with the imagined black Simon is acceptable.  Thus, 

Percy’s embarrassment cannot be solely rooted in Simon’s temporary joblessness.  Percy’s 

fixation on employment, however, is a point brought up a number of times throughout the 

film.  He momentarily mocks Simon’s mother for having three jobs until Simon notes that 

she was an abandoned single mother.  Percy is the only character to return to these facts – 

there is subtle concentration on the uncomfortable point that they are stereotypes frequently 
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associated with black men.  In fact, in the excruciating " joke" scene, Simon tells jokes about 

everything from religion to Tiger Woods and “hos,” but the straw that breaks the camel's 

back is the joke that focuses more on class than race: "what are the three things a black man 

can't get? A black eye, a fat lip, and a job." The family explodes with anger; at this point no 

one knows that Simon is the only unemployed person at the table.  

Salon film critic Stephanie Zacharek notes that, “Guess Who… is the first mainstream 

movie I've seen to acknowledge that class divisions are sometimes even more complicated 

than racial ones… which puts an individual at a bigger social disadvantage, his skin color or 

his class?”6  The class tension between Simon and the Jones family echoes the discord that 

haunted the original film. In a series of essays on Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner, Harris and 

Toplin discuss the popular public reaction to the film: “Portier (sic) is not truly black in the 

movie; he is a white man in black skin.”7  This response fails to acknowledge one of the 

film’s central themes, that “… the affectations that come from education, wealth and 

personal achievement are not necessarily ‘white’ characteristics.  They are the accoutrements 

of class…”8 If class, then, has the ability to “mask” race, then why are these assumptions, 

which are nominally race-based, focused so heavily on class? The result is that social 

standing in these films has more to do with economic power than race, ethnicity or socio-

economic background. John’s and Simon’s races have less to do with their current positions 

of influence and power than Mr. Prentice’s position as a mail carrier or Mrs. Green’s as a 

single mother with three jobs; class is transcendable because it has no permanent appearance.  

In some senses, what Guess Who represents as a remake is a stability in the myth of the 

“American dream,” which depends in some part on class-based stereotypes in order to 

function properly.  The one aspect of Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner that remains perfectly 
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constant in Guess Who, then, is the cultural need to cling to race-based (i.e., visible) class 

stereotypes in order for the story to function: much easier than assuming that an audience is 

capable of recognizing invisible difference.  Rather than masking race, then, class itself 

becomes masked. 

In a further effort to reduce the significance of racial class divisions, both sets of 

parents (the Joneses and the Draytons) have contextually reverse-race domestic help.  Tillie 

is, of course, a major figure in the original film; the remake features Dante (Robert Curtis 

Brown), a party planner who is usually present in the Jones home.  Dante appears at very late 

and early hours, marking him as someone who comfortable and welcome in the space; Percy 

even removes his pants in front of him to expedite a last-minute suit alteration. The message 

from the original remains clear: how can we possibly consider these people racist when they 

have such close and comfortable relationships with lower class people of another race?  This 

concentration on the role of “wealthy liberalism” is foregrounded in the original film by the 

outspoken character of Monsignor Ryan, who berates Matt as “a broken down phony old 

liberal come face to face with his principles” – implying that Matt is all talk and only happy 

to fight racism as long as it doesn’t require any significant personal change.  The Joneses are 

also lifelong social liberals, Marilyn reminding Percy that they are “open-minded” people 

who have “taught our girls to see only people, not color.”  Wealthy social liberals in both 

films are portrayed as an ideal – but one that is flawed in its idealism and reluctance to 

institute change at home.   

Half a century later, class is still seen as a “safe” method of tackling race relations.  In 

the same way that the 1967 film portrays the “affectations” of higher education and hard 

work as class- and not race-based characteristics, the remake reminds the audience that 
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assumptions defining laziness, dishonesty and unreliability as non-white traits ignore socio-

economic conditions that instigate circumstances which are then frequently reduced to 

negative stereotypes. What is troubling is that the remake reverses the race/class stereotypes 

in a method that results in further racist stereotype: in the same way that critics object to John 

Prentice’s inarguable “perfection,” Simon Green’s class history, dishonesty, unemployment 

and potential unreliability (Percy encourages Simon to remember that he is not destined to be 

his father) create the space for possible objection.  In the same way that Kramer pondered 

how the Draytons could possibly object to John (unless that objection was race-based), 

Sullivan creates stereotype-based allowances for the Joneses – or else how could any parents 

object to a wealthy, privileged, white stockbroker?  He must first display the negative 

characteristics that the Joneses would find objectionable in any suitor for Theresa, regardless 

of race, and yet the film suggests that those very traits are “black.”  

A less visible prospective space for rejecting Simon as a suitor centers on religion – 

Kutcher has mentioned in a number of interviews that he intended Simon Green to be more 

than nominally Jewish, but that the scenes were cut in order to focus the tension on race (and 

class).9 The remaining religious tension is one-sided and awkward, with Percy making 

occasional gruff declarations about his “Christian household;” the viewer is left wondering 

how the religious content would have altered the film.  Potential stereotypes regarding 

“miserliness” or “cheapness” move dangerously toward anti-Semitic slander when 

considering the scenes in which Simon is tricked into asking Percy for a loan.  The religious 

content of the original is limited to the appearance of Monsignor Ryan, who is milked for 

comic relief with his constant alcoholic intake.  The character also represents a culture more 

comfortable with the concept of Catholicism after electing Kennedy, a different kind of 
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“tolerance” smoothing the way for racial integration.  Ryan is the only character immediately 

accepting of John and Joanna’s relationship, going so far as to declare that their very 

existence as a couple makes him feel “quite extraordinarily happy.” Mr. and Mrs. Prentice 

are confused regarding the Monsignor’s presence, asking tentatively whether the Draytons 

are Catholic. Christina responds, “I’m afraid we’re nothing in particular,” which ends the 

religion conversation; the Prentices’ religion is never addressed and John and Joanna do not 

mention whether their wedding will be religious.   

The questions of Poitier’s and Kutcher’s representation factor heavily in the sexual 

chemistry and physical affection content of each film. Virtually every criticism of Guess 

Who’s Coming to Dinner begins with the lack of chemistry between John and Joanna. 

Poitier’s character is tagged as “sexless;” their affection as adolescent and forced and even 

platonic.10 The only kiss that the couple shares is in the opening sequence of the film, and is 

viewed by the audience twice removed through the cabdriver’s rear view mirror.  The more 

recent film is more nominally “sexy,” although it still avoids a particular level of sexual 

familiarity and frequently replaces sexual interaction between Simon and Theresa with 

slapstick – a decision that makes sense considering Kutcher’s role as an actor known for 

physical comedy. Kutcher in 2005 was an almost guaranteed draw for the Golden 

Demographic, loyal fans of such boyish farce as Kutcher’s then-popular MTV program 

Punk’d and the film Dude, Where’s My Car? (2000).11 Kutcher also had a ready-made 

cultural association with nontraditional relationships. His long-term romance with actress 

Demi Moore (more than 15 years his senior) prepared the audience for the novelty of his 

onscreen nontraditional romance with Zoë Saldaña.  Poitier, on the other hand, was seen by 

many as cultural shorthand for “Mr. Perfect Negro.”12 Although Kutcher and Poitier are stars 
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in their own right, Katherine Hepburn and Spencer Tracy were screen legends in 1967; 

Bernie Mac was an established stand-up comic and television actor who had become a viable 

box office draw by 2005.  While the original features “venerated actors… Joanna’s role is 

acted by the unknown Katherine Houghton.”13 Houghton had not acted in a film before and 

has appeared in only a handful of films since. Saldaña, while not a complete unknown, is far 

less recognizable than the male actors in the film; she has not acted in many films or 

television programs since the release of Guess Who. Levine (using the original film) presents 

this as partial evidence for her argument that the film’s “devaluation of the white woman 

who figures in the ostensibly central romantic plot is essential to the film’s revisions of the 

white male’s role in racial politics,” a factor repeated in the remake, albeit with more 

concentration on gender than race, which I will address momentarily.14  

 Houghton is also an interesting choice for the role of Joanna due to her physical 

appearance. In a scene widely acknowledged as a device to reassure white audiences that 

John does not have a rabid desire for white women, Tillie’s assistant, a striking young black 

woman in a minidress distracts John; Joanna declares Dorothy a “knockout” while John 

jokingly asks which days Dorothy works.15  Besides her role as a symbol for John’s “safety,” 

Dorothy also reassures the audience that he does not simply love Joanna because she is white 

– he is also sexually attracted to black women.  Dorothy creates a contrast for Joanna’s bland 

beauty: “Dorothy, with her short hair, short skirt, and long legs, is much more representative 

of a 1960s female sexuality than is Joanna, whose hair and body evoke a 1950s aesthetic.”16 

While inarguably feminine with her masses of wavy hair and a curvaceous figure, her wide-

eyed optimism also mark her as a sort of pre-sexual naïf. In the previously mentioned 

nightclub scene, Joanna cheerfully informs her friends that John refuses to use her universal 
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nickname (Joey), insisting on the more feminine and sophisticated Joanna.  John’s renaming 

of Joanna emphasizes his dominance over her as her future husband, but also reinforces a 

sterile sense of femininity and forcible adulthood over the more playfully androgynous 

“Joey.”  Conversely, Zoë Saldaña is presented as a sex symbol, frequently sporting low-cut 

or backless tops and figure-flattering dresses and pants, yet Theresa’s physical relationship 

with Simon is necessarily undermined by their presence in her father’s house. Theresa sits on 

Simon’s lap and they speak openly about their sexual relationship, but there is little kissing in 

the film (again, contextually justified by Percy’s outraged opposition to any physical 

interaction).   

The lack of sexual interaction in each film creates a certain difficulty in reaffirming 

the masculinity of the protagonists. This was a reoccurring difficulty in Poitier’s career: “In 

the 1960s Sidney Poitier’s sexual neutralization became embarrassingly apparent, 

particularly when Hollywood provided the romantic interest.”17 The perceived necessity of 

undermining Poitier’s sexuality generates a textual problem in a film that is purportedly 

focused on his role as a potential sexual partner.  For example, Joanna pointedly informs her 

mother that she and John have not “gone to bed together” because of John’s objection; 

Joanna wanted to, but John insisted that they wait until marriage.  Besides the interlude with 

Dorothy, another scene in the Drayton home serves to highlight John’s otherwise repudiated 

masculinity.  While he changing in a guest bedroom, Tillie barrels in to find John clothed in 

pants and an undershirt. He absurdly attempts to cover his torso with a shirt, but the 

positioning of the camera and structure of the scene encourage the viewer’s gaze to linger on 

his muscular arms.  Tillie’s maternal humiliation is capped by her declaration that John “is 

not even all that good-looking.”  It would be difficult for an audience member to agree with 
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her: Tillie has been continually presented as an unsympathetic, self-loathing racist and Poitier 

had long since been established as an acceptable attractive black actor for white audiences to 

gaze at.  

 Simon, on the other hand, is repeatedly emasculated in ways that are not contextually 

disproved. Percy is fixated on the fact that Simon does not play sports, declaring that men 

who do not play sports are not “real men.” On the other hand, Simon knows how to dance, a 

characteristic that Percy identifies as feminine, albeit a useful feminine trait as Simon 

successfully teaches Percy to dance the tango in time for his anniversary party.18  Simon is 

also portrayed as flexible regarding traditional gender roles in the bedroom; upon finding a 

new piece of lingerie in Theresa’s luggage, he immediately puts it on, pretending that it is 

his.  Percy bursts through the door just as Theresa has bent Simon over the bed, placing him 

in a sexually submissive position as she attempts to remove the lingerie.  In the one scene 

expressly meant to reaffirm Simon’s sexuality, Theresa’s sister asks her what sex with a 

white man is like. The conversation is structured around the myth of black men’s penises 

being larger then white men’s; Theresa debunks the myth, but then refutes the seriousness of 

her claim by adding the bizarre detail that Simon’s penis can also sing.  

Even though it’s considerably more open about sexuality, the remake is still 

somewhat uncomfortable with interracial sex.  The filmmakers only suggest the existence of 

the sexual relationships after they downplay the possibility of that either man is predatory by 

reducing their sexual masculinity as much as possible.  In a contradictory move, however, 

both films feature significant focus on sexual activity. Each film builds internal acceptance of 

interracial relationships on the rationale that the older men in positions of power (Matt, Mr. 

Prentice and Percy) object because they have forgotten what sexual desire is like.  In the 
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original, this is in the form of a relatively graphic accusation by Mrs. Prentice, which 

prompt’s Matt’s speech regarding his passion for Christina.  In the remake, the recurring 

theme is Percy’s failure to remember how to do the tango (a sexually charged dance, which 

Simon teaches him) and his inability to write his vows. He repeatedly requires the help of 

books, pop hip hop ballads that he hears on his car radio, or Simon’s passionate declarations 

regarding Theresa (which Percy repeatedly steals in order to impress Marilyn, leaving Simon 

speechless and unable to plead his case with Theresa).19  

These scenes between Percy and Simon are long exchanges of homosocial bonding, 

which reaffirm the claims that Andrea Levine has made regarding the original film: men are 

responsible for eliminating racism and women are simply tangential plot devices.  Not only 

does John make the decision to possibly call off the marriage without Joanna’s input, when 

she discovers the fact, she seems wide-eyed and unaware of the implications of the fact, “He 

did? What a funny thing to say!” She responds, prompting her father to tell her to “shut up.”  

John brings up the possibility of having children (to Matt – Joanna is not present), informing 

Matt that a marriage “is not a marriage” without children.  The remake is even more blatantly 

a film about the relationships between men; all of the movie posters feature humorous 

portrayals of Bernie Mac and Ashton Kutcher – when Zoë Saldaña is shown, she is either 

partially concealed or placed in a diminished position (also note that neither Houghton nor 

Saldaña headline) [Figure 5.2]. The reconciliation between Theresa and Simon at the end of 

the film is entirely Percy’s doing – he informs Simon that women “are always right” in an 

argument, creating a condescending space in which Simon can return to Theresa and 

apologize because he and Percy know, in their hearts, that they are simply appeasing the 

women for the sake of domestic peace. From Mr. Drayton snapping at Joey to “shut up” and 
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John making decisions regarding weddings and children without her present, to Percy and 

Simon being incapable of establishing their relationship until all of the women are removed 

from the house, the message appears to be that women are not only unnecessary for familial 

and social progress, but that those progressions move more smoothly if the women are either 

silent or absent.  

Figure 5.2 
Used with permission: Columbia/Sony Pictures 

     

The elimination of racism is not only men’s work; it is also apparently a simple 

matter of developing universal social colorblindness and adjustments of taste. Both sets of 

parents identify their daughters as individuals who “don’t see” race differences; John 

confirms in the original film that Joanna doesn’t simply transcend the difference between 

them, but that to her “there is no difference.”  Toward the end of Guess Who, Simon is talked 

into a corner when he admits that the race difference in their relationship “matters” to him in 

some ways.  Theresa and her parents are outraged – the proper response is the refutation of 

any issue; without outright colorblindness, in the context of these films, there can be no 

progress. In the infamous “ice cream” sequence of the original, Matt orders the wrong flavor 
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at an ice cream stand and reacts with repulsion at first, but gradually develops a taste for it.  

Wartenberg describes the not-so-subtle message:  

Since he finds Fresh Oregon Boysenberry delicious, despite his initial aversion, 
perhaps Johanna’s chocolate boyfriend will be to his liking too once he gets over his 
initial and habitual negative response to novelty.20  

 
In the more recent film Percy gradually must overcome his teetotalism; He responds with 

contempt upon discovering that Marilyn keeps vodka in his Christian (by which he means 

abstinent) house. After Simon points out the quality of the vodka (as denoted by its high 

price), Percy agrees to a drink and the action advances in time to a point at which both men 

are intoxicated enough to play indoor football and for Percy to allow Simon to teach him how 

to tango.   

In spite of the historical progression of the remake, there are a number of cultural 

beliefs regarding interracial relationships that remain, and troubling shifts that do not 

necessarily portray a “movement forward” in terms of race relations.  Guess Who continues 

to rely upon class as a “safe” entryway to integrationist discourse while ignoring the apparent 

cultural need for (and thus perpetuation of) race-based class stereotypes in order for 

audiences to understand “difference.”  There is also still trepidation in the presentation of 

interracial sex: Simon and Theresa’s affectionate banter and chemistry is dampened by the 

easy textual move of Percy’s outrage prohibiting them from having any real physical 

reaction. The knee-jerk tendency of the popular press to discount or discredit remakes is 

quite visible in the reception of Guess Who, but its relationship to the original film is more 

complicated than a slapstick rip-off. Simon’s femininity and the idea of racism as indicative 

of “taste” are thrown into stark relief when one keeps the original film, with its emasculation 

of Sidney Poitier and inclusion of “taste” in mind.  Guess Who’s updates – the brand of 
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humor and increase in sexuality, the purported bait-and-switch of a black family showing 

trepidation in the face of a white suitor, are distinctive features of the remake-as-cultural 

marker: the film may contain surface-level revisions, but the repetition of race issues as 

men’s problems is perhaps the most telling.  Throughout each film – both intertextually and 

in promotion – women are secondary – they appear only as a method of introducing the men, 

of different races and generations, who will solve the problems of racism if women will stop 

interfering or simply move aside.  All of the real “progress” of the original happens between 

men and behind closed doors – most commonly in Matt Drayton’s study.  Although Matt’s 

acceptance of John is prompted by Mrs. Prentice’s rather shocking critique of Matt’s failed 

masculinity, her input is referred to only briefly in Matt’s final speech, given after he 

tellingly barks at Joanna to “shut up,” regardless of the fact that it is her future at stake.  

Matt’s dismissal of Christina and Joanna as emotional (and thus irrational), is absurd in the 

face of his decision, essentially made in defense of his manhood.  Similarly, the remake’s 

misogynistic stance that men must agree with women in order to “keep the peace” allows the 

men to achieve the ideal of middle-class heterosexual marriage without sacrificing their 

masculinity – condescending to women and allowing them to think they are in control is the 

answer – both to household serenity and interracial harmony, which again can only be 

achieved when the women have left the house.   

The popular Hollywood archetype of the “post-racial culture” was very likely born 

with the release of the original Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner, exemplified by Dorothy’s 

romance with the meat delivery boy and the character of Monsignor Ryan, most unfazed (and 

indeed, delighted) by John and Joanna’s relationship.  It is a theme that has recurred since 

1967 in a variety of guises, but always with the sense that this was an ideal that we have 
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already achieved, or one that is imminent.  The election of Barack Obama in 2008 brought 

the concept of “post-racial culture” into the mainstream, again raising popular hopes that the 

election of the US’s first black president somehow marked the “end of racism.”  There are 

clear dangers with this suggestion, which depends on the assumption that there is no more 

work to be done in race relations in the US – that racism only occurs on individual terms.  

Guess Who also depends on that assumption; it’s a popular archetype precisely because it 

suggests simplicity to its audience, that there is nothing left to do except wait for the 

lingering racist individuals across the country to adjust their taste.  
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CHAPTER 6: ROLLERBALL (1975, 2002) 
 
 Dystopian science fiction was one of the most popular genres of the mid-1970s; the 

decade saw the release of (among others) Logan’s Run, Death Race 2000, Soylent Green, 

The Omega Man, A Clockwork Orange, Westworld, The Stepford Wives, The Boys from 

Brazil and Rollerball.  These ranged from the comic and campy to the desolate and cynical, 

with Rollerball falling somewhere in the middle. Norman Jewison’s film (1975) is a strange 

hybrid: part Kubrickian anticipation of a sterile, restrictive future, part Huxleyan harbinger of 

a drugged police state, and part early Star Trek fashion show, topped off with a taciturn, 

mumbling protagonist (James Caan as Jonathan E).  Its vision of the future is warless and 

clean, with “small touches, such as women’s clothing and hairstyles that subtly suggest those 

of ancient Rome … in which luxury is paramount and violence is entertainment.”1 

Besides the inevitable plot complications of futuristic science fiction, the film and its 

remake have the added layer of featuring invented sports, so considerable summary is 

needed.  In the original, the year is 2018, governments have been dismantled and replaced by 

monolithic corporations; there is no poverty or war, and the most popular sport is rollerball.  

A roller skating hybrid of hockey, basketball and rugby, the sport has few rules and frequent 

fatalities.  Jonathan E is the greatest rollerballer to ever play the game – and the longest-

lasting at ten years of participation.  After a game in which Houston (Jonathan’s team) 

defeats Madrid, several of the corporation executives, including Mr. Bartholomew (John 

Houseman), come into the locker room and praise the players’ performances – particularly 

Jonathan’s. 
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In a meeting with Bartholomew the following day, Jonathan is informed that the 

corporation would like him to retire from the sport during his television special highlighting 

his career; he is given no reason for this decision.  During the conversation, Jonathan 

bemoans the loss of his wife, Ella (Maude Adams), who was taken from him when a 

corporate executive expressed interest in her.  Bartholomew refuses to discuss the issue; it is 

evidently a frequent complaint of Jonathan’s.  He grants Jonathan time to consider the 

retirement.  

Jonathan’s current girlfriend, Mackie (Pamela Hensley), is suddenly replaced by a 

corporate spy named Daphne (Barbara Trentham). Jonathan shows no surprise or particular 

objection to the swap; he and Daphne attend a preview screening of the television special, 

where the executives attempt to get Jonathan to recite a pre-written retirement speech.  

Outraged by the ruse, Jonathan refuses to retire and insists that he will play in Tokyo; the 

corporations have changed the rules of the game so that there are no penalties and limited 

substitutions and Jonathan will not abandon his team.  During the match, three of the 

Japanese players attack Jonathan’s favorite teammate, Moonpie (John Beck), and injure him 

badly. It becomes more explicit that the reason for the corporation’s urge toward retirement 

is Jonathan’s popularity; Bartholomew warns him “no man is bigger than the game.” In the 

world championship game (which has no substitutions and no penalties), each player on the 

New York and Houston teams are gradually killed or badly injured and removed from the 

game.  Jonathan is left alone at the end, skating around the track in front of an awed and 

silent audience. He scores one final goal and the crowd explodes, chanting his name as he 

skates around and around.  The film ends on a grainy freeze frame of his face (evoking the 

final shot of Les Quatre Cents Coups [Truffaut 1959]). 
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The remake, set in the near future, features the popular teen actor Chris Klein as Jonathan 

Cross, an aspiring professional athlete looking for new work. His friend Marcus (LL Cool J) 

talks him into joining a rollerball team. Teams do not appear to be affiliated with locations in 

the remake – they are mostly identified by color and the players individually by their country 

of origin – Jonathan’s team is the Red Horsemen.2  The most immediate difference in the 

contemporary film is that there are women rollerballers, including Jonathan’s love interest 

Aurora (Rebecca Romijn).  The game gradually gets more violent as the owners (including 

Jean Reno as Alexei and Naveen Andrews as Sanjay) realize that television ratings spike 

each time there is a graphic injury.  The players discover that the owners have been 

sabotaging the equipment to guarantee more (and more serious) injuries. In the meantime 

Jonathan and Aurora realize that they and their teammates are constantly followed by 

“bodyguards” hired by the rollerball owners.  After a series of increasingly violent games, 

including one in which Marcus is nearly killed, Marcus and Jonathan attempt an escape 

across the Kazakh/Russian border, but Jonathan is captured and forced to play.  As in the 

original, the final game has no fouls or penalties.  As the game grows increasingly violent, an 

astute audience member leaps up and shouts, “Can’t you see? They’re killing them for the 

ratings!” Corporate guards shoot the man and the crowd becomes enraged and turns on the 

guards. All other players are eliminated and Jonathan, instead of scoring, leaps through the 

glass barrier and beats the executives to death with the ball. He then beats Alexei to death 

with an end table and shoots Naveen with a conveniently located shotgun.  Throughout the 

arena, rollerballers and audience members attack and kill anyone in a position of authority.  

With no apparent repercussions for the massacre, Jonathan and Aurora ride off together in 

the back of a truck.   
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 Like many male-focused sports movies, both Rollerball films feature clear agendas 

regarding gender roles and heterosexuality.  The remake’s inclusion of women rollerballers 

creates a space in which the filmmakers make frequent and adamant references to male 

heterosexuality and the expectations connected with it.  At first, other characters imply that 

the women rollerballers are lesbians; it later becomes clear that Jonathan’s comment that 

Aurora “only bats for the home team” is meant to discourage other teammates from pursuing 

his undisclosed lover.  Women rollerball players also allow the remake to exploit a late 20th 

century reincarnation of roller derby as an all-female, punk rock form of sports 

entertainment.  Women rollerball players are shown in outrageous costumes with tutus, 

fishnet tights and revealing tops (Aurora’s shirts frequently have side cut-outs, so that the 

viewer can see that she is not wearing a bra).  The costumes encourage connection to roller 

derby (derby teams frequently have matching elaborate outfits evocative of rockabilly, punk 

or pinup aesthetics), but are meant more to display the women’s bodies than to act as 

appropriate sporting gear (Figure 6.2).  

Figure 6.1 

Rollerball (Jewison 1975) Rollerball (McTiernan 2002) 

Protagonist: Jonathan E (James Caan) Jonathan Cross: Chris Klein 

Representative of evil: Bartholomew 
(John Houseman) 

Alexis Petrovich: Jean Reno; Sanjay: 
Naveen Andrews 

Sidekick: Moonpie (John Beck) Marcus Ridley: LL Cool J 

Love interest(s): Mackie (Pamela 
Hensley) and Daphne (Barbara Trentham) 

Aurora: Rebecca Romijn 
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The rabid heterosexuality of the remake includes topless women in every possible 

scene: waitresses in bars, welcoming crowds in international airports – Aurora even exercises 

topless.  In contrast, women in the original film are conspicuous in their interchangeability, 

something that Variety reviewers recognized as a nod to mid-1970s consumer culture: “As 

the women in Caan’s life, Adams, Hensley and Trentham step right out of today’s deodorant 

and cosmetics teleblurbs – just the way they’re supposed to be when life imitates consumer 

advertising imagery.”3 Where women in the remake are teammates and – although topless – 

equal companions in the dangers of rollerball, Jewison pointedly focuses on the lack of 

violent outlet for women in the original film.  Women are as invested in the game, following 

intently and watching recordings of past games.  Women are dangerous and violent figures, 

but they have no outlet for their destructive urges.  That need for violent outlet is portrayed as 

the very thing that makes them hazardous.  In one particularly bizarre scene, a group of 

intoxicated party guests wander the grounds of their host, lazily looking for something to use 

as target practice.  Jonathan’s ex-girlfriend Mackie takes the gun and begins firing 

indiscriminately at trees, setting the entire landscape on fire.  The other women in the group – 

all dressed in evening gowns with elaborate hairstyles and makeup – lick their lips and grab 

at the gun, anxious for their turn (Figure 6.3). 

Figure 6.2 
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Additionally, in the original film women are clearly not to be trusted: Mackie and 

Daphne are suspected spies planted by the corporation.  Ella, who Jonathan has clung to in 

the belief that she was taken from him against her will, actually enjoys her new lifestyle with 

multiple houses and world travel.  She offhandedly tells Jonathan “comfort is freedom” and 

encourages him to accept his fate. Jonathan’s most expressive and openly happy moments are 

shared with his teammates and other men: he never appears happier in the film than when he 

is wrestling with his trainer Cletus (Moses Gunn), horse playing with Moonpie or surrounded 

by his teammates.  Groups of men that actively exclude women are a popular trope of 1970s 

cinema, explicitly portraying or subtly nodding to the relationships of platoons of soldiers in 

Vietnam.4  The absence of women intensifies the sense of their unknowability or 

untrustworthiness; women are explicitly incapable of making Jonathan happy.  Daphne and 

Mackie wander the house in diaphanous robes (which Jonathan sardonically refers to as the 

house “uniform”) and he pointedly avoids being alone with them, inviting Cletus to dinner or 

Figure 6.3 
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unexpectedly departing without the women whenever possible.  His delusion that Ella was 

forcibly taken from him – that she was happy with him – is something he clings to as long as 

possible; once that fantasy is shattered; he retreats even further into all-male company.  

Something that transcends both films is another facet of the “womanless team” trope: the 

ability for men to transcend (some aspects of) race and class in their single-gendered 

community.  While the original film features undeniable antipathy toward the perceived 

threat of Japan and the remake embraces its era’s standard stereotypes of Eastern Europe and 

the Middle East, both films also highlight the cross-cultural relationships within each team: 

friendships that transcend race and class.   

The hyper-masculinity of the original makes sense in the context of Susan Jeffords’ 

thoughts on post-Vietnam films and their focus on men’s communities (sometimes to the 

point of feminizing the enemy or Other).5  Although the remake was in post-production at the 

time of 9/11, its development does coincide with the surge in “bad boy culture” in the US 

signaled by the popularity of “lad mags” such as Maxim, Blender and FHM.6 Susan Faludi’s 

Stiffed closed out the decade with its suggestions that the expectations of masculinity in US 

society has created a culture of pressure that contemporary men find impossible to live up to. 

The remake of Rollerball was born out of these hypermasculinized texts (including the lad 

mags) and heralded the post-9/11 focus on homeland security and a sense of domestic pride 

and protectionism.   

Jewison looks to Huxley for dystopic inspiration; his characters have no control over 

their individual lives, they are given a Soma-like drug that keeps them in a constant state of 

vague complacency and drowsy sexual arousal with only the occasional outburst of tree-

shooting. As Ella points out, resignation to the corporate world order is necessary for 
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“comfort” which is equated with happiness, and later freedom. Jonathan’s desire is to 

continue playing the game that he loves – to be surrounded by his teammates. He has no wish 

to start any sort of revolution – he is at a loss in the face of his potential danger to the system; 

indeed, for three-quarters of the film, he has no idea why the corporation wants him to quit 

and is bewildered when Cletus explains his potential power.  Jonathan fills the role of the 

“reluctant hero,” a savior unaware of his own power or potential and who resists the 

inevitability of his position of liberator or champion. In connection with Jonathan’s simplistic 

worldview, luxury and indolent lifestyle are explicitly part of the problem of the dystopic 

future of the film.  Jonathan lives on a simple ranch and rides horses rather than live in urban 

mansions and hold elaborate parties.  The lack of physical activity, dependence on narcotics 

and complacency with imposed comfort are the basis of dystopic horror; there is no space for 

individual achievement or decision-making.   

Luxury is not necessarily a negative factor in the remake.  With a target audience 

enthralled by economic excess and conspicuous consumption, a bleak vision of comfort and 

wealth simply would not make much sense.  In place of the thoughtless destruction of trees, a 

horror-struck Jonathan watches as an angry mob firebombs his Shelby Series 1.7  There are 

several club scenes in which Marcus and Jonathan are approached by beautiful and willing 

women, the wealthy rollerballers buy rounds of drinks, dance and luxuriate in private rooms.  

So where is the dystopia in the remake? Jonathan Cross wants to quit playing rollerball: his 

execution is necessary simply because he has discovered that the owners are rigging the 

game for ratings; the “integrity” of the game is compromised.  Product placement is also 

targeted when Jonathan shows confusion at being asked to “drink again” when a frustrated 

producer notes that he forgot to keep the beverage label toward the camera; the bewildered 
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Jonathan is there to play his sport, not to promote a sports drink. The desire to play the game 

– by the rules, with one’s team, for a large sum of money – is the driving force for Jonathan 

and Marcus. Marcus repeatedly encourages Jonathan to forget about the corporate 

interference and simply play the game: the goings on are “very bad shit” but it is a “rough 

game, man.  That’s why we get paid;” the friends repeatedly comfort and encourage each 

other with the reminder that they “love this game,” echoing the NBA’s advertising tagline. 

Anderson identifies the connection to actual professional sports in the original film, reading it 

as a manifesto against the NFL: “Rollerball is obviously designed to chastise us for enjoying 

Monday Night Football… if only Howard Cosell, Frank Gifford and Don Meredith had been 

there to announce the Rollerball slug fests… then perhaps the film would have been partially 

believable.”8   

On the opposite end of the sports spectrum, the contemporary film identifies rollerball 

as “sports entertainment,” the catchphrase for exhibitions such as World Wrestling 

Entertainment (formerly the WWF) and monster truck shows.   The rollerball announcer is 

played by Paul Heyman, a popular WWE announcer recognizable to target audience 

members. The remake banks on the connections to campy, mostly staged pseudo-sporting 

events, but the characters show devotion to rules and fair play. The sport’s original rules are 

described dismissively as “complicated and in Russian,” yet Heyman’s boisterous announcer 

is outraged when those rules are thrown out in the final game.  The characters’ concern about 

their day-to-day free will is summed up in a few scenes in which the players are followed, or 

characters are disappeared or executed out of the sight of the main characters and, by proxy, 

the audience.  
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The loss of individuality is less of a concern to young male audiences of the 00s.  In 

much of the culture of the echo-boomers, the possibility of a loss of individuality is 

represented as unthinkable and thus irrelevant.9  In an effort to recreate that aspect of the 

original in a more understandable way, the filmmakers show team members as getting “their 

numbers;” once a player has committed to a particular team, their team number is tattooed 

below their left eye.  Inexplicably, Jonathan and Marcus are apparently exempt from this 

requirement; they both show distaste at the idea of such marks of ownership.  Critics debate 

over whether the first film idealizes socialism or virulently opposes it.10 In the remake, the 

value of capitalism is not up for discussion.  In the product placement sequence mentioned 

above, it is not the act of sponsorship that is condemned, but the distraction from the sport 

that it causes. Michael Ryan and Douglas Kellner’s criticism of the original film, that 

“anything that departs from the ideal of pure individual freedom (corporations, but also 

socialism) is by implication linked under domination” is more palpably applicable in the 

remake.11  Consider the hazy subplot of worker discontent: a group of miners in Kazakhstan 

(site of the first game) display unrest, protesting and marching a number of times throughout 

the film.  The miners are meant to create a lower class reflection of the rollerball players: 

dissatisfied employees who feel powerless. But the details of their grievances are left 

unspoken and their demonstrations are shown as inconvenient to the protagonists: the streets 

are blocked, forcing the disgruntled game announcer and others to walk to the game, and it is 

the protesting miners who firebomb Jonathan’s car.12  The miners are dirty, racially 

unidentifiable, ignorant and potentially embarrassing (they are shown as drunk and socially 

awkward when they attend a celebration in a bar with the rollerball players).  Thus, the 
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mineworkers are partially sympathetic, but are ultimately represented as inconvenient 

dissatisfied laborers.   

 These laborers are some of the main instigators in the remake’s final scenes of 

violence.  Both films address the danger of association with violent entertainment; the 

original’s tree-shooting sequence shows one option for spectator outlet, but Jewison films the 

scene from a distance, detached from the bloodthirsty women and their bizarre, destructive 

entertainment.  The women are grotesque, irrational and desperate for entertainment – they 

are also the most vocal and dedicated rollerball fans, cooing over Jonathan, watching reruns 

and recordings of every game, demanding replays of the most violent scenes, and creating a 

connection between the diegetic audience to the actual audience:  “the violence of the game 

involves the real audience as much as the audiences depicted in the film and their roles are 

intertwined…”13 The outlet for violence, Jewison suggests, is necessary but flawed.  Men 

have the option to become rollerball players in the original film – women do not, so they find 

a violent outlet where they can.  The remake finds the audience participation in violence 

liberating rather then grotesque; once the crowd realizes that they are being manipulated, 

they are able to break free from their rollerball addiction and desire for a spectacle of blood 

and violence.  Instead, they become the spectacle, attacking authority figures, rioting, and 

ultimately killing many of the corporate heads and their representatives.  

 In both films, the “enemy” is corporate authority, but the enemy rollerball teams are 

also culturally significant.  Ryan and Kellner note that “the team against which [Jonathan] 

has to contest in the end is Japanese, and of course at this time the Japanese were beginning 

to undercut American world economic power” – and the Japanese team is a tired stereotype 

of emotionless precision, skating in perfect formation.14  Although the contemporary film 
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features international teams, there is still a general spectacle of the Other; Alexei is the 

criminal mastermind, the classic American representation of the sinister Russian.  The 

rollerball matches take place in Mongolia and Kazakhstan, which are introduced by 

intertitled flashes of a map followed by montages of the clichés of each ethnicity: “exotic” 

landscapes, mosques and temples, women in burquas and traditional costume. The locations 

are presented as unstable, potentially hostile and anti-American, not to mention racist.  The 

following exchange takes place during a press conference in Kazakhstan; a reporter is 

interviewing Marcus: 

Reporter: Is it true your mother’s a crack whore? 
Marcus (in disbelief): You actually translated that?  My mother’s a pediatrician. 
Reporter (to camera, in Kazakh with subtitle): Yes, it’s true. 

 
Exchanges such as this one reconfirm the pre-established, racially open “men’s club” of the 

original and perpetuated in the remake.  Even though the remake includes women 

rollerballers, their role is peripheral; they’re meant either for eye candy (in the case of 

Aurora) or to echo the horrifying, lip-licking, tree-shooting viragos of the original; Amazons 

in tutus and face paint bashing in the heads of their enemies. Jonathan and Marcus’s 

harrowing attempt at escape over the Kazakh/Russian border is portrayed as doomed from 

the start; the unethical guards have already been bribed by Alexei. Regardless, these 

representations of cultural Others are generally played for the economic and cultural 

sympathy of the audience (in both films) and potentially for laughs (in the remake). The 

corporations are the primary targets in these films, and the different cultures can unite in 

opposition to the controlling factions.  

These films’ portrayals of gender roles, heteronormativity, contemporary senses of 

global socioeconomics and concepts of “work” and individuality are useful benchmarks for 
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each era’s popular cultural ideologies and social anxieties.  As Ryan and Kellner note in 

reference to the original film:  

a conservative potential emerges in the privileging of traditional male-dominated 
family life and of individualism conjoined with a leadership principle.  Rollerball 
operates ideologically by dichotomising the world of social alternatives into two 
possibilities – either individual freedom (linked with male proprietary right over 
women) or totalitarian domination.15 

 
The either/or system of values presented fits well with the film’s messages of male 

independence and individuality contrasted directly with the interchangeability and 

untrustworthiness of women; it also highlights the popular fear of Japanese economic 

domination, which was stereotyped in popular culture as in direct opposition to individuality 

and self-governance at least through the mid 1980s.16 

 Contemporary US popular anxiety in regards to “terrorism” manifests itself in a more 

obscure fashion in the remake: a general cultural conservatism and distrust of Middle Eastern 

and Eastern European culture (particularly faith-based culture) has spread to a more wide-

ranging suspicion of unfamiliar people and cultures that has misplaced the also misinformed 

fetishization of exotic Others.  A post-9/11 movement away from multicultural tolerance is 

reflected in many film remakes and McTiernan’s Rollerball acts as a useful model not only 

because of its odd interpretation of Jewison’s project, but also for its insight into 

contemporary male youth culture and its complicated (mis)understanding of gender 

relationships and international socioeconomics. The shift in archetype in these films, 

however, is a movement away from a western-style gunslinger figure or reluctant savior 

(Jonathan E in the original) and the terror of the “Evil Megacorporation” – similar to the 

figure of Manchurian Global in the remake of The Manchurian Candidate – to a figure 

representing a commitment to “athletic integrity” that is more muddled.  The remake also 
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features a reluctance to position itself in opposition to capitalism.  The new Jonathan appears 

to agree with the women of the original film that “comfort is freedom”; his unwillingness lies 

in his dedication to a “purity” of sport that corporations are sullying with product placement 

and rule-changing. The film appears to be on the verge of approaching the original film’s 

concerns of the individual (in the sequences addressing the face-tattoos), but the main 

characters’ opposition to the tattoos is undefined.   Similarly, the plight of the miners is 

occasionally dropped into the film, but it is given no context so the viewer is uncertain as to 

what the plight of the miners might be, or whether we, as viewers, are meant to sympathize 

with them, as they are shown as both an oppressed group and an inconvenience to the 

protagonists.   
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION 
 
 When I began this project, I assumed that I would find that the trends in film remakes 

since the beginning of the 2000s would be relatively stable across sets of films: that shifts in 

aspects such as casting, mise-en-scène and minor plot points would indicate particular trends 

in cultural needs and desires.  What I discovered instead was a surprising tendency in 

reformatting, refreshing and, in some cases, creating entirely new archetypes and mythic 

forms for the purposes of retelling old stories, updating the messages of our culture’s stories 

and replacing ideologies and concerns in order to address contemporary audiences’ interests 

and anxieties.   

Throughout the development of this project I was reminded of Roland Barthes’ 

“Myth Today” in which he declares that “the form does not suppress the meaning, it only 

impoverishes it, it puts it at a distance, it holds it at one’s disposal… It is the constant game 

of hide-and-seek between the meaning and the form that defines myth.”1    Although Barthes 

is embellishing upon his own specific use of the term “myth,” his mingling of formal and 

historically-based ideological analysis creates a space in which one can consider the 

relationship between the structural (continuous) and historical (transformative) natures of a 

text.    Within film remakes, the game of “hide-and-seek” occurs between the stability of 

certain aspects of plot and representation and the renovations that allow for update or 

clarification.2  In a way, the study of remakes demands the blending of structural and 

ideological analysis because they are by their nature both stable and in flux.  This seemingly 

contradictory approach proved increasingly necessary to me as it became clear that 
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Hollywood remakes are neither consistently stable nor always different from their source 

texts – but that the analysis of the location and nature of the trends was necessary.   

 King Kong’s titular character has become, as Cynthia Erb has noted, an archetype of 

its own; a cultural symbol of a monster destroyed by love, a nation’s colonizing hubris, and a 

problematic image of our continuing struggle with race relations.   The image of Kong as a 

racial symbol has become so recognized 

in the mainstream that a Vogue magazine 

cover featuring basketball player LeBron 

James and supermodel Gisele Bundchen 

in a vaguely Kong-inspired pose 

instigated widespread outrage – not only 

from scholars of race representation or 

African American studies, but among 

independent bloggers and the public at 

large [Figure 7.1].3  Peter Jackson’s 

attempts to update Ann Darrow for a 

contemporary feminist audience while 

staying true to the spirit of the character 

highlights Jessica Lange’s sex-kitten 

interpretation of 1976 and De Laurentiis’s 

parody lightens the references to the Vietnam War and oil crisis, but remains relevant to its 

contemporary moment.   Audiences of our historical moment may watch the 1976 version 

with discomfort as Kong and our own military helicopters terrorize the World Trade Center, 

Figure 7.1  
© Annie Leibovitz/Contact Press Images, 

courtesy of the artist 
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while the 2005 version ignores the tragedy altogether by representing the pre-WTC skyline 

of 1933.  Kong’s own role as a cultural mythic figure transforms over time – the figure of 

Kong has become a fascinating subject not only because of his role as a film-developed 

mythic figure (in the same sense as the Star Wars story), but also in his apparent malleability 

and longevity.  Although the stories surrounding Kong shift over time and are based on 

cultural needs, the figure of the doomed Beast himself remains relatively stable: in a sense, 

each generation gets the Kong that it needs, and yet that need has remained surprisingly 

constant.  

 Demme’s project appears to foreground the remake project of reinterpretation; his 

remake is more adamantly political with a more clear-cut agenda.  Demme’s retention of the 

“Terrible Mother” figure highlights that character’s cultural mutability: while Lansbury’s 

Mrs. Iselin exemplifies that generation’s anxiety regarding over-mothering and feminine 

manipulativeness, Streep’s Eleanor Prentiss epitomizes our contemporary ambivalence 

toward politically powerful women.  The retention of the suggestion of incest, rather than 

creating an Oedipal sense such as that in Disturbia, highlights the threat of the Terrible 

Mother.  The son is never implicated in the mother’s plotting or destructive nature and he is 

literally powerless in the face of her domination.  The Manchurian Candidate interrogates 

our simultaneously stable and radically transformed concepts of evil, utilizing one of the 

oldest archetypes (the Terrible Mother) but pairing her with a relatively new figure, the Evil 

Megacorporation. While a sense of a faceless, widespread evil may be a consistency in 

storytelling, this pair of films grants an unusual opportunity to examine how that sense has 

changed. The earlier film critiques Red Scare paranoia while the recent version replaces that 

fear with Eisenhower’s vision of the military-industrial-complex. Both versions of The 
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Manchurian Candidate renovate the Cassandra figure, replacing her with the new popular 

trope of the Conspiracy Theorist, destined to be doubted, but very frequently saved by a 

redeemable system.   

These films were the first to cause me to reconsider my view of archetypes as stable 

or stagnant.  The shifts between the first and second film represent what I came to recognize 

as three possible manifestations of archetype: those that were consistent, as I had expected 

(such as the Terrible Mother, mentioned above), those that were slightly altered (the 

Conspiracy Theorist) and those that appeared new.  The Conspiracy Theorist is a highly 

sympathetic figure in contemporary popular culture.  In light of our current tendency toward 

aiding in our own surveillance (as in Disturbia’s participant panopticon), characters showing 

awareness of the potential dangers of this behavior are frequently seen as more cautious than 

paranoid.  After all, paranoia is perfectly justified if we deliberately sacrifice our privacy for 

the sake of convenience. This creates a further twist on the Conspiracy Theorist: unlike 

Cassandra, the Conspiracy Theorist does not have to be doomed by the gods to be 

disbelieved.  We are perfectly aware that the Conspiracy Theorist may tell the truth; we 

simply ignore his predictions out of laziness or skepticism. Our paranoia is further justified 

by the sense that we cannot trust our own military to make decisions based on the welfare of 

the US population; the Halliburton scandal, followed within a few years by the Blackwater 

controversy, lent a sense of weary justification to those who had predicted the threat of a for-

profit military untroubled by the traditional moral compass associated with US armed forces 

tactics.  While nominally battling the same forces decried in the earlier half of the twentieth 

century and fighting for “democracy,” the military slowly eroded their public approval 

ratings in the late 90s and early 00s through their relationships with private contractors, 
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questionable tactics in Guantanamo and the horrors of Abu Ghraib.  Although figures such as 

Lynndie England gave human faces to the atrocities, the shadowy corporate structures of 

Halliburton and Blackwater and the unseen activities within Guantanamo increased the 

uneasy sense of an uncontrollable – and unaccountable – force pushing our culture into 

unwanted territory.   

In my examinations of Thompson, Aarne, Propp and other compilations of types of 

tales, a faceless or unidentifiable evil force is not a prominent factor. I do not think that 

“Communism” was the first appearance of this archetype, but it was among the first to be 

widely embraced in our popular film.  As Communism (as a cultural concept) started to lose 

cachet after the Korean War, and later became a film tropic cliché in the end of the Cold 

War, our sense of anxiety and insecurity ranged toward the unknowable.  Our enemies were 

clearly defined before the Cold War – even during the Cold War with its aura of intrigue and 

the popular appeal of counterintelligence, we still had a cultural sense of defined good and 

evil.  The events of 9/11 simply foregrounded something that had been brewing for nearly a 

decade – a fear of an unidentifiable enemy whose motives are confusing or (to us) illogical.  

Illustrating this confusion, as recently as 2007, a Newsweek poll found that 41% of 

Americans believed that Saddam Hussein was directly involved in 9/11.4  

 Disturbia also moves past “Communism” toward another paranoia-induced fear in the 

“Participatory Panopticon,” which is a result of our hesitation toward technological 

advancement.  The film manifests that tentativeness in a literal fashion, portraying an 

increased dependency on technology that translates into a resulting terror in the face of its 

seemingly inevitable failure. Like many horror films, Rear Window and Disturbia are both 

driven by gender anxiety, the original through Jeff’s ineptitude in the face of Lisa’s 
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efficiency and the remake through the millennial generation’s unusual relationships with 

their parents.  Hitchcock portrays technological advancement as feminized – the washing 

machines and dishwashers are not only a threat because of their signal of marital attachment, 

but also because of their ability to free women’s time and energy for non-domestic 

activities.5   Technological advancement in the remake is less gendered and more age-

specific; the teens are those most tech-savvy characters in the film, and those most prepared 

to risk the unreliability of new technology for the sake of potential convenience and a sense 

of proximity.  Their desire for “closeness” (as they define it) and constant contact, and how 

that desire manifests itself in extravagant character development, is another function of the 

revision of the characters and storyline although, in the end both films can be read as warped 

variations on the Bildungsroman tradition – the early film absurd in its examination of the 

coming-of-age of a man in his mid-40s who essentially must overcome his disdain for 

women and romantic relationships.  The later film blends the Bildungsroman with an Oedipal 

structure, creating a bizarre narrative in which the young man can only come to adulthood 

after (inadvertently) killing his father, replacing his love interest with his mother, and then 

switching back to the love interest for the final minute or so of the film.   

A contemporary desire for a Bildungsroman makes sense within the context of 

twenty-first century male gender anxiety.  After the “sensitive male” movement, the 

metrosexuality fad and the lad mag explosion of the late 1990s, the sense of what it “means” 

to become a man in 2000s popular culture remains uncertain.  The male embrace of 

previously feminized technologies is countered by their use; a sequence in Disturbia shows a 

bored Kale fulfilling his mother’s demands that he help around the house. Kale throws 

laundry and dishes into their respective machines, dumps in excessive amounts of soap and 
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blindly spins the settings knobs.  At one point he stands atop the washing machine, pounding 

clothing into it with his feet, dominating the machine and enacting his disdain for 

traditionally women’s work.  Unlike Jeff, who is threatened enough by domestic technology 

to avoid it entirely, Kale attacks head-on; he obeys his mother’s request, but utilizes the 

machines in an excessive and irresponsible way, physically conquering them before moving 

on to more entertaining activities.   

 If the definition of what it means to become a “man” in contemporary US culture is 

complicated, the role of the black man is even more difficult to parse.  Between 2007 and 

2009, the country’s relationship with race was foregrounded in an unprecedented fashion as 

we moved toward the election of our first black president.  A previously casual popular 

assumption, that the US had “defeated” racism, was resurrected for public analysis as Obama 

and his supporters rejected the premise, forcing a reconsideration of attitudes toward racism, 

oppression and the lingering bigotry underlying a great deal of our culture.  Released several 

years before Obama’s election, Sullivan’s Guess Who struggles with the concept of the “end 

of racism,” pushing a slapstick agenda that attempts to force its audience to accept its 

perception of what a post-racist interracial relationship could be. The rejection of the original 

film’s seriousness and sincerity suggests that the issue is no longer one requiring gravity, but 

the jokes upon which the remake is built depend upon an acceptance of the very stereotypes 

and racist ideology it attempts to dismiss. The end result is, essentially, 90 minutes of 

nervous laughter culminating in the dinner table scene, the most uncomfortable sequence in 

the film.   Guess Who, in its genre shift and race-reversal, attempts to show us a culture in 

which racism is no longer a sensitive problem – or at least one in which racism is somehow 

the privilege of any race wishing to exploit it.  Instead, it lays out our contemporary anxieties 
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regarding race and miscegenation, many of which the original film, and even the terror that 

underlies the production of films such as the original King Kong.  The reluctance to portray a 

sexually active interracial couple is paired with a dependence on antiquated class-based race 

stereotypes.    

 Racism, as a concept, is apparently vulnerable, but only if individuals are willing to 

alter their personal “taste,” and if women will quietly allow men to tackle the problem.  This 

gender division is reminiscent of the “boys’ club” attitude of the Rollerball films.  The 

presentation of women as untrustworthy or potentially dangerous figures is a trope that 

appears even in the Guess Who films, which are nominally about race.  The original’s 

portrayal of Christina as emotionally unstable and irrational, Joey as flighty and unthinking 

and Mrs. Prentice as a somewhat aggressive potential emasculator excuses the necessity of 

Matt and John making the familial decisions regarding marriage, reproduction and relocation.  

Decision-making conversations are held without women present, behind closed doors and 

over glasses of expensive Scotch.  Even the Monsignor, a very sympathetic figure and an ally 

to Joey and John’s cause, goes to Matt’s bedroom (without Christina present) to attempt to 

push Matt into a favorable decision.  In the remake, the comedic move of having Percy 

distrust Simon so much that he would insist upon sleeping in his bed creates a male habitat of 

the Jones basement.  Percy’s obsession with NASCAR and other sports dictates a 

hypermasculine décor; Percy’s original rejection of Simon using the space is that it is Percy’s 

personal hideaway.  By locking the doors and windows at night, Percy creates an 

impenetrable men’s territory; Simon eventually escapes through a window, but women are 

seldom shown in the space.   
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Embracing the discourse of “male bonding,” the film (like its predecessor) allows 

Percy and Simon to make the family’s life decisions, not only eliminating the women’s 

agency, but openly discussing how to keep the women from believing that they are 

powerless; allowing the women to win fights – to believe that they are “always right” is the 

only way to keep the peace.  So, while Theresa and Marilyn are nominally feminists – 

powerful women with careers and beliefs of their own, their partners are masterminding a 

façade of independence under which the men will manipulate and control while the women 

believe they are power-holding figures in their own homes.   

 The more actively threatening female figures of the original Rollerball film portray 

the dangers of women without an outlet; their casual destruction of the landscape and 

obsessive consumption of the rollerball spectacle are shown as part of their nature.  Women 

encourage Jonathan to submit to the quiet life of luxury and consumption – to ignore his call 

to the role of reluctant savior. The interchangeability of the women distances the viewer – 

discourages identification or sympathy with the characters.  The remake is, in many ways, 

identical to the original film – the futuristic sports, dystopic landscape and reluctant hero 

translate easily to a contemporary narrative.  In the contemporary case, however, the 

reluctant hero is not driven by a sense of duty to the individual and freedom, but to 

“sportsmanship” or the purity of sport. Women are a less inherent threat; instead, the danger 

of the opposing culture is highlighted.  By embracing women rollerballers, the remake 

sacrifices the “woman-free space” so popular in 1970s cinema (and even hinted at in Guess 

Who) for the sake of titillation and romance.  Both the original and the remake provide 

incarnations of the previously mentioned new archetype of the “Evil Megacorporation,” the 

original bemoaning the entity’s danger to our individuality and the remake reflecting a less 
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clearly defined anxiety regarding personal and group integrity and capitalist freedom.    

Rather than feature the Megacorporation alone as evil, the remake gives the  more 

recognizable (and in 2001, more understandable) enemy of Eastern Europe and the Middle 

East (in some ways, the locations themselves are the enemy) and a retro Cold War nod of a 

vaguely “Russian” villain.  In these ways, it seems that a primary concern of the remake is 

the identifiability of an enemy.  Rollerball – in both of its incarnations – is less than 

straightforward in its address of race, with the original portraying its generations’ vague 

anxiety regarding Japanese culture.  The presentation of violence moves from clear disgust to 

a call to arms; Jewison himself was outraged by the remake’s apparent misunderstanding of 

the purpose and message of the original film, by the glorifying of the violence that he was 

actively opposing.6   

 The alteration of these narratives tells a story of its own.  Oral folk storytelling 

tradition is not extinct in US culture – as long as families tell their histories and adults recite 

fairy tales from memory, the oral tradition will remain.  Consider the entire premise of the 

popular television program How I Met Your Mother, in which a man recites to his children 

the story of their parents’ romance.7  An entire sitcom built around the trope of oral tradition 

suggests that the concept still holds cultural appeal.8  The question, therefore, is not whether 

oral tradition will survive, but what purpose it will serve in the future.   

 Certain stories remain culturally relevant over generations and even across 

geographic lines – the concept of the Terrible Mother, for example, has always resonated and 

appears to be an archetypal constant.  The myths and tales that transport the figure, however, 

do change and it seems that since the birth of film those changes can happen more quickly 

and potentially hold a more powerful influence than an oral transmission.  Remakes allow us 
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to reclaim stories, alter them quickly and disseminate the updated content instantly and with 

consistency.  The increased number of film remakes has little to do with a “lack of 

imagination” in Hollywood, or even financial gain – as I have noted, these are inaccurate and 

insubstantial claims.  The reason for the increase in film remakes has to do with the function 

they perform: they enact the updates and changes of oral traditions in a more efficient 

manner.    

This begs a sort of chicken/egg question: do we no longer have a dominant oral folk 

tradition because of the birth of film, or did film develop out of a need to replace the oral 

tradition?  At the completion of this project, it seems to me that film and film remakes moved 

to fill a cultural gap – to fulfill a cultural need and desire.  Consider, as an extended example, 

the evolution of YouTube.  With all of the uses and potential for this technology, one of the 

most popular genres of YouTube video is the remake.  Individuals all over the world film 

reinterpretations of everything from feature-length films to sporting events and television 

commercials.  They re-cast, reimagine and update to their personal interests and needs and 

then post, for the world to see, their retelling of the story in question.  Why not create an 

entirely new story?  These appear as well, original stories through songs, serial programs and 

films are also popular on YouTube, but the trend of the remake video is startling. Even with 

the development of a vehicle for the rebirth of a truly folk-based, original mass culture, the 

desire to remake and retell stories remains.  Another consideration is the speed of the remake 

trend; many have noticed that the gap between original release date and remake has closed 

exponentially in the past decade.   Revising the stories quickly partly appeals to the general 

culture of instant gratification, but it also suggests our arrival at a point of cultural transition.  
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While updating stories with new technology (Rear Window/Disturbia) is one desire, the 

reaffirmation of our culture as a whole is the most dominant force.  

 This cultural reaffirmation will be the crux of any continuation of this project.  The 

increase in remakes immediately following both Pearl Harbor and 9/11 suggests a necessity 

for mass reassurance fulfilled by the retelling of old stories that clarify and confirm our 

beliefs.  The rhetoric of both catastrophes, the terror of the attack on our “way of life” and the 

threat of a culture destroyed, prompts a population to ask, “what is our ‘way of life?’ how do 

we define it?”  Defined through our stories, particularly popular film over the past century, 

our way of life can be portrayed, enacted, updated and disseminated as a reminder to our 

culture.  In the case of archetypes and mythic movements that may appear outdated or 

excessively ambiguous, the remake allows for a chance of revision – the reluctant hero is 

given a love interest in order to reaffirm heteronormativity, the heroine is given a streak of 

nominal “feminism,” and, of course, our enemy is altered to suit our contemporary fears.   

A more extensive study would also focus on the birth of the “faceless evil.”  Additionally, a 

further exploration of the ways classic archetypes are updated, and how those updates are 

eventually abandoned is another potential avenue for expansion of this research.  Regardless 

of the direction or focus of additional studies, it is clear that a more extensive examination of 

Hollywood remakes is needed; they are among the tools with which we can best identify how 

our culture uses and alters archetypes, and thus how our needs and desires have developed in 

the era of Hollywood.   

                                                
1 Roland Barthes, Mythologies [New York: Hill and Wang, 1972], 124. 
 
2 This play in the space between is also reminiscent of Derrida’s Of Grammatology, in which 
he identifies the différance , including the postponement of meaning in the space between 
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signifier and signified and the relationships between interpretation, assumption and meaning 
– necessarily informed by historical and cultural context and thus another example of a 
necessary marriage of the formal and the ideological.  
 
3 “LeBron James Vogue cover called racially insensitive. ”  USA Today. 24 March 2008. 
http://www.usatoday.com/life/people/2008-03-24-vogue-controversy_N.htm?csp=3 
[accessed 24 November 2008]. 
 
4 Janet Elder. “Packaging 9/11, Terror and the War in Iraq. New York Times. October 17, 
2007. 
 
5 For more on women’s relationships with technological development, see Ellen Lupton’s 
Mechanical Brides: Women and Machines from Home to Office.  

6 “Rollerball director Jewison slams "violent" remake.” Guardian. June 14, 2001. 
http://www.guardian.co.uk/film/2001/jun/14/news1 (accessed 10 February 2009).  
 
7 It is worth noting that the sitcom is very successful consistently earning high Nielsen 
ratings and nominated for many acting and writing awards.   
 
8  The 2008 romantic comedy Definitely, Maybe banked on the popularity of How I Met Your 
Mother with a similar gimmick.  The film performed well at box office, grossing nearly $55 
million worldwide.    
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APPENDIX A: 
EXISTING REMAKE TAXONOMIES 

Thomas Simonet 
 
Remake – a film that derives its plot or characters from the script of another film or from the 
same literary source as another film… the original must be either credited or authoritatively 
described as the source of the remake 
Sequel – a film that repeats the characters of an earlier film, taking up the action where it left 
off; the characters’ history in the earlier film is mentioned, understood or otherwise 
significant in the later one 
Series film – a dramatically complete film that repeats the characters of another film without 
a specific chronological relationship to it 
New film – a film not in one of the above categories…  can include adaptations from other 
media (156-7). 

Robert Eberwein 
1. a) silent remade as sound 

b) silent remade by same director as sound 
2.  a) sound film remade by same director in same country 
 b) sound film remade by same director in different country/ same language 
 c) sound film remade by same director in different country/ different language 
3.  a film by a director consciously drawing on elements and movies of another director 
4.  a) a film made in the US remade as a foreign film 
 b) a film made in a foreign country remade in another foreign country 
 c) a film remade in another foreign country remade for a second time in the US 
 d) a foreign film remade in the US 
5.  a) films with multiple remakes spanning the silent and sound eras 
 b) films remade within the silent and sound eras, and for television 
6.  a) a film remade as television film 
 b) a film remade as a television miniseries 
 c) a television series remade as a film 
7.  a) a remake that changes the cultural setting of a film 
 b) a remake that changes the temporal setting of a film 
 c) a remake that changes the genre and cultural setting of a film 
8.  a) a remake that switches the gender of the main characters 
 b) a remake that reworks more explicitly the sexual relations in a film 
9.  a remake that changes the race of the main characters 
10. a remake in which the same star plays the same part 
11. a remake of a sequel to a film that is itself the subject of multiple remakes 
12. comic and parodic remakes 
13. pornographic remakes 
14. a remake that changes the color and/or aspect ratio of the original 
15. an apparent remake whose status as a remake is denied by the director (28-30).
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APPENDIX B:  
PERMISSIONS 

 
NOTE 
 
The following pages include the text of permissions emails that I requested to reproduce 
some of the illustrations contained in this dissertation.  Illustrations listed below do not 
require permissions because they are film stills covered under Fair Use as set by the 
precedent noted in Kristin Thompson’s “Report of the Ad Hoc Committee of the Society 
For Cinema Studies, ‘Fair Usage Publication of Film Stills’” (1993):  
 
Figure 2.2: Screen captures; left: Les Maitres Fous (Jean Rouch, 1955), right: King Kong 
(Peter Jackson, 2005). 
 
Figure 3.2: Screen captures, The Manchurian Candidate (Demme, 2004). 
 
Figure 3.3: Screen captures, The Manchurian Candidate (Frankenheimer, 1962).  
 
Figure 6.2: Screen capture, Rollerball (McTiernan, 2002). 
 
Figure 6.3: Screen capture, Rollerball (Jewison, 1975).
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April 25, 2009     Via Email: melissalenos@gmail.com 
 
Ms. Melissa Lenos 
Temple University 
330D Annenberg hall 
2020 North 13th Street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19122 
Re: Film Poster Request - “GUESS WHO’S COMING TO DINNER” and “GUESS 

WHO” 
 
Dear Ms. Lenos: 
 

Thank you for your request seeking permission to include three (3) film posters from the 
above referenced Columbia’s motion pictures for use in connection with a dissertation entitled 
“Déjà View: Cultural Functions of Hollywood Remakes” (“Publication”.) Columbia has no 
objection to your proposed use as stated in your request.   

 
Please feel free to contact me at 310.244.7554 if you have any questions. 

 
Sincerely, 

 
MARGARITA DIAZ 
Executive Director, Image Licensing 
Worldwide Product Fulfillment 
10202 West Washington Boulevard 
Turner Building, Suite 4312 
Culver City, California 90232 
(310) 244-7554 Phone 
(310) 244-1336 Fax 
 
Lenosnoobjltr.doc 
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6 April 2009 (via email) 
 
to: mail@contactpressimages.com 
 
To Whom it May Concern: 
 
I am a doctoral candidate in Temple University's Mass Media and Communication program 
and I am writing to request permission to use an Annie Leibovitz image in my dissertation, 
titled "Déjà View: Cultural Functions of Hollywood Remakes."  Confirmation of this can be 
provided by Professor Carolyn Kitch, Director of the Mass Media and Communication 
program; I can provide her contact information if needed. 
 
The image is the Vogue cover from April 2008 featuring LeBron James and Gisele 
Bundchen.  I have attached a copy of the image. 
 
To clarify: this is only a request for dissertation use.  The text will not be published and sold; 
it will only be published through the UMI ProQuest dissertation database.  Please contact me 
if any further information is needed, and I look forward to hearing from you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Melissa Lenos 
7000 Lincoln Drive Apt. B4 
Philadelphia, PA 19119 
412.512.7150 
melissalenos@gmail.com 
<image attached exactly as it appears in Chapter 7 of this text> 
 
*** 
Jeffrey D. Smith <jeffreysmith@contactpressimages.com> 
to melissa <melissalenos@gmail.com> 
date Mon, Apr 6, 2009 at 7:16 PM 
subject Re: permission to use image 
   
We will permit your use of the cover with cover lines as shown in this email. 
 
Please credit:  © Annie Leibovitz/Contact Press Images, courtesy of the artist 
 
Jeffrey D Smith 
jeffreysmith@contactpressimages.com 
Contact Press Images, Inc. 
341 West 38th Street -7th fl 
New York, NY 10018 
Phone: 212-695-7874 or 7875 
Fax: 212-695-7768 
www.contactpressimages.com
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